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reface
e purpose of this paper is to provide information about banking sectors
• Turkey, European Union, Northern and southern Cyprus.
chapter 1, you will find the information about the Competitive
vantage of Nations. By using this approach, it will be made an analyze
r Turkey and EU banking system in next chapters.
chapter 2, all the information about Turkish banking system can be
nd. Historical developments, main features of Turkish banking system
ch as information can be available from chapter 2.
chapter 3, the Central Bank of Republic of Turkey will be explained as
etailed.
chapter 4, the European Union Banking system will be presented.
ach member countries' banking system will be explained as detailed.
chapter 5, the banking system in the Republic of Northern Cyprus will
explained briefly.
chapter 6, Southern Cyprus banking system will be presented. But,
cue to lack of information, this chapter will be presented briefly as well.
chapter 7, the structure and duties of European systems of Central
Banks will be explained as detailed.
chapter 8, the condition of Turkish Banking system will be analyzed.
this part, you will find information about the problems of Turkish
Banking System and the place of Turkish Banking Systems in
Economics.
Chapter 9, The summary of the European Union's banking directives
and new banking law will be compared briefly.
In Chapter 1 o, Global strategies and Recommendations related with
Turkish Banking sector will be presented.
Lastly, a summary or conclusion of this study will be presented.

Xll

ecutive Summary:
e Banking system in Turkey has a huge change. It has affected from
developments in economy and continues to be affected.
from 1980's, Turkish banking system has striven to solve the routine
oblems, which are occurring in own system. While it was solving these
blems, in the other hand it tries to determine the strategies in order to
ver the services, which are expected by people in the best conditions.
this paper it can be found that detailed information about banking
tor which is exist on Turkey and EU member countries.
enerally, the sources, which are used while preparing this study,
btained from secondary data.
is study has prepared by examining various reports, textbooks, and
orking papers, which were used by Turkish Banks Association. In
addition to this, web sites that are related with topics, has been used.
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bapter

Competitive
Aôvantage of

Natiorıs

Competitive Advantage of Nations:
oduction
ay, because of the globalization, the term "competition" has started to
importance; so we should understand and analyze this term both
de and outside of country. By the effect of globalization, one more
cept, which is called as "national competitive advantage", has
ered into our life. In this chapter we'll analyze the national competitive
antage by considering the banking system.

Determinants of National Competitive Advantage and what
uld be criteria to gain the CompetitiveAdvantage?
le determining the national competitive advantage basically 4
erminants help us: ( I)
actor condition:

nation's position in factors of production such as skilled labor or
astructure. We'll analyze the factor condition by regarding banking
·em. (For more information see page 3)
mand condition:

nature of home demand for the industry's product or service. Here,
analysis of services, which are given in banking sector, will be made.
elated Sectors:

- presence or absence in the nation of related sectors those are
-~ationally competitive. Under this heading we'll analyze the
stries, which become related in banks, affect of its to the national
petitiveadvantage.
irm strategy, structure and rivalry:

conditions in the nation governing how companies are created,
anized and managed and also the nature of domestic rivalry.
ally, we'll analyze the strategies of banks, which compared by
opean Union banking system and also will be presented the
ommendations to them in order to gain competitive advantage. (For
e detail see chapter 1 O)

IJlichael E. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, Free Press, p 71

I

e determinants, individually and as a system, create the context in
ich a nation's firms are born and compete. The availability of
ources and skills necessary for competitive advantage in an sector;
information that shapes what opportunities are perceived and the
ections in which resources and skills are deployed; the goals of the
ers, managers and employees that are involved in or carry out
mpetition; and most importantly the pressure on firms to invest and
ovate. (2>
ually, it is not true to say that in a country all firms will achieve the
mpetitive advantage in a sector. Because all firms in a sector have
erent sources or skills.
e to their skills and sources are not equal, some firms have failed in
tor or have been exploited by other firms.
y considering the banking system, following explanation can be made:
The banks which are have powerful sources and capital will attain the
mpetitive advantage. Also, skilled personnel or goals of personnel will
ay important role in competitive advantage"
addition to these, there are two more concepts, which will affect the
mpetitive advantage of nations. These concepts are chance and
vernment. The opinion, which will support us, has expressed by
chael E. Porter:
wo additional variables can influence the national system in important
ys and are necessary to compete the theory. These are chance and
vernment.
ance events are developments outside the control of firms (and
ually the nation's government) such as pure inventions, breakthroughs
basic technologies, wars, external political developments, and major
ifts in foreign market demand.
vernment, at all levels can improve or detract from the national
vantage. This role is seen most clearly by examining how policies
uence each of the determinations. Antitrust policy affects domestic
airy. Regulations can alter home demand conditions. ( 3>
we have seen, through Michael E. Porter's expression chance and
vernment also play important role in competitive advantage. To be
ected through technology positively, not to be effected through wars
d external and political fluctuations are significant factors in
mpetition advantage.
ow, let's discuss the four determinants of national competitive
vantage as detailed which were expressed before briefly.
2) Michael E. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, Free Press p 71
3) Michael E. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, Free Press p 73

2

1

TnR CONDITIONS:

nder this heading it can be examined the term "factors of

••=c. of production contain that land, labor, capital, natural resources,
astructure. Theoretically, factors of productions are shaped
• gtı harmony of mentioned above factors.
~ce,
we should adjust these concepts in the most efficient way.
mple, any country might have powerful capital but in return for
ere is no appropriate labor force for using this capital it's not
ı aııe to provide the competitive advantage. In addition to these
••
W"C. of production can be explained in very broad terms.

-.::n-s
P

can be grouped into a number of broad cateqories'

4)

ı Resources:

antity, skills, cost of personnel, (including management) taking
ccount, standard working hours and work ethic. Human resources
divided into myriad of categories.

ı•u sicaJ resources:
abundance quality, accessibility, and cost of nation's, land, mineral
droelectric power sources and other physical traits. Climatic
-.virl1ons can be viewed as a part of a nation's physical resources as
a nation's location and geographic size.
rwtedge resources:

nation's stock of scientific technical and market knowledge bearing
s and services. Knowledge resources reside in universities,
ernment research institutions, and private research facilities,
srnment statistical agencies, agencies, business and scientific
ature market research reports, trade associations and other
urces.

) Michael E. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, p: 74

3

resources:

amount of cost of capital available to finance sector. Capital is not
-geneous but comes in various forms - such as unsecured debts,
~red
debt, junk bonds (high risk- high yield), and equity venture
ial. The total stock of capital resources in a country is affected by
--.vı
,al rate of saving.
aft3'Structure:

type quality, user cost infrastructure available that affects
etition, including transportation system, the communication system
and parcel delivery payment, fund transfer, health care and so on.
mix of factors worked ( known as factor proportions) differs widely
- '19 industries. A firm gains competitive advantage in they process'
cost or uniquely high quality factors of particular types that are
icant to competition in a particular industry.
·ıe know, Germany is heart of automobile industry. Due to one of the
tors of production that is labor force cheaper than other countries in
block countries, most of the plants have been moved to these types
countries such as Poland, Czechoslovakia.
EMANO CONDITION:

:::. second broad determination of national competitive advantage in a
or is home demand conditions for the sector's product or service.
e most significant influence of home demand on competitive
antage is through the mix of character of homebuyer needs. The
position of home demand shapes how firm perceive, interpret and
... oond to buyer needs. Briefly, it can be said that by understanding the
_ "Ylebuyer needs, firms are better able to perceive and understand the
., er needs, which are occurring in outside country.
- ere are three characteristics of the compositions of home demand
'ticularly significant to achieving national competitive advantage.( 5)
ment Structure of Demand:

-· e first characteristic of home demand is segment structure of demand.
-nost sector demand is segmented. A nation' firms are likely to gain
•.. 'llpetitive advantage in global segment that represent a large or highly
sible share of home demand but account for a less significant share in
:'1er nations.
- e more important role of segment structure at home, shaping the
ention and priorities of a nation's firms. < 6 >

) Michael E. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, p: 87
6) Michael E. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, p: 87

4

isticated and demanding buyers:

isticated and demanding buyers pressure local firms to meet high
- ıdards in terms of quality, features and service. < 7)
customers of any product have knowledge about product means that
have to produce more quality product. So, firms can obtain the high
-··dards in their products and services.
cipatory consumer needs:

:. firms of a nation gains advantage if the needs of home consumer
cipate those of other nations. This means that home demand
ides an early warning indicator of customer needs. To predict the
eds of customer it always provides advantage to firm. In fact, this is a
- . to gaining experience. Because if you can predict the needs and
.ıirernent of your customer in inside means that you will be successful
utside of country. By considering the banking sector to predict the
rices, which will be given to customers, and to determine and reply
- requirements of them inside naturally it will be affect in competition.
ELATED SECTORS:

third broad determinant of national advantage in a sector is the
esence in the nation related sector that internationally competitive.
e presence in a nation of competitive sectors that are related often
ads to new competitive sectors. Related sectors are those in which
s can coordinate or share activities in the value chain when
_ 'Tlputing. Sharing of activities can occur in technology development,
anufacturing distribution, marketing or service. < 8 >
considering banking sector, it plays an important role its relations with
--er sectors. For example, in evaluating of any project in inside and I or
ernal market etc.
0

=.

,1ichaelE. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, p: 89
ichael E. Porter, The Competitive Advantage of Nations, p: 106

5

STRATEGY, STRUCTRY AND RIVALRY:

ourth broad determinant of national competitive advantage in a
is the context in which firms are created, organized and managed
ell as the nature of domestic rivalry. The goals, strategies and ways
ganizing firms in sector vary widely among nations. National
e:_ · ıtage results from a good match between these choices and
ces of competitive advantage in a particular sector.
anking sector developed countries have determined their strategies
rding to customers. This means that it's set up the appropriate
::: •. egies for customers. So it can be said that in developed countries
e gained positive value in competitive advantage. But in Turkey the
ation is more different. Banks, which are operating in Turkey, they
ot determine strategies for foreign companies. So, companies
erally prefer that to make transaction with foreign banks, which exist
. •. urkey. However, in spite of everything in last especially private
ed banks by developing, they try to give service with appropriate

6

~apter

Tbe Banking
Sector in Turke~

he Bankıng Sector In Turkey:
s chapter, the Banking system in Turkey will be explained as
- ed. Beside of this, you will find the information about the historical
e:opment and main features of Turkish Banking system, the impacts
obal changes to the system, Individual and Institutional Banking
ces and also supervision of Banks .
. Historical Development of Banking Sector:
'"'1 the last years of the Ottoman Empire till now, Turks deal with
jng for decades. After establishing Republic of Turkey, several
ish banks were established to maintain banking needs of the young
_,, .ıblic of Turkey. Especially in recent years, Turkish Banking sector
e made many remarkable achievements, several Turkish banks take
,. positions at top ranks of bank ranking lists. Of course this
evement reflects a positive effect on Turkish Economy ( 9 >
- banking sector constitutes the greater part of the Turkish financial
stern. Banks carry out a great portion of the activities taking place in
-- money and capital markets. The share of the banking sector in the
-....,cial system as of the end of March 1997 was 71 °A> ( 10 >. Turkey's
nciaı system and its banking sector are virtually synonymous as a
sequence of the country's economic and historical development.
ere are a number of factors that give banking its prominent role in
'"'<ish economy. These are:
• the economic structure peculiar to Turkey
• the choice to turn resources into long-term investments through
banks for the aims targeted in the development plans and
programs, and the establishment of banks by the state to finance
certain sectors
• the extensive application of continental European banking
practices as a model in the legal structure of the banking system,
and an emerging capital market that can compete with the banking
sector in the forthcoming years

Turkish Banks Association (in Turkish Türkiye Bankalar Birligi, "Bankalarımız

98")
) Turkish Banks Association web site
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evelopment of the Turkish banking sector may be divided into six
'"'S:(11)

ThePeriod of the Moneychangers and the Galata Bankers (pre1847):

g this period, all quasi-banking activities were carried out by
.....-..:;changers. The Galata bankers consisted mostly of the ethnic
ies in Istanbul.
he Period of Foreign Banks (1847-1908):

- the financial situation of the Ottoman Empire deteriorated after the
ean War, the Empire faced the need for external -financial support.
esentatives of several foreign banks arrived with the aim of
.::E.'"'ding credits to the empire at high interest rates. The Ottoman Bank
- ..ırkish Osmanlı Bankasi) was established in 1856. Its head office
'1 London and it served as a Central Bank until the 1930s, including
entral Bank of the Turkish Republic.
Development of National Banking and Implementation of Etatism (1909-

years following the proclamation of the Second Constitution (1908)
: rise to the national ban king movement, which was a reaction to
- gn banking. Twenty-four national banks were established in Istanbul
natolia between the years 1908 and 1923. However, foreign banks
'1ued to dominate banking activities due to consecutive wars ( 1911), capitulations granted foreigners and the scarcity of national
tal. In 1923, the first National Economic Congress was held in İzmir.
ealt with a large number of economic problems that the country would
e to solve. The Congress took the decision that banks would be
aolished to finance the main sectors of the economy.
- <iye İş Bankası" (1924), "Sanayi ve Maadin Bankasi" (1925) and
ak ve Eytam Bankasi" (1927) were established to provide
mercial, industrial and housing credits, respectively. However, the
_ ative effects of the Great Depression on the balance of payments
.... lack of domestic capital called for a government-supported economic
elopment policy in subsequent years. As a result of this policy, six
e banks were established in the 1930s, including the Central Bank of
- Turkish Republic.

ı

Turkish Banks Association web site
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evelopment of Private Banks (1945-1960)

e the adverse effects of the Second World War, a significant
.••.. rate and industrialization were achieved with the support of the
established state banks. This created a tremendous increase in
pital stock of the private sector. A more liberal and private sector
·ed policy was adopted in the following years, and as a result, more
30 private banks were established before 1960.
lanned Development Period (1961-1979);
'I "planned development" policy was adopted in the beginning of the

. According to this system, the state would administer the economy
ssue recommendations to the private sector through five-year plans
ared by the government to cover all sectors. As recommended in the
s several development and investment banks were established to
..,e various sectors in the 1960s and i970s: For example "Tourism
in 1960, "State Investment Bank" (in Turkish "Devlet Yatırım
ası" (Eximbank) in 1964, "Turkey Development Bank" (in Turkish
iye Kalkınma Bankası) in 1975.
iberalization and Internationalization in Banking (post-1980):

rıew liberal economic policy implemented in January 1980 aimed at
~ration with world economy by establishing a free market economy.
a reflection of this policy, the 1980s witnessed continuous legal,
tural and institutional changes and developments in the Turkish
·ng sector. During these years, a series of reforms were undertaken
'"ornate financial market development. The main aim of these reforms
to increase the efficiency of the financial system by fostering
petition among banks. In this context interest and foreign exchange
were liberalized, new entrants to the banking system were
itted and foreign banks were encouraged to operate in Turkey.
r"'ish banks intensified their business relations abroad either by
chasinq banks in foreign countries or by opening branches and
esentative offices. The liberalization of foreign exchange regulations
..eased foreign exchange transactions of the banks. Beginning in 1984
ecial finance houses, transacting business according to Islamic
king principles also became part of the financial system. The Inter
k Money Market, which is administered by the Central Bank, was
:ablished in 1986 with the aim of regulating liquidity in the banking
stem. A unified accounting plan and accounting principles as well as a
ndard reporting system were adopted for banks in the same year.

9

auditing of the banks in accordance with internationally
ed accounting principles was implemented in 1987. In addition,
and institutional arrangements were introduced to foster the
llıe.Cp'llent of the capital market. As a result, banks began to provide
11:iLı.;.""'al services such as negotiating security issues and trading in
es, underwriting fund management, establishing mutual funds and
a! consultation.
developments in the banking industry, in the 1980's there was
cation in the services offered by banks, the technological
.ıcture of the banks was improved by extensive use of computer
~s.
hi-tech payment systems and the sector began employing more
---.:ld
human resources, and at the same time there was more
IIBct sasis placed on training programs.
- rkish financial system is basically a universal banking system,
enables commercial banks to operate in all financial markets.
er, recently, -a new regulation regarding capital markets has
banks from acting as intermediary institutions in The Istanbul
Exchange and from acting as dealers in share trading. Commercial
,. . are neither allowed to trade in goods or real estate nor engage in
al leasing activities. On the other hand, investment and
ornent banks are not allowed legally to collect deposits but may
....-.:"9e in financial leasing services. Nearly half of the assets of The
banking system are controlled by state-owned banks. Even
g~ the number of state banks was only 8, their share in the total
s of the system as of September 30, 1997 was 41.80/o. Very
~+ıy,
as of March 1998, "Etibank", a former state-deposit bank was
::: czed which further reduced the number of state-owned banks in the
S'l1 to 7 as well as their share in the total aggregates. A further
ease in the share of state banks is expected for privatization
.edures -are being carried out. There is no local bank and all banks
- =ıulti-branched Most commercial banks have ownership links with
_......_ı:;nancial corporations.
r

- ng companies or large conglomerates control the ownership and
agement of some banks -and also of industrial corporations. There
also financial conglomerates where the banks act as parent
panıes.
s do not face stiff competition from other financial
e insurance and leasing-companies are affiliated to
characteristic of the banking sector is the
centratron. The total-assets of the five largest banks
e total assets of the banking system.

10

institutions. Most
banks. The other
high degree of
amount to 47.1 %

ding to data of December 1999, there are eighty-one banks
---==::ng in Turkey, apart from the Central Bank. < 12) (see table 1) Total
...rs of Commercial Banks are sixty-two, and the remainder;
...pment and Investment Banks are nineteen; four of the
ercial Banks are State-owned; thirty-eight of the Commercial
- are Privately owned banks. The total number of foreign banks
-,,g in Turkey is twenty-one. Nineteen of this number is
ercial Bank and the remainder is Development and Investment
Eleven of total foreign banks were founded in Turkey as joint stock
anies with foreign -capital, while the remaining are simply branches
eign banks founded abroad. Despite their small -market share,
banks have-an important place in the Turkish banking system
se of the new -concepts and practices they have introduced.
sh banks have been developing strategies to abandon unprofitable
es and activities adopt new products and increase their profitability
competitive strength through better control of operating costs.
- December 30, 1999 banks in Turkey had-a total of 7,691 branches
of total branches are Commercial; thirty-one of which are
- opment and Investment Bank; 2,865 of total commercial banks and
e of the total Development and Investment banks are state owned;
of total Commercial Banks and sixteen of the Development and
IIIM?stment Banks are Privately owned banks. The total branch number
- eign Banks is one hundred twenty-four; one hundred twenty-one of
'1umber is Commercial and three of which are Development and
,mn.-::-stment Banks. (see table 2)

Turkish Banks Association web site
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of the end of December 1999, there were 19 branches, 62
esentative offices of Turkish banks abroad and the number is
nuously increasing. In addition, as of the end of 1996, Turkish banks
participated in 48 financial institutions (mostly banks) abroad. State
s collect 39.7% of total deposits while private banks collect 60.3%.
establishment of a tank depends on the authorization of the Council
rıisters. For a new bank to be established, it must be joint-stock
any and have a minimum of a total TL 6 trillion of paid-up capital.
ately owned banks may open up to 10 new branches a year provided
financial standing is satisfactory. Opening up more than 1 O
hes, is subject to the approval of the under secretariat of the
sury. On the other hand, state-owned banks should obtain approval
the under secretariat of the Treasury to open branches.
legal framework concerning the functioning of foreign banks in
ey is the same regulation, which applies to domestic banks. Foreign
s can operate in Turkey, either by establishing a branch or
diary or entering a joint venture with a bank established in Turkey.
may as also acquire the shares of an already established bank.
'rst branch of foreign banks may be opened with permission granted
e Council of Ministers.
gn banks must bring their capital allocated to Turkey in foreign
ange. The minimum capital requirement is the same as that for
lishing a bank in Turkey. A reciprocity provision is also in force with
ct to the operations of foreign banks. This provision allows the
cil of Ministers to take counter measures if the conditions in any of
...ountries in which Turkish banks operate are changed unfavorably.
anks in Turkey are subject to the 1985 Banking Law No: 3182 and to
ovisions of other laws pertaining to banks. Banks are institutions in
funds accumulating in the economy are collected mostly as
osits and channeled to investors. This makes public supervision of
s necessary. Banks in Turkey that have the status of joint-stock
anies are subject to the general scope of controls under the
sions of the Turkish Commercial Code and of various tax laws.
e banks are also subject to audits by the Supreme Audit Board.
es, banks are subject to special supervision by the under
etariat of the Treasury and the Central Bank of the Republic of
ey. As the representative body of the banking sector, the Banks
~c:.:,ciation of Turkey aims at protecting and promoting the professional
,ests of its members.
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cer secretariat of the Treasury supervises the banking sector
e framework of the provisions of its own governing statute as
of the Banking Law. The Under secretariat of the Treasury
-=ses its supervisory authority in a direct and ongoing basis through
d of Certified Bank Auditors. In other words, 'these auditors are
ble for on-the-site examination of banks in terms of legal
•.ations and financial soundness. The Central Bank is responsible
ı-~ıtoring and supervising the banking sector within the framework
ority that is granted by its own Act. The Central Bank's
on of the banks' financial structure is an off-the-site monitoring
which depends on financial tables and documents. Additionally,
..._.,dent auditing firms in accordance with the principles of
ng, which have been nationally and internationally accepted,
e banks' financial statements. Their own auditors appointed by
eral assembly, who are required to submit quarterly reports to the
secretariat of the Treasury, also examine banks. In -recent years,
ervisory system has been further strengthened by a number of
,.es taken in accordance with the standards of the prudential
on exercised by the international banking community. Tin this
Principles for Capital Adequacy described in Communique No.6
nto effect in October, 1989, to reduce 'the risk arising from
acy of capital in banks. Some articles of this communique were
ed in April 1993. With sufficient equity resources, banks would be
to cover their risks in conformity with international standards.
unique No. 6 was amended by Communique No.12 issued in
ary 1995. Under this regulation, capital adequacy principles comply
ternational standards. On March 1 , 1995 a new communique went
effect to regulate the foreign exchange exposure risks of banks.
ding to the regulation, banks are not allowed to keep foreign
ge positions exceeding(+, -) 50% of their capital base.
er brand new Communique regarding the principles of
lidation of financial statements of banks issued in May 1997
,.es that the banks which are 'the parent company in a group of
ciel institutions' that hold the controlling power over the financial
anies in the group or hold significant influence over These
oanies should prepare consolidated financial statements merging all
and off balance sheet accounts as well as the profit and loss
ernents of these companies, under those of the parent bank.
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ee on Provisioning of credits issued in January 1998 required
ent reserves for bank loans in default, and provided more control
non-performing loans by classifying them according to the collateral
ed against these loans by requiring a higher level of provisioning
ns with lower quality of collateral. The Decree amended the former
vhich was enacted in 1988, the new decree incurring more clearly
ed principles regarding the classification of overdue Joans and
sioning.
oanking sector is currently undergoing radical changes throughout
ole world. Consequently, it is not possible for the Turkish banking
.. not to be affected by the changes that this global sector is going
gh. The expectations of the sector are harmonious with results of
imilar research conducted in Europe as well as globally.
e see chapter 2.3 and 2.4 for more information as related with Global
es in Banking and Finance sector)

nflation and political instability, which are the two principal
ems of Turkey, pose to be the two most influential outside factors
e banking sector faces. Lowering inflation and ensuring political
y will enable Turkish banks to operate in a more stable
ment and formulate longer-term strategies.
z;ng uncertainties, following consistent economic policies, putting
-=~Hect necessary legislative amendments, liberalizing institutions that
e and monitor the sector will allow the banks to operate in a
:1er and healthier structure.
sector has positive expectations about lowering inflation but at the
- time, this is perceived as very much dependent on political
, for which the sector has non-uniform expectations. While
ng inflation is very much dependent on political stability, it is
ııc.ear how consistent low-inflationary policies can be utilized without
ensuring political stability and enabling the necessary infrastructure
opments.
sector expects the government to increase its regulatory role, with
e regulatory amendments mainly aiming at the protection of
tors and depositors and ensuring standardization and transparency.
et expectations of the sector are that the trend towards individual
.• ,) banking will continue in the 2000's and the mass individual market
ave a greater share in total banking portfolio. The banks, which
~t
the most increase in the mass individual ban king market, are
um-to-small
scale commercial
banks.
In line with these
·0 opments, it is expected that the demand for products such as cash
agement, consumer loans and credit cards will also increase.
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ality of service and confidentiality seem to be two most important
that will influence bank choices of individual customers. (The
n

al-Banking concept will be discussed as detailed later on this project in

k-ı" 2.6)

institutional (corporate) banking market, it is expected, according
ey results that the demand for commercial loans will slow in the
s This expectation is due to the fact that the possibility of raising
" om capital -markets is expected to increase, especially for big
onal customers and banks will be more hesitant to grant loans to
-to-small scale institutional customers due to higher risk. The
of services and the amount of fees and commissions charged
to be the two most important criteria that the majority of
onal customers consider in their bank choices. (The lnstitutional
g concept will be discussed in chapter 2.7) In line with these
rations, service quality is viewed by most banks to be the most
tant criterion that will enable them to gain considerable competitive
:age in the 2000's. {In chapter 1 theoretically competitive advantage of

-..vı-: has been discussed; but by considering the whole project it can be
at how to gain competitive advantage in banking sector) In case of all

111:ıosrtory institutions implementing strategies that will increase the
of services, This criterion will no -longer -be a determinant factor
II citable competitive advantage, instead, quality of services will be
erequisite of operating in the -market in the 2000's. In such
'Ons, the competition wiff revo(ve around pricing, and only the
that implement effective cost management (please see more
ation for cost management chapter 2.1OJ and hence that are able to
e same totality of services to The customer -at the lowest cost will
:ompetitive advantage.
cer to accomplish this, banks have to undergo radical changes that
enable them to increase operational efficiency as well -as minimize
ain Features of the Turkish Banking Sector:
Turkish banking system has traditionally occupied an important
on in the financial sector. Therefore reforms during the 1980's led to
tantial changes in both financial sector and banking system. The
sh banking system grew very sharply after return of the 1980's.
assets of all banks rose USO 132.6 billion in September 1999 from
: .• 8.6 billion in 1980. In 1970, total assets had amounted to USO 6
. At the same time, total assets to GNP ratio rose to 80 percent
31 percent in 1980 and 43 percent in 1970.
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banks can be classified into tvvo major groups: commercial banks
estment and development banks. Meanwhile by owners, each
can be put into three subcategories: private-owned, state-owned
eign banks. Commercial banks operate as universal banks
• iıg traditional depository and lending services, financing foreign
activities and sustaining capital market services as well as
--"""'· ent banking activities.
owned commercial banks included large commercial banks
nation-wide branches and providing all kinds of services and
sized banks of which activities concentrated on main business
qecently small sized banks have tried to increase their deposit
share through expanding number of branches. These banks are
ocated in major business cities. Much of the private banks are
by wealthy families and for industrial groups.
are four state-owned commercial banks, all are large and given a
duty by the state for subsidizing some sectors such as agriculture
struction and small-medium size enterprises. Although smaller in
~.
the state-owned commercial banks occupy a substantial share
ban king system with 45 percent of total assets.
te-owned banks heavily involve in quasi-fiscal activities and are
sed insufficiently by governments with duty losses. However, lack
cient reimbursement of government resulting from duty losses,
ve inadequate capital and tight in liquidity. Foreign banks operate
vith a branch or founding in Turkey. They are large in number but
size in the market with an assets share of 5 percent. They face
regulation with domestic banks. Investment and development
can serve all kinds of banking services but not take deposits.
p were 13 banks listed stock exchange.
mic and financial reforms providing positive atmosphere for grovvth
raged many foreign banks enter to the sector with full banking
es while forced existing banks to reshape and restructure their
There have also been new entries into the market as
ent banks. As a result, the number of banks increased rapidly
3 in 1980 to 66 in 1990. One of the new entries was privately
commercial bank, 19 foreign commercial banks and 7 investment
velopment banks while 4 of state-owned banks were merged with
state owned commercial banks.

~=.
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of privately owned commercial banks jumped during the 1990s
36 in 1997 while numbers of foreign commercial banks and
commercial banks fell by 5 and 3 respectively. In the
new licenses were given for investment and development

al Changes in Finance and Banking Sector:
nges in the World:

tering into 21st century the finance sector has huge changes.At
ginning of this change globalization and technological
ııııcçments come. The liberalizationof markets has increased the
I izationand the world has acceptedonly as a market.
ation has brought increasing competition and shrinking profit
o financialinstitution.Becauseof this reasonfinancialinstitutions
reviewtheir structure.
ogic developmentssignificant contribute to these changes. The
ments which in the area of telecommunicationprovided the
ities of selling and purchasing in the important capital market
-line" system to the banks and institutionalinvestors. However,
ed with this transaction "back office" operations are realized in
~tion processenvironmentrapidly.
individualbanking area, technologicdevelopmentscontinuewith
-.:ı·Jable speed. Because of this banking branch offices lose their
..-r::ınce of traditionaldistribution channels. In last ten years that we
vered, automatic money machines and credit cards have taken
rtant place in our life. In addition to these one of the biggest
ogical developments, which is Internet also, it has played
ıııı rant role in people life. So that realizedbanking operationby using
·~v and computers. According to the searches between 1988 and
e investments,which made into technologydecreasedthe cost of
g in Europe by 3 % annually. It's expectedthat the technologic
91!1bements are going on and the costs of these banks will more
se. At the end of the developmentswhich mentioned above,
al institutions focused on that increasedtheir productivity to use
capital and other resources in the best way in order to
ements risk managementsystem and increasetheir profit margin.
keting area these developments have effected the financial
ons about their marketing strategies, customer portfolio
ions and service areas and distributionchannels. The strategies
ancial institutionshave shown differencesaccordingto conditionsof
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·~ the banks want to exist on every market and also satisfy the all
their customers. These banks, which have these kinds of
mıoes, prefer that to cover the needs of their customers through one
and

ıity.

they believe that this approach would increased their

anges in the Europe:

mon market is the portion of globalizationand by the monetary
concepthasgainedmoreimportance.
searches which are made in Europe shown that common
ry unit will be a supportive power for existing system. Also, it's
ed that common monetary unit will have some effect on banks.
of these effects are to decrease the excess capacity existing on
to shrinking the profit margin, to spread into countries, which
~s
out of union,and last one is mergerand purchases.
ly in EU countries expected that the competition would be
in important measure in their banking system but this
> ·~tion will be in different degrees on individual and institutional
are various economic developments on European banking
, which started in the past and continue in nowadays.The most
:antof them are as following:
hanges in the Developing Markets:

;a and Asia crises, the fluctuations in Latin America and other
ping countries...All of these concepts, which mentionedabovewill
ard for the Europeanbanking system. In future, this situationwill
the profitabilityof EuropeanUnion banks which have investment
ntrieswhereeffectedthroughinternationalfinancialcrises.
Changing in the active structure:

··e of the decreasing public debts, the increasing private sector
are significant developments.This situation would be a reasonto
morerisky activestructuresof credit institutions.
Mergers and Acquisitions:

mergers and acquisition, which exist on EU, is the part of
opments,which lived in all of the world and sector. Purchasesand
gers do not becomejust in inside of country, at the same time it's
in outsideof country.
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ncreasing Competition and shrinking profit margin:

ding to information, which based on end of the 1997 shows that the
...-r-:ıbility has began in European Banking system as from beginning of
The main reason of this is the positive economic conditions, which
ed in member countries, which becomes the union in that period.
result of this apart from interests the incomes have increased in
countries.
:o decrease the interest rates an increasing observed which in some
ations such as-capital markets purchasing, selling and mediations
owever, although all of these developments, the pressure of
bility will more and more increase in banking sector. The net profit
decrease in return for this the costs are able to less decreased.
European Monetary Union (EMU) and Common Monetary Union:

expected that EMU will be reason to the important developments in
ng operations.
ddition to this, also Euro will affect the expansion of liquid capital
et in Europe. As a result of this, the power of banks which lending
-,Tt
has decreased. At the same time Euro will be able to increased the
tition that are occurred in inter banks.
ially, common monetary unit will be effect behaviors of customers
nks. Another explanation for EMU, due to ratio of price and parity
ences it will be increased the competition in all products. However,
-nancial institutions will adjust their positions and also setup new
•• ategies by considering the EMU in order to being successful in the
~oetition. Because of the competition, these institutions are not only
cted with their countries also they should be focused on Europe.
.o decrease the revenues, which provided through speculations on
gn currencies movements, banks will choose the credit risks as profit
es in future.
connected to this concept, the credit risks will be evaluated
~uately and the important of this topic will be better understood.
he Other Developments:

rivatization and securitization process in Europe capital market will
• the banks and institutional investors.
... ublic loan markets, which exist on under domestic monopoly banks
past will be opened towards internationalcompetition and so, profit
ns will more decrease. Because of this reason the banks have to
...,..a..,;, the new shapes of income.
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The Impact of Global, Political, Economical, Social and
nological Changes on Turkish Banking Sector (PEST Analyses
urkish Banking System}:

effects of global changes will be as follow in the Turkish Banking

Banking services appropriate to the profile of various customers
will be produced.
There will be improvements and developments in distribution and
marketingchannels.
There will be mergers and acquisitions between banks.
Therewill be fluctuations in developingforeign financial markets.
The efficiency of financial institutions, except for banks will be
increased.
Therewill be developmentsin technology used by banks.
Commonmonetary union (EURO) will be efficient in markets.
addition to global changes its necessary to study the effects of social,
omic, politic events on financial markets. Some of these effects are
allowing:
Politicalstability
The migrations into urban areas
,. The number of working people
Savinglevel
Consumption
Educationlevel
Privatization
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e Role of State and Official Regulations:
its establishment stage to today the State has played an efficient
Turkish banking sector.
1980's instead of direct control, the State has applied regulations
e liberalization.
e Banking Law in 1985, the central bank has increased its
"Vision in banking sector. However, the supervision is only a part of
ations to provide the stability in financial market.

s framework the efficiency of supervision system can be provided
Autonomy
The strong and continuous macro economic policies
The discipline of efficient market
Advanced public infrastructure
-such as laws, acceptable
accounting policies in international area, independent supervision,
barter system etc.
The procedures to efficiently solve the problems of banks
The mechanism, which will protect the interest of deposit owners at
an adequate level.
to the insufficiency of the regulations provided which mentioned
'e and increasing risk of sector, the regulatory role of the State has
eased.
regulatory roles of the State will increase in following areas:
,.
•
•
•
•

For commercial banks especially in institutional credits, repo and
exchange transactions.
For investment and development banks especially in institutional
credit and repo transactions:
For private finance institutions in money market transactions.
For intermediate institutions in bond transactions.
For consumer finance institutions in products of consumer credit.
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he purposes of official regulations:

rposes of official regulationscan be examinedas follows:
To protect the deposit owners and investors.
To provide transparency and standardization in applying the
accounting principles
To fix and prevent the flow of black money
To increasethe liquidity
To providethe integrationinto EU
~oreign banks, which operate in Turkey, have identified to provide
standardization and transparency in applying accounting principles
ir most important aim.
he Restrictive Regulations on Number of Banks:

O, the numbers of banks were 44 in Turkey but at the end of the
this number has increased to 81. In addition to this the total number
nch offices are 7691 (according to data of December 1999.) In fact
number is not adequate for Turkey. When it's examined the
oean Community one-bank branch office give service to each 5000
e. But in Turkey this number is approximately 8452. (65 million I
)

lly the problem should not be the number of banks. Instead of
ining the number of banks we should discuss the structure of banks
capital (or capital groups) of banks. So, efficient regulations should
reed into law for new banks, which will enter into market.
ndividual Banking Services:
The Increasing Competition in the Individual Customer Market:

rding to the results of research, the individual market will increase in
customer portfolio of banks. In 21st century, when analyzed this ratio
nk groups, the big-scaled banks will not change their portfolios, but
le and small-scaled commercial banks have aimed to increase their
idualcustomer portfolios.
e framework of foreign banks, by increasing two times their
idual customer portfolios they will try to gain competitive advantage
is market.
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e Banking Criteria of Individual Customer in the 21st Century:

ost important criteria of Individual customers which will an play
~nt
role in choosing their banks are as following:
ential individual market:
Service quality
-aken commissions by banks
Reliability
Expected yield
Behaviors against customers
h-income customers:
Service quality
Reliability
Expected yield
Product variety
Behaviors against customers
mportance of secrecy
International relations
Previous experience and relations
Taken commissions and fees
while the efficient usage of advanced technology will play an
nt role in choosing bank for high-income customer.
The Criteria, which provide Competitive Advantage to the Banks in today
the 21st Century:

Criteria which Provide the Competitive Advantage to the Banks
and in the 21st Century are as following:
Suitable and elastic pricing policy
Efficient marketing policy
Image and prestige
Reliability
Efficient usage of technology
Customer orientation
The power of find out sources
Ability to ensure the adaptation into changing market condition
Service quality

25

ity to provide new banking services

uct variety
ood number of investor customers
good number of customers taking credit

•

cept of "customer service quality" has been accepted as the
.,, ifıcant criterion providing competitive advantage by most banks.
concept, which is the power of find out source, will be less
in the 21st century.
ient usage of technology in 21 st century will be important for all
apart from big-scaled banks. Because, these kinds of banks have
now determined their strategies in technological area. However,
lent usage of technology should be combined by distribution and
ication channels in order to gain competitive advantage. All
around the world have accepted this opinion. In addition to these,
y will also be one of the important factors to gain competitive
ge in the 21st century.
ı:ocused on customer and employing efficient marketing concepts
oeen accepted as important criteria in providin~ competitive
taqe especially by commercial big-scaled banks for 215 century.
e Banking Services that will gain importance in the 21st century:

oanking services, which will be gaining importance in the 21st
, can be expressed as following:
ercial banks will focus on certain service activities in 21st century as cash management, consumer credits, insurance transactions,
edit cards etc.
n banks will focus on private banking and active management
s and additionallythey will be specializedon credit cards.
e can see from Table-3 the commercial banks will focus on credit
s, cash management,consumer credits.
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ltutional Banking Service:
e Expected Developments in the Institutional Banking Activities:

ey, the Institutional banking services have gained importance in
_ But, by the 1994 crisis, this concept has began to lose its weight
due to increasing internal competition and narrowing possibilities
transfers to abroad.
e realization of alternative ways of borrowing money by
ies, the profitability that was maintained through keeping these
ers has decreased. So, banks have turned to middle and small
companies in order to provide credit. However, these credits
.,'"ientated into small and middle scaled companies have caused
ease of credit losses because of the economic stability is low

a...---;. ·tional product portfolio will be as following in the 21st century:
:ommercial credit
stitutional finance
nancing rent transactions
,vommercial and saving deposits
::xchange transactions

=

-Le Choosing Criterions of Banking for Institutional Customers:

·ng to "Global Treasury to Year 2000" which was realized by
........-.::ıan Intelligence Unit, the most important three features that play a
shaping customers' bank choices are efficiency and quality, quick
d to needs and competitor pricing.
of the criteria affecting the choices are as follows for institutional

Supportive activities
Secrecy
Expected yield
Behaviors against customers
Previous experience and relations
Taken commissions
Service quality
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e Criteria which Providing Competitive Advantage to the Banks today
e 21st Century:

owing criteria will provide the competitive advantage to the banks
century:
itable and/or elastic pricing policy
~cient marketing
Secrecy
age and prestige
..,(uick respond in banking activities
eliability
-he efficient usage of technology
Being focused on customer
-he ability of find out source
-he ability to ensure the adaptation into
conditions
Service quality
-he ability to submit the new banking service
Product variety
"he number of investor customer
-rhe number of customer who given credit

=

changing

market

be inferred from the analyses above, the potential sources of
g competitive advantage both by the bank providing institutional
dividual banking services are similar.
'1

e Banking Services that will gain importance in the 21st century:

e framework of institutional customers the following services will gain
Commercial credits
Institutional financing credits
Financial rents
Commercial and saving deposits
Foreign exchange transactions
demand will shift to the Institutional Banking Services, which is also
ted by Table- 4.
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istribution Channels Of Banking And Financial Services:
stribution channels of banking and system of financial services
oecome more complex. Today the phone banking system and
atic Transaction Machines (ATMs) have been used by most of the
es. Additionally, the usage of Internet financial services has
ased rapidly.
ally the people who use the Internet in their financial transactions
igh-income people. So, the contributions to profitability are
- cant. At the same time Internet provides the financial information (*)
ediation possibilities to the people.
to decreased computer prices and advanced technology, the usage
..mputers will be increased. Meanwhile, there will be a couple of
butions of this advanced technology to banking sector.
rst contribution will be to the " Relationship Banking System". On
other hand, the services and products will be various and the
titian will only be on prices of activities. On the customer side, they
;,e able to compare the prices of provided products easily. Therefore,
oanks will have to evaluate their objectives and services once again
some concepts -such as quality, productivity, quick respond - will be
e important.

uman Resources in Banking and Financial Services:
ugh most of the banks prefer the usage of the advanced technology
eir activities, any decrease in the number of human resources has
een observed. Generally, banks prefer employing skilled personnel.
banks, which expect are decrease in numbers of personnel, they
e shown the increased use of information technology as their reason.

Bank of America forecasted that 1 O % of individual customers use the on line
em in their banking transactions. In Germany 3,5 million German customer have
d the on line system in some of their banking transaction. (expressed by German
ter for information)
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The importance of education in increasing of productivity of personnel:

ording to banks the most important way to increase the productivity
rsonnel is the education and training. There are some methods in
_ to increase the productivity of working people. These are as

re-regulate the activities
the measurement of productivity
elimination of repeating transactions
simplify the procedures
standardized product and service
new advanced system
education
The Cost Management In Banking Sector:
e are some techniques in order to decrease the costs of banks or to
ease the operational productivity. The most important of these can be
arized as:
to use the technology efficiently
to improve the knowledge, experience and abilities of personnel
to reorganize the following of work to increase the productivity
to improve cost management etc.
to increase the motivation of personnel
o provide educational programs
o outsource some services
services, which are outsourced, can be explained as follow:
accounting service
nternal supervision
operation services
human resources consultation
tax consultation
system operation
management consultation
law
education
system development
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Information Technology in Financial Sector:
- of information technology in financial and banking sector ıs

-ıcrease the ability of quick respond the needs of market
ncrease the ability of responding to the demands for special
oduct or services of individual and institutional customer
rovide the information which will manage the cost and risk
constitute environment to share the knowledge and to increase
e creativity
ncrease the quality of product and services
ncrease the speed of process
provide the required information for financial report
e areas which will be effected by technology:

eas, which will be affected by technology, are:
oduct distribution channel
sk control
e productivity of managers
e quality of the service given to the customer
equality of information management
e Management Information System (MIS)

eas which will be necessary in terms of MIS are as following:
e portfolio pricing
rtfolio performance
..... e control of productivity
ersonnel management
e product pricing
e control of served service against customer
e control of cost and budget
sk management
profitability according to product
e quality of information management systems
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,,e Investment
Ls

1

of Information

Technology:

are faced with some barriers while they are investing to the
~·on technology.
rriers can be explained as following:
...rtudes of users
ude of top level management
adequate communication infrastructure
k of technique ability within the institution
adequacy of customers in terms of information
..• ck of project management ability in institution
adequacy of companies which give services in domestic area
e changes in technology

erformance Measurement In Banking Sector:
ks,;''"'"""'""'
measurements of banks can be evaluated under two

e Financial Indicators:

'ormance measurements of banks the following information can be
ed through financial indicator:
_ eld through profit centers
rofitability of departments
rofıtability of branch offices
redit portfolio
otal assets
the yield of assets
profitability of product
profitability of customer
profit level of operation
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e Non-financial Indicators:
=-

-aluatinq the following information, can be used non-financial

e number of branch offices
e number of customer per branch office
,- ·or rate
mplaints of customers
'"oductivity of working people
arket share
essure of customer
isk Management in Banking Sector:
:or to be able to provide an efficient risk management, the following
. . are needed:
~ıı- trained

managerial staff
--~cient internal supervision
ghly educated and skilled personnel
ogic infrastructure, written policy and procedures should support
ors mentioned above.
ays, in developed financial markets of the world, the risk
ement is important for regulatory institutions operating within
arkets.
s due to financial crises some of the big scale financial
ons have been greatly effected. The main reasons for this were
uence inadequate supervision system, unbalances in risk
trations, inadequate policy and procedures.
tion to these factors others such as-inadequate managerial staff,
Que infrastructure-concepts have also played important role by
--sing the risk. On the other hand, technology will also be efficient in
::1 of risk management problems. This is a view, which is accepted
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ervision of Banks:
are supervised according to their development and annual plans
•.. J. These supervisions can be divided into two groups:
rninistrative Supervision
- ancial Supervision
ministrative Supervisions:

inistrative supervision of banks begins with entering into system
tablishment. In Turkey, in order to operate in banking area in
's necessary to get permission from the Board of Banks.
same time, this is valid for foreign banks as well. There is no
sion for EU member countries. Banks have to perform their
s according to the monetary and credit policy determined by the
ent. (i.e. maturity date of credits, maturity date of deposits, the
ts of credits etc). So, banks have to obey these rules, which are
111:r:ed by banking law.
inancial Supervisions:

ancial supervisions are performed in order to prevent the negative
which occurring by the activities of banks. In addition to this,
-atios -such as foreign currency and liquidity ratios- are determined
central bank according to the requirements of economy and the
ons of banks. Also, the Central Bank has set up a risk
ization institute according to the Central Bank Law 1211 article
In this institute the remonstrance, which belong to unpaid
ssory notes accrued in banks, are collected and announced to
oanks.
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e Central Bank of Republic of Turkey
·et History of the Central Bank
•.•.. e Ottoman Period

- Ottoman Empire, the Treasury' operations, money and credit
ions and the trade in gold and foreign currencies were executed
rıg degrees by the Treasury, the Mint, jewelers, money lenders,
anons and guilds. In 1847 the Ottoman Government allowed Galata
s to set up the "Bank of Dersaadet" as a bank winch assumed the
"'I payments of the Ottoman Empire for the first time. In 1856 the
an Bank" was established jointly with French and English capital
1863 partly assumed the functions of contemporary central
g after becoming a state bank under the name of "Imperial
an Bank". The Imperial Ottoman Bank enjoyed the right and
- ....oly of issuing banknotes. The Government relinquished the right
Je banknote within the period of privilege and to grant permission to
institutions in this regard as well. Equipped with this power, the
would act as the Treasurer of the State, collect the State revenues,
•.. '1TI the payments of the Treasury and discount Treasury bills as
The interest and principal payments regarding domestic and foreign
~ would be made by the Ottoman Bank only. The capital of the Bank
sısted of 135.000 shares. The 80.000 of which were bought by
sh Group, and 50.000 of which by French Group, whereas 5.000
es were allocated to Ottomans.
The Republican Period

though the Republican administration extended the period of
ege of the Ottoman Bank until 1935, the preparations had been
ertaken to set up a central bank since 1926. The Law on the Central
of the Republic of Turkey No: 1715 was enacted on June II, 1930.
_ Bank was established on October 3, 1931 and opened officially on
.ıary 1, 1932. The Bank had, originally, a privilege of issuing
notes for a period of 30 years. In 1955 this privilege was extended
1999. Finally it was prolonged indefinitely in 1994. According to the
' No: 1715, the basic aim of the Bank was to support economic
elopment of the Country. In order to fulfill this aim, the Bank was
en the following duties:
• To set rediscount ratios and to regulate money markets,
• To execute Treasury operations,
• To take, jointly with the Government, all measures to protect the
value of Turkish currency.
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e introduction of economic development plans in Turkey in the
several changes were made in the Central Bank Law No: 1715.
e same purpose, the Law No: 1211, which was enacted on
-, y 26, 1970; redefined the duties and responsibilities of the Central
+ the Republic of Turkey so as to implement the money and credit
'thin the framework of development plans. In the second half of
ties, the Bank inaugurated inter bank money market, foreign
market and started lo make use of open market

·es of the Central Bank:
damental Duties

ant to the provisions of the Central Bank Law No: 1211, the Bank
--es out money and credit policy in accordance with the needs of the
._.=..,,.,y and so as to maintain price stability. The Bank takes necessary
'"es to protect the domestic and international value of the national
y and regulates its volume and circulation. It also extends credits
s and conducts open market operations in order to regulate
supply and liquidity in the economy.
er, the Bank determines the terms and types of deposits, as well
•. maturity dates and validity periods, and the parity of the national
--=-ey against gold and foreign currencies. It manages gold and
exchange reserves and trades in foreign exchange and precious
on the stock exchange. It also administers and represents the
gs Deposits Insurance Fund".
Bank, in particular, carries out the duties of financial and economic
•.. fiscal agent and treasurer to the Government.
- undamental Powers

3ank has the privilege of issuing banknotes in Turkey, and the
_ "iy to take decisions on money and credit issues and to submit
~:sals
to the Government. The Bank determines the rediscount,
nt and interest rates applicable to its own transactions.
dvisory Duties

Bank presents to the Government, when required, its views with
~d to measures to be taken on money and credit, and submits
. . cry opinions on matters related to implementation of the Banking
or on banking and credit issues in general, upon request of the
ernment. The Bank can also be consulted prior to any decision
• r1g permission for the establishment of banks and other financial
.ıtions, as well as for the liquidation of such institutions for which the
~r to liquidate rests with the Government.
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Centr a[ Bank of
tbe Republic of
Turke~

ture Of The Bank:
••• IU"s of the Bank are as follows:
t

lmııı!eral Assembly Of Shareholders

r--.c,aı Assembly of the Bank is composed of the shareholders who
::.red in the share book of the Bank. The General Assembly
each year on a date indicated by the Articles of Association of
Each person owning ten shares or representing this number of
- entitled to one vote. The Governor chairs the general

.C--,:.,.-al Assembly has the following duties and powers:
- ramine the annual report submitted by the Board and the report
e Auditing committee;
examine and approve the balance sheet and the income
aternents of the Bank:
release the members of the Board and the Auditing Committee;
crease the capital;
amend the Articles of Association of the Bank:
render a decision concerning the liquidation of the Bank.
rd

card is composed of the Governor and six members to be elected
General assembly. The Governor is the Chairman of the Board.
-'"'TI of office of Board members is three years. One third of Board
s are renewed every year. Members /ho are to leave the Board
end of the first and second years are designated by drawing
- Members whose terms of office have terminated may be re-

ties and powers of the Board are as follows:
o determine the conditions for replacement of banknotes in
circu\ation by a new issue, as well as their withdrawal from
circulation and destruction when necessary:
to determine the rediscount, discount and interest rates, as well as
the fees and commissions applicable to the transactions of the
Bank;
to render a decision on the proposals that the Bank shall submit to
the Prime Ministry in accordance with the Article 40 of the Law on
the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey, as well as on the
issues set forth by the said Law;
to determine the terms and conditions of credits to be extended by
the Bank and the limits on rediscount and advances:
39
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validity periods;
~/
cetermine the parity of the national currency against gold and
e gn currencies in accordance with Article 4;
rııanage the gold and foreign exchange reserves within the
e of Article 4; to determine the terms and conditions of
sactions to be carried out on the stock exchange in foreign
ange and precious metals;
approve the annual cadres of the Bank's personnel;
approve the regulations drafted by the Executive Committee on
e administration, organization and services of the Bank;
take decisions on the purchase or acquisition of real property
ed by the Bank, as well as on the sale when necessary of real
oerty owned by the Bank;
decide on amicable settlement, release and cancellation of the
ounts and values exceeding the limits stated in requlations;
-preparethe annua\ re-port, ba\ance sheet, budget and the
come statements of the Bank, as we\\ as the agenda of the
3eneral Assembly;
o appoint the Bank personnel whose appointments are entrusted
o the Board by regulation, and to specify the authorized
signatories binding the Bank;
to determine the quality, quantity and size of real property needed
y the banks to carry out their banking activities; to grant
rmission to acquire real property apart from the immovable to be
a.ıocated such as office, factory, work-shop and annexes required
y the objects of business of the partnerships in which banks
articipate with more than 1 O percent of the capital, and to such
artnerships and establishments in which the majority of the capital
s owned by the afore mentioned partnerships.
a take decisions on issues subject to the approval of the Board by
rtue of this Law, as well as on issues submitted by the Office of
e Governor for examination and approval.
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The Governor

is appointed for a term of five years by a decree of the
nisters. The Governor may be re-appointed at the expiration
. The Governor, in the capacity of the highest executive
nisters and represents the Bank within the country and
r

or is entrusted with the following powers:
sure the enforcement of the provisions of this Law and the
sions taken by the Board.
axe appropriate measures in order to carry out the duties with
the Bank is entrusted by this Law, and to make proposals to
Board on such measures whenever the Governor deems
.::.ssary.
orary absence of the Governor, the Vice Governor designated
... acts on his/her behalf during this period.
ors

e Governors are appointed to assist the Governor. Vice
s are appointed by a joint decree for a period of three years.
ernors may be re-appointed at the expiration of the said term or
eplaced in the same manner prior to the termination F this term.
· ":ing Committee

ting Committee supervises all the operations and accounts of
. The office of the Governor is obliged to furnish all the
• on and documents requested by the Auditing Committee. The
Committee, having no administrative power, submits its opinions
g to the Board and also presents a copy thereof to the Prime
. The Committee submits to the General Assembly a report to be
p on the operations and accounts of the Bank as at the end of
_ •.sof the Auditing Committee serve for a term of two years.
rs of the Auditing Committee may not share in the profits of the
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ıs._.,..utive Committee

cutive Committee is composed of the Vice Governors under the
~'r"ship of the Governor. In cases in which the Governor is unable
the Vice Governor designated by him/her presides over the
::> Committee.
es of the Executive Committee are as follows:
prepare proposals to be submitted to the Board, by examining in
vance the issues subject to Board decision, when deemed
propriate by the Governor;
draw up regulations on the administration, organization and
srvices of the Bank
render decisions on issues made subject to the decision of the
~ xecutive Committee by regulation;
ensure coordination in the operations of the Bank:
erform such duties related to appointment, salary, dismissal
.. retirement of the personnel other than those appointed by the

-rd •

c::.

lııDr~

of the Executive Committee are taken by a majority of all the
In the vent of a tie, the proposal supported by the Governor
considered adopted.
Discount Committee OfThe Head Office And Branches

count Committee of the Head Office is composed of two
s to be elected y the Board and of a related Vice Governor under
.:: -manship of the Governor.
es of this Committee are as follows:
- make proposals to the Board about the rediscount, discount and
'"erest rates, which the Bank will apply in its own transactions;
....o examine and regulate the credit operations within the
amework of the powers given by the Board .
.., scount Committee of the Branches is composed of the members
designated I regulation under the chairmanship of the Director of
- ated branch.
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Office

of the Head Office of the Bank is done by 17 departments.
epartments are consisted of 13 General Directorates, 2 Units,
cretariats. Their areas of task and responsibility are described
low in alphabetical order.
g Department:

eoares and updates the accounting plan, the balance sheet and
.: :. statements of the Bank: draws up the Bank's annual budget
d follows its implementation
eeps the books as prescribed by law, follows the smooth
ctioning of the accounting system and makes the necessary
angements thereof;
epares the reports of extra budgetary funds:
erates the electronic fund transfers via EFT, SWIFT, SAOS,
~'ı1KT systems, keeps their accounting records;
responsible for the fulfillment of the financial obligations of the
ı3ank:
eeps, follows and controls the accounting records of foreign
-.r.changetransactions of the Head Office;
~ives instructions to the branch offices and to the banks on the
~eıated matters.
ting Department executes its functions in five divisions:
-urkish Lira Accounting Division
=oreign Exchange Accounting Division
Balance Sheet and Accounts Monitoring Division
Budget Division
Electronic Payments Division
· g Department:

notifies the Bank's opinion about the matters related with setting up
a new bank, the abolishment of permission for banking and deposit
taking activities of a bank;
sets the principles and conditions for the legal requirements;
determines the ratios which the banks are obliged to observe and
the maximum interest rates applicable to their banking transactions
along with the terms and types of deposits;
• gathers information on dishonored checks and informs the banks in
this regard; executes the services of inter bank clearing houses:
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ucts supervısıon and auditing of banks and special finance
tions through on-site and off-site examinations of their
_ •.ations:
rnits opinions on all kinds of legal arrangements for the banking
..or:
ects and processes the data relating to financial statements of
ks based on the uniform chart of accounts within the context of
ly warning system"; prepares warning and performance
orts·
'
ecutes operations relating to foreign exchange positions of the
ks, special finance institutions and authorized institutions;
ects and evaluates information on the risks and protested bills
· customers of the banks through risk centralizanon.
ing Department executes its functions in four divisions:
·-~nks Supervision Division
-anking Transactions Division
rıancial Institutions Division
,.... sk and Clearing Operations Division

=

tion And Procurement Department:

conducts transactions related to purchasing, selling and leasing of
eal estate of the Bank; executes construction, renovation and
stallation works of the Bank's premises;
rovides services for setting up, operating and maintaininq the
·echnical equipment of the Bank:
rocures the fixtures and equipment and writing materials for the
se of the Bank;
conducts the operations of the "Head Office Purchasing, Selling
and Tender Commission"
carries out transportation and housekeeping services for the Bank.
h-c.,-uction and Procurement Department executes its functions in four
ns:
Construction and Real Properties Division
Maintenance Division
Materials Division
Housekeeping Services Division
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it:

ows and controls the transactions of the branch offices to
sure that they are executed in accordance with the regulations
ows and audits the existence and movements of the cash and in
d values in order to verify whether they correspond to the
ords;
·rıes the illegal activities and important troubles concerning the
scurity and works of the Bank.
is composed of the Head Office Control Unit, the
:ation and Evaluation Committee, the Control Group and the
_,... Control Group
essing Department:

responsible for selecting the hardware and software suitable for
e Bank; carries out bank wide installation of automation
.ıipment;
akes contribution to the strategies related to data processing and
omation, and develops and follows the planning:
lows the developments in the computer technology and adapts
em to the Bank's structure;
oerates the EFT (Electronic Fund Transfer) System through which
er bank Turkish Lira fund transfers, clearings and reconciliation
e executed; operates the Electronic Data Distribution System and
evelops the Bank's Web Site:
,.ocessing and Statistics Department executes its functions in five

s:
~ayment Systems Divis~on
- ıstems Technical Support Division
ıstems Operation Division
..• nplication Development Division
ystem Research and Planning Division
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Relations Department:

establishes institutional relations of the Bank with the international
ganizations; follows and reports the relations with the Customs
.ınion and the European Union:
executes the operations of the Bank's medium and long term
external credit agreements;
onitors, on behalf of the Treasury, the foreign debts of the
;overnment
and conducts their repayments; manages the
sbursement of foreign credits granted to the government: acts as
e advisor for the Treasury on its relations with domestic and
ternational finance circles;
ollows the developments in the world economy and international
""1arkets; prepares short and long term reports thereon;
'llplements the provisions of the regulation on the Protection of the
alue of the Turkish Currency regarding the collection of exports
roceeds and payment of imports, invisible transactions, capital
:ıovements:
mplements the provisions of the regulation on exports incentives .
., Relations Department executes its functions in five divisions:
European Union Relations Division
nternational Organizations Division
=oreign Economies Monitoring Division
Foreiqn Exchange Regulations Divisions
- oreign Trade Division
Resources Department:

rovides proposals to the top management for setting the Bank's
ersonnel policy and for its effective application:
recruits the personnel suitable to the Bank's needs, determines
eir employment conditions and employs them in the organization
according to their qualifications;
conducts and follows the matters of all kinds pertaining to
personnel:
executes the preparatory works for determination and development
of the remuneration policy:
informs the employees of the regulation pertaining to personnel,
personal rights, and social security:
makes arrangements in the organization of the Bank in order to
increase the productivity of operations, to cut the costs, to enhance
the service quality and develops the appropriate methods to this
end.
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ducts job analysis, job and task descriptions and their
:andardization works; develops and implements the ways that set
e productivity standards of the employees;
_ .ducts analysis on the training needs of the personnel;
e .elops an effective training system in accordance with the
ank's general objective and policy as well as technological,
conomic and social developments, conducts research in this area,
epares, implements and evaluates the training plans and
'"ograms.
~esources Department executes its functions in five divisions:
- ersonnel Management Division
- ersonnel Planning and Organization Division
- egister and Social Security Division
- '"aining Division
- aining Planning Division
on Unit:

spects all operations of the Head Office, branches and
eoressntanve offices abroad to ensure that they are executed in
ompliance with the regulations; conducts examinations and
quiries within the limits of the powers and duties granted by the
ı::anks Act and other related laws;
nducts supervision at the banks, special finance institutions,
== •.rthorized institutions and other establishments
in the fields in
ıich the duty and power of inspection are given to the Central
ı=ank by the Banks Act and other regulations.
partment:

.., ..ranges the printing and circulation of the national currency;
.rts the banknotes into circulation, replaces them with new issues
ıen necessary, regulates the printing programs of banknotes and
coordinates with the Banknote Printing Plant in order to produce
banknotes in an uninterrupted and productive way;
ceterminss the principles pertaining to custody, transportation,
:ancellation and destruction of the valuables;
..• etermines the working conditions of the banknote processing
systems;
~ıves notifications to the branches, the banks and the related
stitutions about the new foreign exchange banknotes which are
ut into circulation and those which are withdrawn from circulation:
conducts the custodian and transportation operations of banknotes,
•..oins, gold coins and gold bultions:
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nducts the operations concerning the banknotes withdrawn from
culation, as well as the counting, sorting, cancellation and
estruction of old and worn out banknotes:
.arries out the operations concerning the exhibition of securities
_ ... ch as banknotes, coins, gold, government papers, stocks, bonds
.... d hlstorical documents and properties;
sues warning to the banking system, financial system and
ranches about false Turkish lira and foreign exchange banknotes,
nducts the examinations when requested by judiciary and
administrative offices:
andles all fiscal service transactions ranging from printing and
cestruction of the government papers, and maintains their portfolio
,e'ld provision accounts, acts as the Treasurer;
onducts the operations pertaining to the Bank's stocks;
akes the amendments in the Terms and Conditions of the Bank
coordination with the related departments; determines the
inciples and conditions of the payments to be made from Turkish
'"a deposit accounts maintained in the Bank, as well as the
emittances and collection of the bills; establishes the principles
overning the interest rates, commissions and fees applicable to all
nds of banking transactions of the Bank.
llows the operations pertaining to the Treasury Account System,
Collection and the commissions and fees to be paid by the
ı::ıank; concludes the domestic correspondent banking agreements.
Jepartment executes its functions in three divisions:
ssue Division
::anknote Movements Division
"reasury and Fiscal Services Division
epartment:

submits its legal views on the duties of the Bank to the related
::epartments;
andles all the legal work of the Bank, including the Bank's
-,volvement in commercial, administrative and civil litigation, and
epresents the Bank in actions before judges:
carticipates in the preparatory works of the regulation and legal
documents pertaining to the Bank, and presents its views
ereupon.
_egal Department functions as a counseling and support unit.
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epartment:

ducts operations in domestic and international foreign
nançe, money, securities and in their derivative markets in
er to manage foreign exchange and gold reserves of the
ntry in a productive manner:
ducts open market operations in order to regulate money
ply and liquidity in the economy;
as intermediary in the inter bank money market ensuring a
•.e rational utilization of the funds, and operates, when
cessary, in the name and on behalf of the Bank;
'Ties out the government domestic borrowing as the fiscal agent
• ·· e Treasury;
as intermediary in the foreign exchange and banknotes
arkets in order to obtain a more efficient utilization of the funds in
e banking system, and operates, when necessary, in the name
d on behalf of the Bank, ensuring smooth functioning of the
arkets:
akes arrangements in the foreign correspondent banking
- ationship:
e sale of government papers by "auction" and "outright sale to
olic" methods:
ecutes the implementation of the rediscount policy within the
· amework of development plans, annual programs and monetary
!icy: conducts the transactions of rediscount, discount, advance
gainst bills, bonds and gold: determines the rediscount, discount
:::'ld interest rates applicable to its own transactions:
ecutes the credit transactions of the Bank with the Treasury,
ublic institutions and the banking system;
acts as the reporter of the Discount Committee of the Head Office;
etermines the sources of exchange rate, interest rate, credit,
quidity and operation risks, measures these risks, sets the
acceptable risk limits.
ets Department executes its functions in seven divisions:
oney Markets Division
Credits Division
Open Market Operations Division
"reasury Operations Division
Foreiqn Exchange and Banknotes Division
o reign Exchange Transactions Division
Foreiqn Exchange Risk Management Division

=
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Of The Secretary General:

-naintains coordination among departments of the Bank, executes
the duties given directly by the Governor and the Executive
Committee; provides service and support to the Governor and the
Vice Governors;

vıducts secretarial work for the meetings of the Board, the Head
ce Discount Committee and the Executive Committee:
ides service relating to public relations and protocol for the
k, distributes information about the Bank, the monetary policy
..• the economy to individuals and groups within and outside the
k by means of press releases, weekly press bulletin and other
lications:
ies out all internal and external correspondence, provides
cords retention and archival services of the Bank:
ıides library, documentation and translation services;
ecutes the execution works of the Bank's Shareholders General
ssernbly.
- ce of the Secretary General executes its functions ın one
at and four divisions:
ecretariat of Governor's Office
ecretariat of the Board and the Auditing Committee Division
respondence Division
rary and Documentation Division
vate Offices Division
The Secretary For Security And Defense:

nducts and plans, in coordination with the governmental, military
d other administrations, the civil defense services during peace,
obilization and wartime, and the services of the special security
ıt in the Head Office and branches;
~epares the regulations concerning protection and security
rvices in the Bank.
·r,ce of the Secretary for Security and Defense executes its
sin one division:
- ecurity Division
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Department:

ducts research and analysis on economic and financial matters
rıies and evaluates the dynamics of economic developments
in the framework of econometric models to make forecasts.
rdinates the studies on the matters and measures stated in
e. elopment plans and annual programs and related with the

---'ik·'

aws up the draft of the Bank's Annual Report.

earch Department executes its functions in two divisions:
.- conomic Research Division
- ancial Research Division
irs Department:

ovides services related to social and medical assistance to the
Bank's personnel and their family members:
dministers the training, seminar and recreational centers, and the
ial clubs and the guesthouse,
ganizes cultural and artistic activities, encourages Bank's
rsonnel to take part in artistic, cultural and social activities:
onducts organizations regarding business ravels of the personnel.
ffairs Department executes its functions in five divisions:
atering Division
ocial Clubs, Training and Recreational Centers Division
edical Assistance Division
:uıture, Arts and Environment Division
Social Assistance Division
lcs Department:

... ol/ects, processes the economic and financial data: prepares
~ -ıancıal statistical tables;
sets up data bank in coordination with the other departments of the
3ank; develops data base applications
repares the table for balance of payments and that of foreign
exchange assets and liabilities;
conducts analysis based on the balance sheets and income
statements of private sector companies in order to establish
sectoral profile.
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epartment executes its functions in five divisions:
~omic
Statistics Division
cial Statistics Division
·ng Data Division
ce of Payments Division
·oral Evaluation Division
emittances Department:

s the foreign exchange deposit accounts of the Turkish
~"ers abroad and conducts transactions related thereto;
piles statistical information on the foreign exchange deposit
unts, prepares evaluation reports thereof.
Remittances

Department

executes

its

functions

in

four

rkers' Remittances Division (Germany)
orkers' Remittances Division ( Other Countries)
orkers' Problems and Evaluation Division
ntrol and Correspondence Division
knote Printing Plant Department

ts Turkish lira and foreign exchange banknotes, government
oers, stocks, bonds, stamps, national lottery tickets etc.
nducts printing services of the Bank, performs maintenance
erations of the equipment,
eeps the accounts and records of the Plant, draws up the budget
and the balance sheet of the department;
es the necessary
measures to meet the production
equirements in time.
to print banknotes in 1957, the Banknote Printing Plant
ent performs its duties according to the principles of profitability
oductivity. The Banknote Printing it has a separate accounting
d it is consolidated with the Bank's accounts at end of accounting
Department

executes

s:
Production Division
Production Control Division
v1aintenance, Repairs and Plant Division
Administrative and Financial Affairs Division
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its functions

in four

gs Deposits Insurance Fund Department:

,Jeposits Insurance Fund has been founded as a legal entity in
serve confidence and stability in the banking sector, to
and if necessary structure the financial structures of banks
re the savings deposits in banks.
,'."'eposits insurance Fund Department,
utes the payments, in line with the insurance system, to
ositors of those banks whose permissions to carry out banking
ations and to collect deposits are withdrawn:
ines the financial standings of the banks whose
agements are transferred to the Fund, prepares proposals for
e r re-organizations;
.• <es measures to strengthen the liquidity position of the banks
ose managements are transferred to the Fund;
'"esponsible for the management, functioning, auditing of the
avings Deposit Insurance Fund" and for establishing the
ciples of savings deposits insurance;
ovides all kinds of financial and technical assistance to the banks
ring the period of execution and conclusion of the transfer or
erger:
Deposits Insurance Fund Department executes its functions in
ısıons:
!=anksLiquidation Division
- nd Accounting Division
- ınd Legal Division
,...OREIGN EXCHANGE OPERATIONS

ı=oreign Exchange-Banknotes Operations
-· ey consist of purchase and selling all kinds of foreign exchange
and banknotes pursuant to the Law on the Protection of the Value
of the Turkish Currency: transaction related to buying and selling in
e foreign exchange and banknotes markets within the Money
1arkets and Treasury Department, and the transactions related to
.:oreign change remittances for public sector and invisible
transactions.
mports Transactions
They include the transactions related to imports made by general
and annexed budget public institutions depending on their request,
and the controls of import licenses related to imports transactions
realized by banks. The control in question involves in admonishing
of the banks in case the licenses are delivered against the
regulations.
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rts Transactions
e involve in the payment and collection of exports proceeds and
·~""'.lıums.
e Transactions related to Promotion of Exports and Investments
e Transactions of Workers' Remittances
olve in maintaining the foreign exchange deposit accounts of the
· .orkers abroad and conducting transactions related thereto.

ı

KISH LIRA OPERATIONS:

rrent Accounts and Remittances:
- ey consist of transactions related to accounts belonging to
ernment institutions, banks, finance institutions and funds, and
clocked accounts deposited in the Central Bank.
urities Operations:
- ey involve in buying and selling government papers, and
... 'lsactions of the dividend payments related to the Bank's shares.
ediscount Operations:
- ey consist of the transactions related to acceptance of bills and
. ıcuments held in banks' portfolio for rediscount in accordance
the Central Bank Law.
SHIER'S OFFICE TRANSACTIONS:

onsist of all kinds of collection, payment and conversion in terms
ish Lira id foreign currency and realization domestic and
onal money transfers, as well the custody of all kinds of Turkish
y, foreign currency and other valuables.
antral Bank of the Republic of Turkey has 21 branches in Turkey.
a..e in the following cities:
.-ANKARA-ANTAL YA-BURSA-DENiZLİ-DiYARBAKIR-EDiRNE
- ~UM-ESKiŞEHiR-GAZiANTEP-ISKENDERUN-ISTANBUL-IZMiR---<AYSERi-KONYA-MALATYA-MERSiN-SAMSUN-TRABZON-VAN
3ank may open representative and liaison offices abroad. The
sentative office follows and reports the economic developments,
larly the monetary, financial and inking activities of the countries in
areas. They represent the Bank abroad.
epresentative and liaison offices of the Bank are as follows:
urt Representative Office - Berlin Liaison Office
on Representative Office
vork Representative Office
o Representative Office
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Tbe Banking
sector in
European Union

Banking Sector in European Union (EU):
ef knowledge about European Union:
ııılllıD,mber States:

opean union (EU) is the result of a process of cooperation and
'1, which began in 1951
between six countries (Belgium,
. France, Italy, Luxembourg, and the Netherlands). After nearly
..s, with four waves of accessions (1973: Denmark, Ireland, and
'ed Kingdom; 1981: Greece; 1986: Spain and Portugal; 1995:
Finland and Sweden), the EU today has fifteen member states
eparing for its fifth enlargement, this time towards Eastern and
Europe.

:=,...•. opean Union's mıssıon is to organize relations between the
states and between their peoples in a coherent manner and on
s of solidarity.
objectives are:
promote economic and social progress (the single market was
tablished in 1993; the single currency was launched in 1999);
·: assert the identity of the European Union on the international
scene (through European humanitarian aid to non-EU countries,
ommon foreign and security policy, action in international crises;
mmon positions within international organizations);
introduce European citizenship (which does not replace national
izenship but complements it confers a number of civil and
olitical rights on European citizens);
develop an area of freedom, security and justice(linked to the
coeratiorı of the internal market and more particularly the freedom
.f movement of persons);
o maintain and build on established EU law (all the legislation
adopted by the European institutions, together with the founding
reaties).
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eral structure of European Union Banking Sector:

exist on various banks in European Union member countries,
of bank, it's used the term of "credit institution". According to this;
ııstitutions" can be defined as "institutions, which are to collect
and other funds and to give credits to self account"
pe, traditionally banking is being carried out as based on two
,.. first one of these is Continent Europe Banking and other one is
Saxon banking.
·n features of Continent Europe Banking are:
addition to credit operations, they can give service in capital
arket transactions. Generally they give service to internal market
and established by public banks; so the public banks have share in
sector.
ain features of Anglo-Saxon banking activities are:
completely are open to competition and made by private sector.
:apital market transactions and partnership to industry are made
y investment banks, which are, belong to this kind of banks.
Rome agreement up to now, significant regulations have been
to provide an economic integration among member countries.
an banking system generally focused on some national
13)
lons. (
These regulations are as follow:
Single Banking License:

credit institution, if it has permission to making banking transaction,
give banking service in other European Member countries without
g permıssıon.
Mutual recognition of national supervisory authorities:

-,,ancial service, which is produced according to member countries'
can be supplied without living obligation in other countries and
ations which are carried out by credit institutions can be supervised
t country's supervision authority.
Establishing Law:

established and for operations, the minimum amount of capital
d not be less than 5 million ECU.
he Inspection Committee of The Central Bank of Republic of Turkey, Seminar
orks of Inspector, 1999, p: 238, 239
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•• utual information announcement:
0

is any increase in capitals of partners; it is given information to
r countries about partnership.
ccounting and Supervisory System:

:.; members it will realize a regular accounting and supervisory

and equity capital, banks have to obligate to

- can be grouped into five headings: ( 14)
Universal Banks:

give banking service both own countries and in other countries;
umbers are very limited. Another particular properties of these
of banks, they get share from banking market which are occurring
countries and also they are accepted themselves to other

Partially Universal Banks:

banks give all kinds of banking services in own countries but they
on only one or two products and I or services. Their numbers
ietly too many like domestic banks.
Specialized Banks:

n its own countries and in abroad they focused on a couple of
g services such as - mortgage banks, immoveable credit
..rtions, residence credit institutions - etc.
Country Banks:

are banks that operate only their own countries; however in other
er countries they operate in some profitability works for short term.
Domestic banks:

give banking service in an only certain region of a country by one
o branch office.

he Inspection Committee of The Central Bank of Republic of Turkey, Seminar
orks of Inspector, 1999, p: 240, 241
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,:::· ıalyzed the all European Banking sector it will be seen that
sector has gained importance. However, public banks are still
ce in some countries such as France, Spain, Portugal, Italy, and
The reasons of this, plenty of specialized banks have been
ed by public.
ncreasing competition most of the banks have chosen the
of merger and acquisition to cover their financial positions.
t.ıing concepts have affected decisions of banks in mergers and
n:
ong financial structure
....ential banking areas in other countries
pacts of globalization
creasinq competition etc.

.....-:s

er . some banks collaborate in each other in a certain areas:

anging of information
trance into market
anging of product or service
.ıtual usage of branch offices etc.
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yses of Banking Sector of European Union Countries:
BANKING SECTOR IN ITALY

n banking system consists of the Central Bank, Public Banks,
erest Banks, Cooperative Banks, Saving Banks and Foreign
al Bank (Banca D'ltalia) :

:aolished as a joint-stock company following the merge of three
export banks in 1983, and it obtained the right of being the sole
e banknotes in 1926. With the banking law enforced in 1936
D'ltalia was converted into public law institution. According to
c law even the central bank was established, it is not a
ed institution. The shares of the Central Bank do not belong to
~. The Credit Institutions, which are established according to
.. National banks, Social Security and Insurance Institution, are
these shares. ( 15)
the Central Bank is not totally independent from State as well.
obey the rules and directives of credit and saving comities.
- '"ectives are constituted according to advices of the Central
- ıe basic function of any Central Bank is to control the invested
protect the balance of internal and external economy.
~= this function with some relations such as administrative credit
reasury and foreign sector. Therefore, the Central Bank affects
and which of the goods and services are produced in inside and
and also the movement of foreign capital.
ern societies, in parallel to new values the monetary policy also
e .eloped. In spite of everything, the protection of the stability of
has been maintained by the Central Bank. In most countries
g the Italy Central Banks are responsible for the control of credit
and structural intervention.U'"
w

arlo A. Ciampi, "The Functions of the Central Bank in Today's Economy", Money
d the Economy: Central Bankers' Views, Edited by Pierlugi Cioocca, Macmillan
ess, London, 1989, p:82;
ietze Eizenga, "The Banca d'ltalia and Monetary Policy", Monetary Policy and
nancial Systems, SUERF Papers, No.15, Tilburg, 1993, p:9
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etary policy in Italy aims to affect the conditions of market by
~
debt instruments of banks. The instruments that have been
y market - cash advance, open market transaction etc - are
to accompany to the monetary policy.
duty of bank is to protect the value of Liret in external and
arkets. Also, to export the banknote, to organize the money
circulation, to supervise the financial and intermediaries and
credits are the duties of Central Bank. The last purpose of
3ank is provide the stability of money and economy.v'?'
the Central Bank follows two ways in order to cover the needs
cing of banks.
'-~ way is constant forward advances. According to this application,
,as started in 1967, given to the banks advances. The purpose is
Qr the needs of short-term liquidity advances are given to the
cond way is to provide the advances as rediscounts and bonds.
an be considered as an ordinary advance.
are three features of refinancing applications in Italy. First of all,
d of an application is not automatic. The Central Bank makes
- s by examining special conditions of banking markets. However,
tne right to reject or accept the applications, which are made, by

s.
.• one is punished refinancing application. The purpose of this
on, which started in 1969, is to curb requests of speculative
..,ing. Actually, this system means that to punish the larger banks rnents are applied by increasing the cost of refinancing - and the
applied can be changed in time.
rd feature of refinancing applications is application of larger banks
Central Bank.
onally, the Italian Banks do not apply to the Central Bank for credit.
se of this reason, the punished refinancing of Central Bank is valid
couple of banks. This is a restrictive condition that contributes to the
mscount policy.

-Iz.enga, 1993, p: 14; Banca d'ltalla, The Bank of Italy Portrait of an Institution,
ome, 1991, p: 18
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lie Banks:

capitals of public banks provided by private people, state or·
cessions of public institutions.
't the public service is one of the duties of Central Bank.
r : public banks have the same duties with private banks. Some
es of public banks are as follows:
purchasing and selling the governments bonds (or might be
aranteed by government)
giving loan
discounting the national and international credit instruments, the
...asury bonds and transaction bonds
open saving and deposit account on liret or foreign currency
giving short or long term credit to the agriculture and industry
~roup there are six banks which become their capital belong to
rectly or indirectly. Approximately, public banks hold %20 of
,, their hands in Italy.
ational Banks:

banks were established with approval of president and the
_ regulations have been approved by treasury office.
banks do most of the transactions as well. But, generally they do
e credit to the industry and also limited strive with agricultural
ational banks have to organize at least in 30 cities. This future is
ctive point through other banks.
ge portion of capital shares of the banks ( 18) which take place in
cup belong to iRi which becomes a state holdinq.' 19)
are 9 banks, which constitute the public and national banks. These
s are the biggest banks of Italy.
. . . ther commercial banks apart from these 9 big banks are mostly
. . . to private and they operate as domestic banks. Some of these
s are Banca Nazional/e del /'Agricolture. Banca Toscene, Credito
eçnolo, Banco Leritıo and Credito Commerciale.

anco di Roma, Banca Commerciale ltaliana and Credito Italiano
he Italian Banking System p: 47-53; Akgüç, 1982 p: 83
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-~perative

Banks:

e approximately 160 cooperative banks in Italy. These are
ocated domestically but some of them operate in other
..,ooperative banks belong to small business and farmers. The
which are provided by their members and the sources, which
ced by nonmembers, are most of time allocated to the members
iddle and long-term credit. ( 20)
ing Banks:

anks (Gasse di Risparmio) in Italy are privileged banks. The
of saving banks are to improve the saving formations and to
the appropriate usage areas for savings. Saving banks are
ed by either a person or a group of companies and managed
oanking laws.
rıg banks, which are established for social purposes provide the
f their deposits through farmers. These sources invested to
and given back to the farmers as loan or it's used for public
'he difference of this type of banks from other banks is all
activities are able to made in these banks.
pecialized Banks:

zed Banks contain the financial institutions, which are authorized
middle and long-term credit, and also they are organized from
ous department of public banks. The sources of specialized
are capital stock, specialized founds which are provided
':lent and especially bounds which are issued by banks. ( 21>
edits, which are given by specialized banks, are divided into two
_ First one is special credit and second one is subsidized credit.
::: credits are used for definite economic sectors. The interest rates
rm-ese kinds of credits are lower than other one. Specialized credits are
to certain firms, which have the need of sources .
..• Foreign Banks:

="' banks in Italy, generally they provide financial resources to big
al institutions and subsidiaries of foreign firms, which are, operate
r 22)

ncay Artun, Banking and Monetary Problems in EEC, Finance
inistry Press, Ankara 1981 p:72
güç, 1982 p: 85
güç, 1982 p: 85
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onetary and Credit Policy:

Bank has tvvo instruments to regulate the monetary and credit
The first one is to refinancing and the second one is to investing
sets of bank to the public promissory notes, which are in
ed rates by the central bank. Refinancing transactions are set
autonomy that's ordinary intervention instruments of central bank.
er one contains authority principle and enforced by supervisory
s and also arranged for public necessaries. In 1980's some
ents have been organized which become related with back
sing of public bonds. By these agreements it's provided that the
tion to the bond markets in order to arrange the liquidity of
ıics of Central Bank. Due to the flexible periods and yield, these
ents have brought big facilities in supervising of short-term
also in providing and drawing of liquidity.
ay instead of banks the central banks have tended to the bound
plication, as it used cautionary purposed also it can be used for
-:::.ry and credit purposes.
:;ng to application, which becomes up to now the Central Bank has
~
the publics in three ways:
n 1975-1981 the Central Bank had to purchase the unsold
sory notes in markets. In 1981 this obligation had been cancelled.
er, the Central Bank has purchased the public promissory notes

tarily.
second way of financed the public of the Central Bank is current
t credit facility. The upper limit of this; is %14 of total public
itures. When exceeded this limit either should be reduced the
limit or be applied extraordinary advance way that, it's the third
The extraordinary advances are applications, which are needed
a separate agreement. The time and the quantity of intervention
foreign currency market are determined by the Central Bank. This
s that; the Central Bank is main body, which is intervening the
nge rates determined by government.
e is another institution beside of the Central Bank in applications of
stary and credit transactions: The Italian Foreign Exchange
tion ( Ufficio Italiano dei Cambi). This institution was established in
and it's different as status through the Central Bank in making
on and application of these decisions. And also it's interested in
ation of banking system and manages the foreign currency
..•rces of country the power and authority for intervention to the
rıg sector is belong to Monetary and Credit Committee.
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ittee is organized by Saving and Credit Committees, Treasury
and the Central Bank. The duties of this committee are to
e credit organization and determine the supervisory conditions.
al Bank helps to the committee in regulations of banks. (23)
BANKING SECTOR IN FRANCE:

·ng system in France contains various and plenty of finance
s. The banking systems in France can be grouped as following:
tral Bank (Banque de France):

::ıank of France was established and nationalized in 1945. The
3ank has authorized to coin money like other classical Central
Q! ıd some of the
responsibilities of its can be expressed as
contribute the monetary policies which determined by
- ·emment in order to improved and carried out.
make arrangements in order to control the liquidity conditions of
- . . ks
provide the principles and policies which related with the usage
: funds which collected in banking system
determine obligated ratios and the rates of rediscount limits
cessary not to accept the authorities, which are mentioned above
Because the body of current law did not give the right to making
power and dependency to the Central Bank in France .
entral Bank operates according to general economic policy, which
-:;'mined by government and also it contributes in preparing of
. . and applications.
- s no specific determined duties of the Central Bank however the
of its generally, is to protect the monetary and credit system. ( 24)
..,entral Bank is the bank of government. They put limits to prevent
eed debts of public. These limits are put at the end of consensus
president of the Central Bank and Finance Minister but in order to
. into effect it's necessary to get approve of parliament.

-Le Italian Banking System, p: 13-14
ıetze Eizenga, "The Banque de France and Monetary Policy". Monetary Policy
nd Financial Systems, SUERF Papers, no.8, Tilburg, 1990 p: 2-5
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mmercial Banks:

nks are also called, as "Recorded Banks" and the numbers of
al banks are over 400. These banks are divided into 3 groups:
Banks of deposit:

s, which are enter into this group as follow:
big banks which have plenty of branch offices
bank which administrative center located in Paris
-nestic and regional banks
·eign banks
s. which become the 3 biggest banks -Credit Lyonnais, Banque
De Paris and Societe Generale-of France - take place in this
e domestic banks were examined, there will be seen that both
rtance and numbers decrease.
a.II domestic banks either they are winding up or joining into larger
s for foreign banks although their development are rapidly the
ce in credit market are Jess.
Business Banks (Banques d'affaire):

Banks are banks, which have relations with industry and
advisory service to the established or being established
ses. Until 1966 they were collecting longer term than 2 years
But after 1966 by made regulations they have started to collect
orter-term deposits. Business bank resemble to banks of deposit.
the participation of deposit banks were hold up in narrow
ork the broad possibilities have been enabled to the business
about participation .
.3 Short and Long Term Credit Banks:

and long term Credit Banks are banks which have no special
and generally they give middle term credits (at least 2 years).
cannot accept deposits less than 2 years without getting
ion through banking regulation commission.
significant portions of their resources are provided through
ded banks. About participation concept the limit that has to obey
anks of deposits are valid for these kinds of banks. The given loans
ited with their capitals. ( 25 >

güç. 1982 p: 44-45; Artun. 1981, p: 36-37
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Specialized Banks:

zed banks are official credit institutions, which are operated
state control, and they have special status. The purposes of these
are to providing the middle and long-term credit to the private and
sector.
of these banks generally they give credit to the industry and the
-ovide sources to the residence and ship industry. In beside of the
zed bank, which is provide credits for the institutions of public
. there exist on some specialized banks, which are operated in
g of import and export. The sources of specialized banks are as
3onds
Official Deposits
....,ollected Deposits
'ariousfounds which provided by government and
surance Credits <26)
Cooperative Banks :

_.. . nks, which are take place in this group, have cooperative
teristic and regulated by state but they are out of banking law
t. In addition to these, cooperative banks are credit institutions,
have special status, as it was happen in specialized banks.
ssements de credit 'a status legal special)
cooperatives give banking service either by using commercial
which connected into their own groups or directly. The members
perative banks are companies, which strive with agricultural
. and located in rural society. They provide that:
perating credits for short term
equipment credits for middle term
- same time in order to be financed the fixed establishment in long
ey also provide credit. Some of the cooperative banks also
e production and consumption credit for other sectors. However
credit for residence cooperatives are provided by these kinds of
- in middle and long term periods.
sources of cooperative banks are provided through opened
ces, the export of bonds and saving bonds, capital stock (or equity
pany). In addition to banking establishment in France, there are
financial institutions (e'tebiıssement tirıeciers), which are make
g and factoring transactions. All of the institutions have realized
activities under banking laws.
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etary and Credit Policy:

tary policy in France not only aimed to control the money stock
y at the same time it controls that how to allocate the sources
The monetary and credit policy, which is put into force in
as interventionist feature. This feature reverberates to the
= monetary policy instruments. The legal equivalencies rather
strikingly. Although taken all provisions, if monetary inventory
nk credits exceed the aims banks are liable in constituting the
ivalence. The indirect limitations on bank credit, which is
the rate of credit increase for each bank, were abolished at
of the 1986. Keeping the certain ratio of short-term obligation of
ovides the efficiency of intervention of central bank to the
rııarket. This means that banks held up certain proportion of
as Frank. This money can be accepted as reserve for the

--.wı.o

eı

='3'lk.

entionist side of monetary and credit policy reverberates to the
- policy as well.
-"""4, instead of providing finance with rediscount credits the
•.. -ık prefer to direct interventions in order to provide source to
ı-ıg system. When the place of interest rates examined in
oolicy following information can be given:
cations of arrangements of interest rates with administrative
,vere abolished in 1966. However, the efficiency of public is still
• on interest rates. The applications of arrangement of interest
e interest rates that applied by central banks both affect their
.::-anceand also inter banks interest rates.
ies results', which are applied in the banking system in French
institutions, which are supervise the banks in the system, are as
council of National Credit (Concei/ National de Cre'dit) was
ablished in 1945. The commission joins into agreed upon
netary policy and as an information office (or advisor) of
_ ernment and also central bank.
- e commission of banking follows the harmonies to the
ulations of credit institutions. And the committee of banking has
rııe authorities, which are about administrative measure.
-· e authorities of the committee of banking ( Comite' de la
z: eglementation Bancaire) contain to entitle the banks for banking
:-ansactions, to provide minimal financial solvency and to
etermineratios of liquidity etc.
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esident of the committee is the minister of finance: The president
Central Bank takes place in committee as a vice president.
itee determines the purposes and rules of credit policy. The
:: bank and committee of banking are most significant monetary
on of France.
E BANKING SYSTEM IN GERMANY:

an banking system, approximately operate over 4800 banks.
oanks take place in 2 groups. In each group public and private
oanks operate together.
entral Bank:

_econd World War it was established with 2-tier system, which has
==- .'e structure in Germany. First one is state Central Banks (Land
Bank). Second one is German state bank (Deutsche
sbank). These 2 banks have been protected until 1957. In this
e banks, which are mentioned above have joined and took its
nowadays.
ng to regulations of central bank, the purposes of bank are to
the national money and to arrange the amount of money in order
e external and internal dept. To protect the stability in country is
urposs of bank, at the same time to monitor the stability of
- value of money is the second purpose of bank. (27)
a ıly the activities of the Central Bank are as follow:
•... regulate the money stock
o provide the credit to economy etc.
e atsd with this subject, the instruments and policies, which are
- by Central Bank:
~ediscount policies
dvance policies ( Lombard Policy)
:)pen market transaction
inimum reserve policy
oreign exchange policy

=

Universal Banks:

- st group of German banking system is universal banks. Typical
e of German banking system is dominant role of universal banks.
ciple, these kinds of banks give full range of banking services.
sal banks divided into 3 sub groups:

utsche Bundesbank, the Monetary Policy of the Bundesbank, March 1994, p: 12
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Private Commercial

Banks

ately the number of private commercial banks is 330.
:=,;y, they provide short-term credits. However, middle and longedits can be provided by private commercial banks.
commercial banks contain big branch banks, domestic and
other commercial banks, private bankers and foreign bank
offices. In total banking area, 18°A> of total assets belong to
e Bank, Dresdner Bank and Commerzbank which known as 3
also 60% of external trade payments managed by these the 3
banks. (28)
Public Banks:

re also named " the banks which are established by banking law".
the deposits (or) savings, which are collected from public, were
as credit. But later all kind of banking transactions are started to
y Public Banks.
banks have established a clearing system with their center
on for cash less payment. The center institutions of public banks
as municipality bank or federal state banker and their guarantors
estic management. Their shares in banking activities are 21 °/o. In
g of big projects, they can compete with commercial banks.
3 Cooperative Banks:

... the universal banks the third sub group is cooperative banks.
contain agricultural commercial credit cooperatives and cooperative
nstitutions. Some of the cooperative banks are small as much as
er into statistics of central bank. Cooperative banks are formed
e "help through self help" principle. The collected deposits are
ed to their member as short and middle term credit.
er, today every kinds of banking transactions are being presented
erative banks. (29>

e Banking system in Germany p: 4-17
e Banking system in Germany p: 31
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ecialized Banks:

banking system is a universal system. Although this, specialized
:ake important place in this system. Specialized bank groups
tnrouqh private and public banks. Main specialized banks are as
vate Mortgage Banks: They provide credits for agricultural and

custrial projects. These kinds of credits for long term. However,
ey also provide credit to government, state and municipalities.
blic Mortgage Banks: They provide real estate loan and also
ovide credit for public authorities.
e banks which financed the installment sales: They are private banks.
- ey specialized in financing on middle term capital investments
d indirect consumption credits.
esidence Credit Communities: They provide credit in order to acquire
esidence in constant interest rate according to the collective
eposit principle. In order to be utilized through this kind of credit,
rstly explicit amount of saving should be invested to the bank.
,:redit is given later.
il Banks: In small or middle level business, which are operate in
ade and industry when they are faced with financial problems,
ey can withdraw credit easily by getting help through bail banks.
ost Endorsement and Saving Offices: These institutions held up check
.ırrercies of their customers for payments and they operate in
ansfers of saving deposits.
nks with special function: In this group, both there are public and
rivate banks. Generally they specialized on external trade, small
usiness, and residence construction.
onetary and Credit Policy:

stitution, which is related with monetary and credit policy is Federal
:: Bank. The possibilities, which exist on the central bank, has
. mentioned above. The central bank by using these possibilities,
s efficient role where in determining the liquidity level of banking
ally, due to developed economic structure and banking system,
ermination of bank credits and also allocation of these credits are
rnade easily.
,,aring of foreign exchange and national monetary value, central
plays significant role and aimed that to maintain its role in the
rnic stability framework.
_,., 7, by discharging of interest rates the importance of monetary
instruments of the central bank has more increase. The
arged interest rates caused that the increasing of inter bank
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expansıon of presented service where is saving and

erıt areas.
~ •.e some conditions, which are affect, the German monetary and
icy. These can be expressed as follows;
-· ere is no deficit on external payment balance
e less level of the necessities of internal public debt
ganized finance centers (Frankfurt, Stuttgart, Munich, Berlin,

amburg, Hannover)
pie of conditions, which were mentioned above decreased the
e of monetary and credit policy. In this situation the monetary and
licy instruments are able to use more efficientJy.
E BANKING SYSTEM IN HOLLAND:

nking system in Holland contain that the Central Bank,
- •.cial banks, agricultural and credit banks, saving banks and
zed banks .
•... entral Bank (De Nederlandsche Bank)

ain monetary authority institution in Holland is the Central Bank. It
stablished in 1814. It was converted into a public limited company
· by a prepared law.
·- Central Bank law in 1948 and also regulation that made later,
- of management of florin in Holland, the management of foreign
ge and gold have been given to the Central Bank. The capital of
::. Bank belongs to public. (30>
of the authorities of Central Bank:
'"'.O allow the merger among banks
. o determining the liquidity and financial solidity
o determine the credit limitations
o maintain the financial structure
oy maintaining the competition power, to allow the capital
contribution of banks ... etc.

Nederlandsche Bank NV, Guardian of the Currency-The Nederlandsche Bank's
uties and Operations 1991, p: 5-8
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Commercial Banks:

are responsible for leasing and factoring transaction, short and
- term credit. And also they provide credit with lower interest rate to
all business by guaranty of government.
of the sources of banks are current account and time deposit
es. Banks develop and various deposit plans in order to withdrawn
'" savings. The numbers of commercial banks are approximately
-rıd the share of Holland Commercial bank is 9% in European
commercial banks.
; commercial banks two big banks that are - Algemene Bank
and (ABN) and Amsterdam-Rotterdam
Bank (AMRO) - play
:ant role in credit market. These two banks take place in the
banks in the world group. The basic difference between these
anks in geographical distribution. AMRO generally focused on
al markets of Holland and it has overseas activity with foreign
- However, on the other hand ABN in besides of activities in
, they have branch offices in other countries.
Agriculture Credit Banks:

ture credit banks were established as cooperatives. And they
centered in two separate grouped: [Eindhoven and Utrecht]. In
.•hey have joint, so it was called as Rabobank Nederland. (also
as "Coopereiive Centrale Raiffeissen-Boeranbank'·J
embers of agriculture credit banks are farmers and craftsmen and
members have run these banks. The sources are provided through
embers and allocated back as credit again. With this its feature
__ separated from commercial banks.
Saving Banks:

established in order to run the small deposits, and they are banks,
have social characters. Their duties are to provide the mutual
"' system among small deposit ( or saving) owners, and also to
. ~ these small deposit owners against the risk, which is might be in
g system, so security is on first plan for saving banks.
5 Specialized Banks:

lized banks are credit institutions, which become specialist in
"' areas. Some of these institutions, they give credits to small
municipalities by collecting funds through some capital market. In
n to these, they also provide middle and long-term credit to firms
ave financial problems.
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cialist banking activities are:
nancing the installment selling
provide residence credits
make insurance the trade and politic risks
make leasing transactions
onetary and Credit Policy:

netary and credit policy, which is followed in Holland, has been
nan open to out world economic structure.
tral Bank of Holland carries out this policy and its purpose due to
acess liquidity is to prevent the economic stagnation. In regarding
, the detailed liquidity and financial solidity rates have been
ned for banks. In addition to these, for deposit accounts that is
abroad of banks when its necessary special rates have been
And also, the control of foreign exchange is significant for the
bank. The policies of monetary and foreign exchange are carried
the Central bank. Central banking law determined the principles of
ry policy in 1948.
ding to this, the regulation of money's value and protection the
of economy has been given to central bank as duty. However, in
o protect the external value of national money (especially against
he mark) the interest rates are kept in same ratio by Germany.
se of this reason, the interest rates in Holland are affected through
erest rate in Germany directly. ( 31) Official interest rates are base of
tary policy money market. Official interest rates are used to
ine the policies, which will be followed, and to adjust the internal
al economic changes. So, it contains a psychological mean.
al interest rates are basic indicator for financial investors, who are
ng to adjust their position according to changes in future. ( 32>
credits, which will be given by banks, have been restricted by the
in multiple of their capital stock. In broad meaning the Central Bank
importance to monetary stock and the determination of aims, which
me related with liquidity and national income.
interest rates are generally determined according to market's
itions. However, the interest rates, which will be applied to some
unts, depend upon the agreement, which is made between banks.
applied interest rates by the Central Bank to credits which given to
s also effect the market interest rates. Deposit or saving interests
determined by the competition which occur in inter banks.
Emile den Dunnen and Sierd de Wilde, Instruments of Money and Foreign
Exchange Mafket Policy in the Netherlands, Nederlands lnstituut voor het Bank
en Effectenbedrijf, Third, Revised Edition, Amsterdam, 1992 p: 11-13
Dunnen and Wilde, p.33-34
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BANKING

SYSTEM IN BELGIUM

"'king system in Belgium can be examined under three sub
_s. First group is monetary and financial authorities. Second
s coordination and guaranty institutions and lastly comes up the
and private sector banks.
ıfonetary and Financial Authorities:

titutions that follow the banking system in Belgium take place in
oup. These institutions have some authorities related with the
g sector.
1 The Central Bank:

Central Bank (Banque Nationale de Be/glue) was established in
The half of capital of central Bank had been purchased by state in
The Central Bank strives the control of the banking system in
conomic and conjectural framework.

'11

ain duties and activities of bank can be expressed as follow:
~o determine the obligations of banks
o determine the ratios of money equivalent for credits
to put limitations for rediscount and current account advances
o determine the ceilings of credits
o orientating the interest rates
.2 The Institution of Foreign Exchange of Belgium-Luxembourg:

to economic union between Luxembourg and Belgium (1922), the
ion of foreign exchange of Belgium-Luxembourg (Institute Belgo
bourgois du Change) was established in 1944. The dutıes of this
ion are:
o control of foreign exchange
o apply the obligations related with regulations
o regulate the national capital movements
o regulate the national capital movements
duties are valid for both two countries .
.3 Annuities Found:

third institution, which is taking place in monetary and financial
crities, is Annuities Found (Fond des Rantes). It's an autonomous
.Jtion and was established in 1945.
vides source by borrowing from the Central Bank and also money
et. Then these sources are invested into treasury bills and state bills
ey make open market transactions.
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Banking Commission:

institution, which is taking place among monetary and financial
-=, is banking commission ( Commision Bancaire ). It was
ed in 1935. The duties of Banking Commission are as following:
give the certificate of incorporation
determine the certain ratios between capital stock and
·gations in order to be hold the power of paying debt in high
el.
e Institution of Coordination and Guaranty:

place in between the Central Bank and banks. These institutions
,. activities are as following:
The Institution of Rediscount and Guaranty:

·· ution of Rediscount and Guaranty (Institute de Reeskompte et
antie) provides the private credit to the enterprises which in the
· industry and agriculture and trade and also provides the
in order to converted the receivables into cash. For this
which is mentioned above it was established in 1935 and
- ~or public utility.
The Association of Export Coordination:

-... ociation of Export Coordination (Credit Export) contains the
Bank, Guaranty Institution, various credit institutions and private
....anks. It coordinates the middle and long-term finance of export.
limits and quotas provide the sources of association of export
ab on.
The National Credit Board:

ional Credit Board was established as an insurance organization
o cover the commercial and politics risks in 1939.
ly, it plays a vital role on credit insurance related to the export
goods. In addition to commercial and politics risks; it under takes
eign exchange risks and the capital investment risks which are
o abroad.
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Public Banks and Private ~anks:

banks can be examined under two groups. These groups are as
.1 Public Banks:

ey can be named as public credit institutions as well. The most
..ant of them are:
ational Deposit Banks:(Caisse Generale d'Epargne et de
Retreite). They provide source to industry and residence
urchasing transactions. The institution takes place among the
oiggest deposit banks of the world. The aim of this institution is to
80llect the deposits of small saving owner.
ational Industrial Credit lnstitution:(Societe Nationale de Credit a
dustrie). The half of its capital belongs to state and it takes place
he 5 biggest bank of Belgium. After First World War, in order to
help to economic development program, it was established in
919. It provides commercial and agricultural credit.
Belgium Domestic Managements Institution: (Credit Communal de
3elgique) It was established in order to provide the long-term credit
ro domestic managements in 1960. The sources are provided
-•.. rough deposits of domestic managements. These sources are
sed by bank in order to cover the various needs of domestic
-nanagement.
.2 Private Banks:

:: 1930, Commercial Banks had provided the sources to this kind of
ions in middle and long-term credit. And they were represented in
_ of directors of partnerships.
ete Generale de Banque, Banque de Bruxelles Kredit Bank is some
e banks.
ally they interested in mortgaged credit and government bonds.
Monetary and Credit Policy:

-"Tied out the monetary and credit policy, the main responsible
on is the Central Bank in Belgium. It determines the money
aıent in order to regulate the liquidity situation of banking system.
s are able to get short-term advances by showing government
and treasury bills, which are, exist on their portfolios. However,
ain way of providing sources of banks from the Central Bank is
scount applicants.
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se of this reason the rediscount application of the Central Bank
ed the importance of instruments, which are kept in their hands.
,.,.entral Bank might bring the limitations the credits, which are
,-; by banks in order to prevent the expansion of liquidity rapidly.
antral bank has the right to affect the interest rates and the cost of
directly or indirectly. The interest rates, which are occurred in
market, have been affected from the rate of rediscount policy of
= Bank.
E BANKING SYSTEM IN LUXEMBOURG:
;t examined the Luxembourg through financial framework, it can

.., "Luxembourg is a different country among the members of EU."
al meaning there is no Central Bank in Luxembourg. As we
ed in previous section, between Belgium and Luxembourg it was
..• an economic union in 1922.
""''ng to this union;
3elgium frank is valid money in Luxembourg but it cannot be used
as reserve.
"he export amount of Luxembourg frank has connected into the
3elgium monetary stock
Selgium Central Bank provides liquidity utility to the banks which
eceme in Luxembourg
3elgium Central Bank has the right to interference the foreign
exchange market
-he institution of foreign exchange of Belgium-Luxembourg, if it is
'"'ecessary it is responsible for management of foreign exchange.
uxembourg Monetary Institution:

bourg Monetary Institution (lnstitut Mone'ieire Luxembourgeois as established in order to hold the official reserves and to export
anknote in 1983. According to establishing law IML has four basic
to coin the Luxembourg frank
to develop the monetary stability
to implement the obligations which originated international
agreements in manage financial market and also to use the rights
vhich are occurred at the end of these agreements
to realize the regulation of financial sector
nks and other institutions, which are operated in financial sector,
oeen supervised by IML in Luxembourg.
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2 Public Banks:

e are two significant institutions in Luxembourg finance market. One
em is State Deposit Bank (Banque et Caisse d'Epergne /'Etat 5) was established in 1856. It is not only a deposit bank; at the
time it contains all banking transactions.
d one is National Credit and Investment Partnership ( Societe
nele de Credit et d'lnvestissement- SNCI) and it was established in
It provides middle and long-term credit and helps to economic
pment of Luxembourg.
3 Commercial Banks:

embourg, banks play an important role in financial system.
856 first two banks were established in Luxembourg. After this,
m and France banks have followed these two banks. Due to
bourg located in finance center, it was created appropriate
ions to the Euro market. At the end of these opportunities some of
banks enter into Luxembourg market. In 1970's, most of the
an, American, Switzerland, Italian and Scandinavia banks are the
s, which evaluated these opportunities.
ver, there is no restriction on foreign exchange transactions. So, all
ng activities presented by commercial banks.
4 Clearing House:

ng House is a group, which established by international banks.
ational bond, securities, stock shares are managed by this
.:.rtion. It was established on Luxembourg and it operates in around
orld independently.
collected bonds and moneys are stored in top rated correspondent
s. In clearinghouse an effective communication system has been
lished.
.5 Monetary and Credit Policy:

dition to Ministry of Finance, Luxembourg Monetary Institution plays
ive role in managing of monetary and credit policy.
prove the monetary stability and to regulate the other financial
ion are some of the duties of this institution .
.ııe mentioned before, Belgium and Luxembourg frank have been
c in Luxembourg. In order to be regulated of Belgium frank, the
ch office of Belgium Central Bank operate in Luxembourg and all
s are member of Banks Association. (Association des Banques et
quires, Luxembourgeois - ABBL)
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E BANKING SECTOR IN DENMARK:

ing system in Denmark are divided into 3 groups:
-· ıe Central Bank
ommercial and Saving Banks
- oreign Banks
entral Bank: (Denmark National Bank)

tral Bank of Denmark was established in 1936. General
sibilities of the Central Bank in Denmark are to controlling the
ry system and to regulate the lending activities. ( 33)
-='1tral Bank uses the classical monetary policy instruments in carry
duties. It can be said that the Central Bank has same authority
emer Western Europe Central Banks. But there are some
iations in applications. Denmark Central Bank does not accept
mercial promissory notes into rediscount. Most of the banks in
a ..k give open credit. Because of this reason the number of
. . unt application is little. Instead of rediscount credits direct credit
en to banks by Central Bank.
Commercial and Deposit Banks:

cmmerciaı and Deposit Banks regulations, which became valid in
Commercial and Deposit banks started to make transaction in
areas. Approximately 11 O banks take place in this group. The
of total asset in EU commercial banks is 2 %. The banks, which
cıace in this group, are able to present various kind of banking
. Some of these:
o open deposit and credit account
to make foreign exchange transaction
o make bond transaction
to make financial advisor etc .
..egulation in 1978 it was allowed to open branch office in abroad.
nks in Denmark provide credit to commercial and industry sector.
_ .er, banks provide some credits for consumers.
oreign Banks:

- 1975, foreign banks have opened their branch offices in Denmark .
. country is not member of EU and would like to open a branch
in Denmark, this country should get permission through industry
mmercial ministry.

nish Banking System, Danish Bankers Association, Copenhagen, 1987-88, p: 16
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banks and Domestic Bank operate in same conditions;
ial Ministry determines the working conditions of foreign banks.
s mentioned before, banking system divided into 3 groups in
At the same time in addition to this kind of banks there are
institutions. These are financial institutions and they provide
esidence commercial and industry sector.
netary and Credit Policy:

and Credit policy is determined and applied according to
sition of banks and economics. Some of the policies, which
eci \n t:>enmar'K, as 10\\o'f·f.
determine the legal rediscount ratio which effect the interest rate.
.,..he banks in Denmark, both their credit and deposit interests
etermine according to the Central Bank.
to determine the credit ceilings for commercial and deposit banks:
Credit limits are determined separately and as global for
commercial and deposit banks
o determine the rules of regulations in order to be get loan from
the Central Bank. By regarding the liquidity conditions of the
Central Bank provides credit to the Banks
to sell of state bills and open market transactions
mentioned policies have been applied according to economic
cture. The effects of monetary and credit policies on banking
are monitored by the Central Bank.
THE BANKING SECTOR IN ENGLAND:

Banking sector in England can be analyzed as follow:
.1 The Central Bank (The Bank of England):

.ng systems in all countries of the world have a central bank, which
:s a part in controlling the other banks. In the United Kingdom this

al Bank is the Bank of England.
basic functions of the Central Bank are:
to act as a bank for other banks and financial institutions, providing
deposit and Joan facilities. (Because the central bank lends, directly
or indirectly, to other banks when they are short of money it is
commonly referred to as the lender of last resort')
to act as a bank for the government providing deposit and loan
facilities and often offering advice on government financing and
economic affairs;
to help to implement government monetary policy, in particular by
influencing interest rates
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epresent the country in international meetings of central banks
iscuss such areas as banking supervision.
nctions would normally be carried out to some extent by all
anks. In addition the Bank of England, in common with many
tral banks has responsibility for:
uing notes and coins (although some Scottish banks also issue
ir own notes)
rating the Exchange Equalization Account, looking after the
untry's reserves of gold and foreign currency to help to make
re that the value of the pound remains fairly stable in relation to
e currencies of other countries
..•vising the government about raising money through issues of
vernment stock or the sale of nationalized industries (though
er banks in the private sector have also been involved in the
ogramme of denationalization)
erating a deposit protection scheme (the scheme set up under
.. e 1979 Banking Act and amended by the 1987 Act);
supervising the whole banking system by deciding which
stitutions can be banks, and by collecting statistical information
, om them at regular intervals in order to anticipate any likely
roblems.
=ank of England, although owned by the government, does operate
commercial basis. In 1985 it made a profit of £106 million, but since
not have private shareholders any dividend paid out goes to the
ment. For 1985 this amounted to almost £ 40 million, a record
Although the Bank of England does have some private customers
are few in number and the Bank does not compete for deposits
the other banks, or try to gain new customers, and its profits
'ore arise largely from its dealings with other financial institutions.
2 Discount Houses:

discount houses are a unique feature of the British banking system.
11any years their e has been as a kind of buffer between the Bank
and and the commercial banks. Other banking items do not have a
rate tier of institutions between the central bank and commercial
s. which want to borrow from it.
n the banking system becomes short of money, for example
ause the government sells shares in a nationalized company and the
ey from buyers' bank accounts goes to the government, the banks
approach the Bank of England directly to obtain loans.
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y countries central banks do lend directly to other banks (as,
ed in the diagram below), usually requiring fairly formal and wellented loan applications. In the United Kingdom the Bank of
d has been willing to lend lo the discount houses with very little
. As there have been only about a dozen discount houses the
involved have had close personal contact with the Bank of
d officials, so formal procedures have not been as important as
ould be for a system permitting any of the hundreds of commercial
. . lo borrow. The discount houses in return for the privilege of being
direct access to the Bank of England have undertaken to provide
-terrn Finance to the government when required .
. ,,erence between bank of England and other central banks can be

table-5 .
... pecial status of the discount houses means that although they are
_ ized as banks they do not need to use the name bank.
onally they were independent companies, and the Bank of
d seemed opposed to the idea of any of them being ta ken over
e number of discount houses had declined as a result of a series of
rs to 13 in 1980 and the number has continued to fall. Outside
-ers seemed an acceptable way of preventing too much control
g up in too few hands. Agreements were therefore reached to
e larger organizations to own discount houses and by 1985 3 out of
? left were in the hands of larger financial institutions.
e British Banking System

Other Banking Systems

3ANK OF ENGLAND

CENTRAL BANK

ı

ı

lends to

•

lends directly to

+

- SCOUNT HOUSES
COMMERCIAL BANKS
lend to

•

+

MMERCIAL BANKS

4.2.8.2 Table-5: Difference between the British and other Banking System
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Discount Houses Provide Funds To The Government'?
ernment's main sources of income are taxation and borrowing.
cvernrnent borrowing is in the form of issues of government
.vhich are in effect loans over a number of years. It is also
t for the government to have access to shorter-term borrowing
e normal expenditure to be maintained while waiting for major
tax payments to be received.
roviding this shorter term Finance that the discount houses have
play.
owing summary outlines the key points to note about the
re by which the discount houses provide funds for the
ent.
- e Bank of England offers for sale Treasury Bills - these are
cocuments which the government promises to pay, usually in 91
ays (basically 3 months) - and the money from selling the Bills
;;:oes to the government to meet its short term Financial needs,
ther like an overdraft taken by a personal customer of a bank.
-, e discount houses put in a bid for the Treasury Bills - this is an
~er to buy at below face value (or at a 'discount') and the discount
.. difference between the face value and the bid is the equivalent
.., ' three months interest on the amount involved. Because the
""scount houses undertake to bid for any Treasury Bills that are
ffered for sale the Bank of England is certain of being able to raise
e money it needs.
"he Bank of England sells some or all of the Bills to the discount
ouses, which then re-sell some to banks or other Financial
stitutions, which want to hold them as a short-term investment.
"he discount houses have money available at all times because
-najor banks normally keep money with the discount houses as a
short-term, highly liquid investment. Until 1986 it was a requirement
at 'eligible' banks kept some of their funds with the discount
nouses, an amount based on a percentage of their eligible
iabilities, a technical term which roughly speaking means the
amount of money deposited by customers.
The discount houses also have liquid funds of their own in the form
of other 'paper', which they can sell. 'Paper' in this context means
documents issued by companies, by local authorities or by financial
institutions which promise to pay the bearer at a future date just as
Treasury Bills are promises by the government to pay at a future
date. All of these items pay interest in one form or another and are
readily saleable because institutions with spare cash would rather
earn some interest than none.
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-· e sale of Treasury Bills takes place each week and some of the
oney raised is used, in effect, to pay back the holders of the Bills
ssued 91 days earlier. If the government needs extra money a
arger value of Bills will be sold but if the government has enough
ther money available then a smaller issue of Bills will be sold than
e , the corresponding 'auction' 91 days earlier. (34>
ial status of the discount houses has been threatened to some
, the changes in the Stock Market following the de-regulation in
1986 (the so-called 'Big Bang') because the government's
of raising money have been affected. The procedure is
to bring in more competition than before and although the Stock
coes not deal in such short-term government borrowing as the 91
sasury Bills short-term government stock, known also as short
ts (similar in effect to Treasury Bills but dated at anything from
ıe years) may be an alternative source of funds.

=

ommercial Banks:

is unique, in the sense that commercial banks are classified.
e classified as, "Retail Banks, British merchant banks, discount
other British banks and overseas banks. Hall explains their
as follows, "the retail banks group comprises those
iaries which have extensive
branch networks in the UK and
te in a UK clearing system. Formally the group comprises; the
and Scottish clearing banks; the Northern Ireland Banks; the
Girobank; the co-operative bank; the Yorkshire bank; and the
::: department of the Bank of England.
merchant banks broadly comprise banks whose majority
_ ip is British and whose main business is primarily concerned
rporate finance and mergers. Discount houses comprise those
ns authorized under the Banking Act 1987 which have a money
dealing relationship with the Bank of England.

king Operations, Michael Anderson, 1996, p: 12
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cepting Houses:

banks, which 'accept' or put their names to bills of exchange as
way of providing finance to companies, particularly those
., foreign trade where bills of exchange are still widely used.
d of 1985 the members of the Accepting Houses Committee
others & Co Ltd;
ipley & Co Ltd;
aphet pie;
=,eming & Co Ltd,
~
Mahon & Co Lid;
Bank Ltd;
el & Co Ltd:
~ Benson Ltd:
Brothers & Co Ltd;
vıontagu & Co Ltd;
Grenfell & Co Ltd; ;
others pie;
othschild & Sons Ltd;
f Schroder Wagg & Co Ltd;
& Friedlander Ltd;
arburg & Co Ltd.
Foreign Banks

ally the term foreign bank refers to banks which operate in the
Kingdom but which are controlled from a head office in a foreign
y.
s certainly the case, for example, with Citibank, part of the Citicorp
based in the United States, even though, as we have seen, this
not exclude Citibank from being in one sense a United Kingdom

e..
the broad category of foreign banks it is possible lo distinguish
een different forms of representation.
Some foreign banks have branch netvvorks in the United Kingdom
to meet the needs of local communities here. These include the
two Irish banks already identified as Northern Ireland clearers. In
addition there are branch networks of some of the banks from India
and Pakistan. Example: Bank of Baroda.
More commonly representation of a foreign bank is in the form of a
single branch or office intended to provide a service for business
customers coming to the United Kingdom. Very often such offices
do not provide a full range of banking services. Example: Bulgarian
Foreign Trade Bank.
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Other foreign banks come to London for reasons specifically
associated with London's role as an international banking center,
the major market outside the United Slates for borrowing and
lending dollars and the major market in the world for buying and
selling foreign currency. Example: Security Pacific National Bank
· which has had a branch in London since 1969 but now has a
range of financial interests in London including securities dealing
and factoring).
Where a foreign bank does not have the resources to allocate to
setting up a full branch or office it may be possible to join with other
banks in a consortium. Example: Credito Romagnolo (as a member
of the ltaB Group).
gn banks have become of enormous importance in the British
g system because of their presence here in such large numbers,
_ than in any other international banking center, and because of their
ement on a large scale in international lending carried out through
.. on. They have also gained a strong position as dealers in the
ial markets in London; for example over half the primary dealers in
portant market for UK government stocks are foreign owned.
6 Traditional English Clearing Banks:

term clearing bank (often abbreviated to "clearer") refers to any
which is directly involved in a system for exchanging payments, a
g system. Payments made between non-clearing banks or other
ial institutions need to pass through a clearing bank, and this
al influence within the banking system adds to the high status of the
ers.
.. aditional clearing banks include the most well known names in
d Kingdom Banking. In 1983 the National Consumer Council in its
tanking Services and the Consumer' described as traditional
on clearing banks:
_ ays Bank pie;
ds Bank pie;
and Bank pie;
nal Westminster Bank pie.
.tts and Co;
rams and Glyns Bank pie.
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first four of these, the 'big four', have been the most widely
resented banks in the high streets 'this country since small local
s joined together bigger and bigger groups, the last main changes
g place by the beginning of the 1970s. The "big four" are the largest
ed Kingdom banks in terms of capital and total asset. Of the other
listed Coutts &Co is a wholly owned subsidiary of National
tminster Bank, but has its own direct representation in the clearing
se in London, and Williams and Glyns has merged with the Royal
of Scotland to form one bank operating throughout Great Britain.
domination of high street banking by the 'big four' arose because the
gers by which they were formed. The reorganization of National
tminster Bank provides an example of how the changes took place.
•...e other major banks similar developments occurred but National
tminster Bank probably ended up with the greatest duplication of
-· ches because both National Provincial Bank and Westminster Bank
ery extensive branch networks at the time of the merger in 1970.
6 Monetary and Credit Policy:

ı=ngland, Monetary and Credit policy are determined by the Central
and Treasury office. As a difference from other EU member
tries, the Bank of England is not independent from government.
banking system is supervised by the Bank of England under the
srs given to it through the Banking Acts of 1979 and 1987. Ultimate
ol of the system therefore items from the government. Government
es "determine how the banking system is to operate, and the
rnment has used a wide range of methods to influence the behavior
ks.
'""lain methods of control to be considered are:
cash ratios
soeciaı deposits
- rectives
ntrol over interest rates
'Tlethods are commonly described as the tools of monetary policy,
,. designed to control the amount of money in the country.
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Aims Of Government:

- government attempts to control the banking system for a variety of
ons. The relative importance of these reasons depends on the
"ular views and beliefs of the government in office, but rowing aims
be seen as significant by governments of most political
sıons.

encourage economic growth and higher employment

s. by their lending to growing businesses, play a major part in
oting growth, which, in turn, is expected to create restricted, for
pie because of high interest rates, or might be in the wrong sectors
economy from the government's point of view,
reduce inflation

s create money by their lending and if this process is not limited,
-~ by government or by the banks themselves, the total amount of
,.,y rises faster than the volume of goods and services produced.
then rise. Although governments have great difficulty in measuring
amount of money in the economy (the money supply) it is generally
ted that ending inflation depends on preventing the money supply
rising faster than the output of goods and services.
maintain confidence in banks

_ ...ositors do not believe that the banks are able to meet requests for
. ment they may try to withdraw their money, as happened in the
74 fringe-banking crisis. It is important to appreciate that since the
amount of cash in the country is far less than the deposits of the
banks the system depends entirely on confidence.
broad aims are met by a range of government policies some of
have little direct impact on banks or the banking system.
srnment policy on taxation (fiscal policy) or on specific schemes for
g particular industries or businesses in special areas may have
e effect on banks and the lending they are able to do, but the main
in which banks are affected by government is through monetary
J, based on measuring and controlling the money supply.
main difference between the measures of the money supply is that
include different financial assets, so the overall total of one
egate may rise faster than the total for another. (The definitions
are an indication of the assets included under different headings
g 1987 but are not the full technical definitions). Governments have
.• different aggregates as targets at different times, often choosing
which seemed easiest to control, and have also altered the
itions of aggregates from time to time.
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Regulation and Supervision

in the United Kingdom:

gh the years, banks have traditionally attracted significant public
n, mainly because of important role they have to play in society.
·er, the survival of financial institutions, particularly of banks, is
ced greatly by the confidence of the public in the soundness of
erations.
e social consequences of large and wide-spread banking failures
-ıerally viewed sufficient justification for some form of supervision,
ential regulation, of banking activities"<35)
. er to maintain confidence within the system, banks must ensure
ey are always able to legitimate demands for funds by depositors
_ orrowers, and this obligation requires the banks adherence to
riate standards of liquidity and capital adequacy.
e supervision should attempt to maintain these standards both
y and informally in order to enhance and preserve confidence
he banking system. This is particularly important in a system; that
- United Kingdom, which has strong international links. One of the
objectives of an active system of supervision should be to
ize the social cost of intermediation consistent wit Meeting
...-.::::r+ors. The supervisory system should also help to ensure that
s do not follow prudent policies to the extent that their operational
.1.y, or solvency, is threatened. Excessive risk taking by banks and
risk aversion should both be discouraged.
most important aim of the supervisory authorities, therefore, is to
ensure confidence (thereby protecting depositors) within the
ııg system. Even though the responsibility for the supervision of
s and other financial institutions passed to the Financial Services
ority (FSA) in 1998, the system is still the same and will be
ssed below accordingly.
"Y

sof Supervision:

ervisors in many countries around the world have been concerned
the measurement of one several or all of the following:
Capital Adequacy:

s gives an evaluation of the capital cushion, or net worth, related to a
's risk exposure. In general, capital adequacy appraisal may be
en to be synonymous with bank solvency assessment. A bank's
ital cushion is generally regarded as a protective internal fund against
'oreseen and unexpected financial pressures of significant magnitude.
Molyneux, Philip; "Banking"; an Introductory Text; Hong Kong; chapter 8 p: 102
Macmillan Education Ltd. 1991
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set Quality:

s constitute the major component in assessing asset quality. This is
se loans are invariable ink's main earning asset.
nagement and Earnings:

gs and management/administration
..,., to other facets of the business.

assessments

are judged

ın

·quidity:

fy is a key factor because a bank must be able to meet both
I and abnormal shortfalls in anticipated cash flows. Although the
al bank support function may come into play in banking liquidity
sis, supervisory schemes have still attempted to gauge and test a
s prudential liquidity positions. It is not a central bank function to
illiquid and imprudent banks.
HE BANKING SYSTEM IN IRELAND:

g system in Ireland contains that the Central Bank, Clearing

s. Non-associated Banks and Foreign Banks.

.

!J

The Central Bank (Banc Ceannais na hEireann):

vas happen in other countries, the Central Bank takes place in the
ing of system. Ireland Central Bank was established in1942 and
ain responsibility of the Central Bank is to protect the internal and
al value of Ireland pound and to control the credits movements.
_,entral Banks, which becomes the monetary authority of country, is
•.esponsible for determining the monetary policy. At the same time,
represents and advisor of government. Finance Minister appoints
...oard of director and in addition to this, it's an independent
·on.(36)
al, the duty of the Central Bank is to protect integrity of the
-· •ey with ant inflationist policy .
unctions of the Central Bank in Ireland are as following:
to be banker of banks and also government
to coin money
to apply the monetary policy
to monitor the banking system
to manage the official reserves and the policy of currency
to give advises the government about financial subjects

Peelo, "The Role of Central bank", Business and Finance, 15 October 1981,
: 33
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.2 Clearing Banks:

"ing Banks or Associated Banks are formed through the four biggest
s - Allied Irish Banks, the governor and company of the Bank of
.• , d, National Irish Bank, Ulster Bank Limited oanks, which mentioned above were established in 1965. According
e Central Bank's data, the shares of banks are 55% in the sources
end of 1995. The main activities of Clearing Banks are as follow:
to open current account in order to cover the seasonal loan
to support and financing the purchasing of residence
agricultural product
to provide the credits with installments
to mediate the investments of securities
o realize the monetary transfer

and

3 Non Partner Banks:

artner Banks are formed through three sub groups:
Commercial Banks
Foreiqn Banks
ndustrial Banks
.1 Commercial banks:

.ımbers of Commercial Banks are approximately over 40. The total
of Commercial Bank in EU Commercial Banks is 1 °A>.
_ of the duties of Commercial Banks are:
o provide foreign exchange services
o provide deposit and credit utilities
o provide the financial resources to the business etc.
eand, Commercial Banks are not competitor of Clearing Banks; it
said that Commercial Banks are complementary of Clearing
.2 Foreign Banks:

of Foreign Banks operate as wholesaler banking. They provide
e source in large scale and strive with external trade operations.
_ of these kinds of banks give retail-banking service. Some of them
,.,..cient in foreign exchange and material market as well.
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.3 Industrial Banks:

specialized in providing credits the people whose existing on
ion process. Industrial banks purchase the assets, which
ded by their customers and rent these assets; in that way they
leasing possibilities. At the same time, they are significant
taker institutions.( 37)
ndustrial Banks provide credits for consumption goods. The rests
ch become larger; they provide finance for import and /or export.
ıon to mentioned banks above, there are some institutions, which
.vith routine banking activities. (i.e. to provide credit, to accept the
s etc). These institutions can be summarized as the building
: es and the institution of finance public sector. Building societies
e finance sources to the residence sector by collecting small
t of deposits in return for mortgage.
- are independent finance institutions, which work in custody of
- authorities. The interest rate which given by these institutions to
s"Ylall amounts of deposits is higher than other banks. Because of
'eason these are a good alternative for small amounts of deposits.
stitutions of finance public sector are as following:
Post Management Deposit Banks: They provide utilities in investing
the deposit
Saving Banks: They give service to deposit owners and play
mportant role in collecting of funds; these founds are used by
Treasury Office.
Agricultural Credit Company: It provides middle and long term
credits for agricultural industry and also provides leasing
possibilities.
Monetary and Credit Policy:

"1ain institution, which related with monetary and credit policy is the
al Bank in Ireland. The Central Bank is responsible for regulating
uidity level of banking system determining of interest rate and also
s that the protection of monetary and foreign exchange policies.
stary policy has been formulated by taking into consideration the
omic growth and inflation.

Ish banks' Information Service, Banks and Banking in Ireland, Dublin 1985,
: 18-19
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""ding to needs the credit of banks are restricted by the Central
y, four main instruments are being used in monetary and credit
framework by the Central Bank:
Rediscount Policy: The rediscount ratio which determined by the
Central bank effect the all interest which occurring in economy
Open Market Transaction: They contain that purchasing and selling
the promissory notes and bonds
Special Deposit: ls a special deposit account which kept in Central
Bank
'v1oral Suasion: Are advices and orders which given by Central
Bank related with the borrowing policy of banks .
....,entral Bank has used two liquidity ratios in order to control the
t of credits. First one is primary liquidity ratio and second one is
m'!!vv~ary liquidity ratio. These ratios can be calculated as follows;

.
r

Liquidity Ratio

Cash of Banks+ The Balances of Accounts in
Central Banks

=

Treasury Bills of Banks
Related Sources

=

Deposits

:,!

r
Related Sources

Sources

..••

+

Current
Account

+ Net External
Oblinations

The Balance
- of Account
in Other
Banks

Pıe
Exemptions
of Central
Barık

ry Liquidity Ratio can be interpreted as the intervention of Central
to the banking system and is regulation in order to be able to live in
. . ence of sector.
dary liquidity ratio is application which in order to provide the
- pation to the financing of public.
_ and banks, have to keep the funds as much as certain ratio of their
assets. At the same way, Clearing Banks have to keep the fund as
as certain ratio of their risky assets as well.
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dition to these, the credits and participations of banks have been
ted to certain limitations. The indirect interventions of the Central
shows it self about interests to the banking system. The short-term
, which are provided by the Central Bank to banks and purchased
ssory notes and applied interest rates have effected to interest,
are occurred in be1'ıveen banks. These are kind of reference
t. In other words the second factor that affects the interest, which
aoplied by banks, is Clearing Banks. This power originated through
-~cient position in the system.
-= is also one more factor, which affects the interests. This is the
%ictor and that is international markets. Due to Ireland has external
cmic
relations; the international capital movements have
shed a connection be1'ıveen internal and external market interest
_ The interests of internal market should not be less than the
est, which are occurred in international market.
THE BANKING SYSTEM IN GREECE:
e Banking system contains the Central Bank, Commercial Banks
SpecializedBanks.
'•,.

:dı•

.1 The Central Bank:

of Greece is, since its foundation in 1828, the central bank of the
-;y, rusted with the functions normally associated with the role of
al banks (issue of currency, supervision of the banking system,
tary and credit policy, managing foreign exchange and gold
es, acting as a banker to the Government). It is a limited liability
company, (S.A.), with the majority of its shares held by private
uals and entities and traded in the Athens Stock Exchange.
It is managed by a Governor and two deputy Governors appointed
by the Government for a six year term on the Bank's General
Council, completely independent in the exercise of the;'. duties,
accountable to Parliament as far as the conduct of monetary and
credit policy is concerned. Monetary and credit po.'ey be
formulated by a Monetary Policy Council composed of the
Governor, the two deputy Governors and three members appointed
by the Government, following opinion expressed by the Governor.
The Bank of Greece becomes part of the European System of
Central Banks and, when Greece becomes a full member of the
European Monetary Union, its Governor will partıcipate as an
independent personality in the Governing Council of the European
Central Bank.
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e Bank of Greece is also responsible for the foreign exchange
arity of the drachma, within the framework of the foreign
exchange policy pursued by the Government in consultation with
e Bank of Greece.
aturally, in all spheres of its new role, the Bank of Greece will
onsult with the Government to ensure fruitful cooperation for the
success of overaJJ economic policies.
'1 the last few years, the Bank of Greece has systematically
developed bilateral and multilateral relations with central banks in
e Balkans, Eastern Europe and the Black Sea. Equally, it has
endeavored to develop relations in the Mediterranean region. In a
oroad sense, the Bank of Greece actively supports the policies of
e Greek Government concerning the development of bilateral
and multilateral relations in our region. And, certainly it intends to
continue and intensify its efforts in this field by responding
positivelyto relevant initiatives or developing initiatives of its own.
2 Commercial Banks:

'"'lost important group is Commercial Banks in Greece Banking
-'"1. Commercial Banks are divided into 2-sub group:
Greece Commercial Banks
Foreign Banks
.2.1 Greece Commercial Banks:

Commercial Banks are state controlled banks. In these state
olled banks two banks that National Banks of Greece SA and
-nercial Bank of Greece SA take important place in system. The
of these two banks in total asset of commercial banks is over 70°A>.
e are so many company groups, which operate for these two banks
ea of insurance, banking, hotel management, mining etc.
e policies, which will be followed by these two banks, are significant
th banking system and economy. In Greece state has important
on banking system. Commercial Banks have set up their credit
es according to general credit regulations. However, generally big
on of credits are provided for production industry and small
1ess. Generally these credits are provided as Drahmi. But, for
rtant investment programs, some credits are provided as foreign
ency unit as well.
,Q
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Foreign Banks:

• on of economy, the formation of maritime trade, increasing in
of foreign investors ... At the result of mentioned factors above,
a-iks have been started to establish in the beginning of 1960's.
estic and foreign; all banks in Greece serve universal banking
.38)

'lords all kinds of banking activities are presented to the private
sector by banks.
Specialized Banks:

-ed Banks can be divided into 5 groups:
Development Banks:

ovide finance resources to production, tourism,
lııfr-.:= in order to development of country.

and mınıng

Mortgage Banks:

vide finance resources to individual, public enterprises, charity
anons, and public service companies in middle and long term.
3 Agricultural Banks:

ral bank of Greece is responsible for agricultural policy. It is
:ontrol of agricultural ministry and provides all kinds of credits to
cultural sector and also supports the agricultural cooperatives .
.4 Deposit and Loan Fund:

in its hand the all kind of consignment of government and
s the various deposits of public artificial person and controlled by
e ministry. In addition to this it provides the residence credit, for
and retirements .
.5 Post Deposit Banks:

ates with a branch office net which contain the all post offices in
y. It gives public service and inspected by ministry of
nication.

he Greek Banking system Today, Hellenic Banks' Association, Athens, 1987,
p: 15-23
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.4 Monetary and credit policy:

assinq to monetary union, the reliability and impact of monetary
. will provide with the institutional autonomous of international
al Bank.
nnected to this it's necessary to make important changes in its
In new regulation, which will be submitted to the parliament, it will
ovided independency to Central Bank in the meaning of
nation and carried out the Monetary Policy.
mary aim to protect the price stability has been determined by
-· e Central Bank will continue to support the economic policy of
ent in this framework.
the second stage of economic and monetary union (EMU), the
bank will increase its efficiency in open market transaction, spot
rward transaction and inter bank money market.
ön to these the liquidity levels will be controlled by Central Bank.
EU Monetary Committee and Ministers of Finance Committee
ed on a convergence program related with Greece economy in
attain the standards of EU. This convergence program, which
..., join into EMU in 1999, contains two sub periods:
sub period (between 1994-96), it's aimed that to decrease the
rate; at the result of this, nominal interest rate will decrease.
er, monetary and foreign exchange policies will be anti-inflationist
-""eece drahmi will join into ERM in 1996.
econd sub period contains the years of 1996-99. In this period, it's
cted that to increase the growth rate and also to decrease the
n rate as well.
THE BANKING SYSTEM IN PORTUGAL:

3anking System in Portugal can be divided into 3 main groups:
Central Bank
Commercial Bank
Specialized Bank
.1 Central Bank: (Banco de Portugal)

ditional to government, the monetary authorities of country are local
istration of Azor and Maderia Islands and the Central Bank.
Central Bank is responsible for applying and controlling the
etary and finance policies according to economic policy, which
-mined by government.
1974, there were three emission banks that were Banco de
tuqel, Banco de Angola, Naciona/ Uliremerino. These banks were
opriated in 1974.
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asic functions of the Central Bank are as follows:
to provide the coordination with government on monetary and

foreign exchange po\icy
to manage the foreign assets of country
to be representativeof state in finance relations
to providethe stability of financial system
.2of
Commercial
Banks:
the financial
institutions were effected from expropriation of

ies, which were started in 1974. Deposit (or) saving banks,
ultural credit cooperatives, credit institutions and insurance
anies are some of these institutions. After this application its
rved that any decreasing in number of Commercial Banks.
977, private and public sector had separated from each other. After
date it's prevented that entrance of private enterprises into banking
insurance activities. However, these limitations have cancelled in
e of the activities of Commercial Banks are as follow:
to strive with short term credit activities
to provide export and investment credits in middle and long term
sources of Commercial Banks are provided by current account,
etc.
sits at notice and time deposits of individualand fırms.
1.3 Specialized Banks:

ia\ized Banks are divided into 3 sub groups:

1.3.1 Deposit Banks (or) Saving Banks:

sit Banks have specialized on collecting of deposits. They are able
rovide mortgage credits and also various special credits. Deposit
s accept the promissory notes. Main Deposit Banks are as
wing:
1.3.1.1
National
Bank:
a State
bank Deposit
and has
a broad agent net. National deposit bank

aixa Geral de Oep6sits, Crı'idito e Previdiıncia) is the biggest credit
..ution of Portugal. In Portugal, CGD is main institution that provides
ncial source to private and public sector investments, which have
ial importance. CGD had undertaken various duties in solving
ncial problems and also the needs of source in the past.
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's

d

1.3.1.2 Post Deposit Bank:

t Deposit Bank inspects the deposit accounts generally, and also it's
onsible for small depositors' accounts. They were almost established
everywhere of country.
1.3.1.3 Domestic Regions Deposit Banks:

y provide residence
... 'llissory notes.

credit

and

also discount

the

Commercial

11.3.2 Investment Bank:

estment Bank (Banco de Fomento Nacional-BFN) is a specialized
ctution in providing the middle and long-term credit to agricultural
stry and service sectors.
e of its duties are as follows:
to give assurance for credit
• to accept deposits
to export the bond to external and internal market in middle and
long term
to strive with export credits
to strive with international loan management
big portion of its sources provided by external credit transactions
the Central Bank transaction.
1.3.3 Agricultural Credit Cooperatives:

ultural Credit Cooperatives strive with credit transactions for own
1 in domestic level. The sources of credits are provided from
ected deposits and IFADAP.
ultural Credit Cooperatives have been integrated into system, which
ages the credit institution.
addition to these, one more institution (Caixa Central de Credito
cola) has been formed to manage the liquidity excess and to
dinate these excess.
1.4 Monetary and Credit Policy:

wing its nationalization in September 1974, the functions and
tes of the Banco de Portugal were redefined by means of the
anic Law published on November 15th, 1975. In addition to its role as
al bank, the Banco de Portugal was, for the first time, charged with
supervision of the banking system.
anding to social changes, monetary policy became more active and
Banco de Portugal took on important responsibilities in the area of
etary and credit control, and, mainly after joining the European
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ı,

nity in 1986, in the organization and regulation of the money
:: eater control of the budgetary policy and growing integration in
opean markets, the functions of the Banco de Portugal grew more
e performed by other European central banks.
-·ober 1990, a new Organic Law was published, the main
... ·ons of which concerned the constraints imposed on the financing
c deficits, and other provisions ensuring greater independence for
aıco de Portugal's board of directors.
meantime, the economic policy framework underwent profound
throughout 1992, reflecting the option of the authorities for
seeking nominal stability, and in April the Escudo joined the
ge Rate Mechanism (ERM) of the European Monetary System
ecember, complete freedom of capital movements was decided
making the Escudo fully convertible.
the scope of the adjustments resulting from preparation for the
mic and Monetary Union (EMU), the Organic Law of the Banco de
~al underwent further major changes in 1995.
stability emerged as the main mission assigned to the Bank. Its
my in the management of monetary policy was enhanced, and it
e-ıtrusted with new responsibilities in the realm of payment systems.
--· ,uary 1998, the Organic Law of the Banco de Portugal underwent
further major changes, which envisaged the reinforcement of its
omy, in accordance with the requirements relating to the
pation of Portugal in Stage Three of EMU, and the preparation of
teqratiorı in the European System of Central Banks (ESCB) from the
ary 1 1999 onwards.
arch 1998, the European Commission proposed the inclusion in the
_ area, from January 1 1999 onwards, of eleven Member States,
gal included. That same month, the Banco de Portugal, requested
e Government, gave the opinion that the recommendation handed
by the European Commission abides by the spirit and the letter of
European Union (EU) Treaty.
ay 2 1998, Heads of State and Government of the EU decided that
would start on January 1 1999 with eleven Member states, Portugal
ded.
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same date, the ministers of the Member States adopting the euro
single currency, the governors of the central banks of these
States, the European Commission and the European Monetary
(EMI) have agreed on the method for determining the
aole conversion rates for the euro at the starting date of Stage
and decided that the ERM bilateral central rates of the currencies
ember States at that time would be used in determining the
ble conversion rates for the euro.
e 11998, the Banco de Portugal became part of the ESCB .
..• ·,uary 1 1999, following the adoption the day before by the EU
of the irrevocable conversion rates between the euro and the
..,ies of the eleven participating Member States, Stage Three of
started, marked by a single monetary policy and a single currency •.o. The currencies of the eleven participating Member States, the
included, became national denominations of the euro.
at date a new version of the Organic Law of the Banco de Portugal
-: in force, including modifications required from its integration in
=SCB, which only needed to become effective as of the start of
Three of EMLJ.(39)
I~.

THE BANKING SYSTEM IN SPAIN:
banking system can be divided into 4 groups and can be
rized as follows:
The Central Bank:

...istory of the Banco de Espafıa goes back more than two
~ es. A Royal Warrant of King Carlos Ill founded the Banco Nacional
a'ı Carlos, the first modern Spanish bank and direct forerunner of
rrent Banco de Espana, on June 2nd 1782. Its capital was private,
was established under Royal patronage, which accounts for its
_ ...ndation was closely linked to growth in the public debt, a link which
ed throughout its long life and through successive changes. The
director and inspiring force was Francisco Cabarrus, a French
er established in Madrid. Two years earlier, in 1780, Cabarrus had
ated with the Treasury the issuance and placement of a new form
cial government debt, called vales males. These vales reales
ed interest of 4 per cent and had the properties of paper money in
asale transactions and in the payment of taxes.
of the main objectives assigned to the new bank was to counter the
eciation of the vales males, and it was thus authorized to purchase
for cash when they were presented for payment.
Banco de Portugal web site
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the Banco de San Carlos was authorized to issue bearer
:es, it did not use this power except during short periods. At first
... k's operations fared well, but later the involvement of the Spanish
a continuous series of wars between 1793 and 1814 led the
o serious difficulties.
_ .• 4,

the State owed the Bank more than 300 million reales
a.ent to 75 million pesetas). However, the Bank continued to
- ::). with its business reduced to the new activity of discounting in
and the negotiation of bills in other centers. The shareholders of
stıco Nacional de San Carlos expected Treasury to repay at least
its debt to the Bank, and so it did, in 1829. The then Treasury
er, Luis Lopez Ballesteros, had in practice definitively instituted the
of annual budgets for public expenditure and revenue.
:ıingly, it was necessary for a financial institution to advance short
r nds to the Government, to bridge gaps in the Treasury's cash
or this purpose, he conceived the idea of giving the Banco de San
a fund of 40 million males, whereupon its shareholders founded a
ank of issue named the Banco Espanol de San Fernando. This
did use, albeit with extreme prudence, the power to issue notes.
· 844 it was the only bank of issue in Spain. That year another two
s were created with the power to print and issue paper money.
. . e were the Banco de isabel II (based, like the Banco de San
ando s in Madrid) and the Banco de Barcelona. In 1846 the Banco de
z was created to distribute the banknotes of the Banco de Isabel II in
ctty.
Banco de Isabel 11 emerged as a competitor to the Banco Espanol
..• an Fernando in the circulation of paper money in Madrid, an area in
this new institution displayed considerable initiative and
ation. As regards lending, the two banks followed different
elines: the Banco de San Fernando maintained its traditional ties
the State, while the Banco de Isabel 11 gave priority to meeting the
and for credit from the private sector, amid a boom in investment
output. The mistake of concentrating its exposure on a few particular
ors led the Bank -at a time of financial crisis, in 1847- into a situation
re there was a risk of suspension of payments. The danger was
ed by a merger between the Banco de San Fernando and the
co de Isabel II, with the new bank retaining the name Banco Espanol
San Fernando.
1849, Ramon Santillan, an expert in public finance and former
easury minister, was appointed director (with the title of governor from
51 ). Santillan successfully performed the difficult task of turning the
nk around after the difficulties caused by the merger with the Banco

=
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er II. In the early I 850s the question was raised of extending

activity and the issuance of banknotes to the whole nation, and
Madrid. Santillan proposed that the Banco de San Fernando e name Banco de Espana- should open branches in all the
es, excluding Barcelona and Cadiz which had their own banks
. after the liberal revolution of 1854 the policy that prevailed was
..hze the creation of banks of issue in the provinces, independent
Banco de Espana (which finally adopted this name in 1856).
the new and ambitious title, its sphere of action was confined to
and the cities of Alicante and Valencia, in which it opened its first
llcres. Nevertheless, there were banks distributing its banknotes in
(including Barcelona, Bilbao, Santander, Sevilla and Malaga).
as a result of the financial requirements of the Government,
as engaged at the same time in both a civil and a colonial war,
co de Espana, in exchange for a significant loan, was granted a
y over the issuance of banknotes. The provincial banks had to
_ between remaining commercial banks, without the power to print
..xes, or joining the Banco de Espana with the status of branches.
as the origin of the branch network, which the Banco de Espana
ally had throughout Spain. In 1887 it had 55 branches, a number
would later rise to 70. The 1921 Ley de Ordenaci6n Bancaria
Ordinance Law) regulated for the first time the relationship
__ n the Banco de Espana and the private banks, with the aim of
·ng the bank of issue into a genuine central bank.
ital was increased, it was assigned the task of inspecting private
- and a preferential rate of interest was established for discount
.... ons with the other banks and the exchange rate policy began to
;ulated through the Banco de Espana.
--s precisely in the defense of the peseta exchange rate that growing
_ . . ition between the Government and the Banco de Espafla became
ent in the 1920$ and in the 1930s ( under the Second Republic) up
1936. The main disagreement between the Government and the
of issue was over the power to dispose of the considerable gold
ves built up by the Bank since the beginning of the century.
the 1936-1939 civil war -in, which the above-mentioned reserves
e used to purchase arms-, the financial policy of general Franco's
ernment reflected the authoritarian ideology of his regime. The 1946
de Ordenaci6n Banceria (Bank Ordinance Law) assigned most of
ewers over monetary policy to the Government, making the Bank a
e appendage of the Ministry of Finance. However, after the
ilisation Plan of 1959, the economic policy of the Franco regime
me less interventionist; more heed was taken of market criteria and
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onomy was opened up somewhat. A product of this change of
on in the financial sector was the Ley de Bases de Ordenaci6n de
o y la Banca (Law to Regulate Credit and Banks) of 1962, together
other supplementary provisions, including notably the Decreto-Ley
acionalizaci6n y Reorganizaci6n de Banco de Espana (Legislative
ee for the Nationalisation and Reorganisation of the Banco de
aria) of June 7th 1962, pursuant to which the bank of issue ceased to
- private company. The Ley de Bases continued to vest responsibility
onetary policy in the Ministry of Finance, but the Bank's authority,
ewers, to implement and develop the relevant measures in the
cal area were recognized. With the restoration of democracy in the
d half of the 1970s, the Banco de Espana completed, in
cessive phases, its transformation into a central bank with full
nsibility for the regulation and supervision of the financial system.
!...ey de Organos Rectores del Banco de Espana ( Law on the
ming Bodies of the Banco de Espana) of June 1980 and, more
tly, the Ley de Autonomia (Law of Autonomy) of June 1994 have
anteed the Bank great freedom and flexibility in the performance of
· nctions, especially with respect to monetary policy. Finally, and in
rdance with the terms established by the European Union (of which
has been a member since 1986), Spain has gained access to
having complied with the convergence criteria laid down in 1994.
- result, the Banco de Espana has joined the European System of
al Banks along with the Central Banks of the other nations
-ipating in European Monetary Union, and the European Central

oasic functions of the Central Bank (Banco de Espafia) in Spain are

z ıo«.
Defining and implementing the Community's monetary policy with
the principal aim of maintaining price stability across the euro area,
comprising the eleven countries that launched Stage Three of
EMU on January 1st, 1999
Implementing exchange rate policy and conducting currency
exchange operations consistent with the provisions of Article 1 09
of the Treaty on European Union, and holding and managing the
Member States' official currency reserves
Promoting the sound working of payment systems in the euro area.
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g legal tender banknotes:
dition to carrying out the foregoing functions as a fully-fledged
er of the Euro system, the Law of Autonomy stipulates the
of the following additional functions by the Banco de

The holding and management of currency and precious metal
reserves not transferred to the European Central Bank
The supervision in accordance with the provisions in force, of the
solvency and behavior of credit institutions
The promotion of the sound working and stability of the financial
system and, without prejudice to the functions of the ECB, of
national payment systems
The placement in circulation of coins and the performance, on
behalf of the State, of all such other functions entrusted to it in this
connection
Provision of treasury services and financial agent for government
debt
Adviser to the government, preparing the appropriate reports and
studies
Preparation and publication of statistics relating to Its functions,
and assisting the ECB in the compilation of the necessary
statistical information
Exercise of all other powers attributed to It by legislation.
•.... e performance of all these functions, and as stipulated in the Law
onomy, the governing bodies of the Banco de Espana have a four
structure.: the Governor, The Deputy Governor, The Governing
cil and The Executive Commission.

2.2 Commercial Banks and Industrial Banks:
mercial Banks and Industrial Banks carry out the 60-70°/o of total
·ng activities and their numbers are over 150.
mercial Bank are generally interested in retail banking activities.
- J have plenty of numbers branch and representative offices in
cad and participate to export financing activities. Commercial banks
..., operate in Euro currency market as well. Industrial Banks generally
.ide credit in middle term.
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aving Banks and Specialized credit Institutes:

3anks are credit institutions, which are not to aim the profit.
_r. they provide the social aims and small individual enterprises.
zed Credit Institutions are official institutions, which are operating
al areas such as - industry, residence financing, agriculture,
etc.
... re recognized to fill the blanks of middle and long-term finance in

oreign Banks:

::,.e over 20 foreign banks, which operate in Spain. They focused
esaler banking activities.
The Monetary and Credit Policy:

ng to E. U agreement, the main principle of monetary policy is to
the stability of prices and the Central Bank is responsible for
· ng the economic policy of government.
_.entral Bank is defined as monetary authority institution in the
In finance market spot and forward transactions, repo
tions, purchasing and selling of bound in return for national and
er currency are done by the Central bank.
rimary aims of the Central Bank are to stabilize money market
sst rates and to create or enlarge a structural liquidity shortage. The
e ratio is set at 2% of an eligible liabilities base drawing on end
balances, which includes deposits up to two years and debt
ies, other than shares and other equities, with an agreed maturity
o two years, with the exception of inter bank liabilities and liabilities
-vis the Euro system.
NEW MEMBERS OF EUROPEN UNION:

_oining of three new countries, the number of European Union
bers has increased from 12 to 15. These new countries are
alia, Sweden, and Finland.
3.1 Austria:

ording to world bank data ( 40 > the population 8,072,182 and the per
tal income is $ 22380. The main purpose of the Central Bank
sterreichische National Bank) is to protect the internal and external
e of national currency.

Österreichischen Statistischen Zentralamt ( in English Austria Statistic Center
http://www.stats.demon.nl/europe/austria.htm
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official authority in determining monetary growth, inflation targets
y interest rates.
ies and responsibilities of the Central Bank in Austria:
implement of monetary and foreign exchange policy
be bank of banks and government
o manage of official reserves
o protect the financial stability
o present payment system services
o issue banknote
2 Sweden:
ding to World Bank data < 41 ) the population in Sweden is 8. 7 million
e per capital income is $27010 I year. The Central Bank of
en ( Sveriges Riksbank) was established in 1668 by named as
s Bank.
e oldest Central Bank of the world. In 1867; it was renamed and the
rity of banknote issue was given in 1897.
ding to establishing law the Central Bank is responsible for foreign
ange and credit policy. The Sweden Central Bank is independent in
erations from government.
main duties and responsibilities are as follows:
to issue banknote
to carry out foreign exchange and credit policy
to improve an efficient payment system
last purpose of monetary policy is to provide the stability of prices of
etary policy like in other countries.
3.3 Finland:

rding to world bank data < 42) the population in Finland is 5, 158,372
y 1999 est.) and the per capital income is $19,000 I year.
primary aims of the Central Bank in Finland ( Suomen Pankki) are;
• to protect the monetary system and stability
• to give suggestions the government related with foreign exchange
policy
• to determine the inflation rate and monetary growth
• to issue banknote
• to manage the official reserves
• to present the payment system
} World Bank, World Bank fact book, 1995
.) World Bank, World Bank fact book, 1995
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THE EVALUATION OF EUROPEAN UNION MEMBER COUNTRIES'
G SEC10R:

3anking system 'ot EU member counmes can be e\Ja\uated under
eadings:
'2..,4:\ s,m,\ar,\\es:

hen the a\\ EU countries e\Ja\uated, ,t

wm be seen that they

ha\Je same

dutiesand regulationsin their banking system.
.2.14.1.1 The Entrance (Or Introduction) of Banking Sector:

Banks, which are constitute the banking system, have to operate
rdin.9 to predetermined reguJations by authorities. Jt's necessary to a
anism and this mechanism has connected the entrance into
g system to the permission.

who is whish to operate in a EU member country; if it is a member
the permission is given to this country. But, if it's not; the
ure will be more different.
it can be said that all economic and monetary policies, which are
by banks, are inspected and observed by Central Banks and
institutions.
1.2 Large Banks:

in each EU country there are large banks, which have importance
nomy. These banks affect the economy by their monetary and
policies.

+

. 1.3 The Control of Monetary Expansion:

e are some purposes in monetary policies, which are applied by
I Banks and I or authorized institutions according to determined
al and external economic conditions. These economic conditions
ge from country to country. But, there is something that does not
ge: the control of monetary of monetary expansion.
'"elated whit this concept, the liquidity of banking system is always
in under control; and it's adjusted according to economic condition
untry.
erally, the interest rates constitute according to market conditions or
ast elastic interest policies are valid in EU member countries.
addition to these, the rediscount policies of Central Banks affect
erestrates.
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.4 Special Credit Institutions:

are credit institutions,which are specializedin financingof certain
EU. Agriculture,shipping,residence,small businessetc. for these
some institutions or cooperatives have been established to
cheaper credit by people who work in this areas. These
ons and cooperativesare supportedby CentralBanks.
1.5 The ~xhilaration in Capital Movements:

uropeanUnion members have intensiveeconomicand commercial
ns with OECD members. Due to these relationsit has recordedan
se in capitalmovements.
. England, Germany, Luxemburg, France such as countries is
nt finance centers; because of these reason the international
movements are intensive in these areas. International capital
ents affect the liquidity of economy and banking system with
of payments together. To controlling the affects of capital
ents, various direct and /or indirect preventionshave been taken
oritieswithin EU members.
. 6 Post Saving Banks:

is post saving banks almost in each EU countries in accept to
deposits. These institutions play important role on bounds, which
urredin rural region.
. 1.7 The Restrictions Related with Participations:

me EU countries, the participations of bank are more efficiently
ted and controlledin order not to be "Holding"of banks-as it was
ned in Germany, France, Holland- but also it has been applied
e elasticpoliciesas well-suchas England.
restrictions related with participations are depending upon the
ctureof economyof country.
14.1.8 Common Regulations:

second banking directive of European Community (December 15
) has brought the licenseof single communitybanking (EU). Banks
e to obey some regulations while they are giving service. Before
·ng the banking authority, the beginningcapital of applicationowner,
position of managers and partners, operation plan, the risk
nagement system and its control concept should be seen and
firmed by related institutions. After giving authority banks are
pectedcontinuously.
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nk, which becomes in EU country, (European Authorized
n) does not get permission to operate in other EU country. Also
ch offices of bank can be opened in other EU countries. The
ons of these branch offices are done by the Central Bank of that
DIFFERENCES:
.1 The Portion of Public Banks:

banking system of EU members, in some countries, private
s portion is more than public sector's -such as Holland, Belgium,
y, England- or vice versa -such as Italy, Greece, Portugal,
2.2 The Pressure of Public Financial Needs:

e EU members, it's attained to the balance of public; means that
xpenditures of public are equal the sources to cover these
itures. Germany and Luxemburgcan be given as example.
e of the countries although public need to financial resources to
t to this pressure on banks, some implementations and
ions have been applied -such as England, Belgium, and Greece.
.2.3 External Balance:

ally, most of the EU members have external deficit in their balance
yments. Due to the external balance of countries shaped differently,
g sectors face with problem in liquidity and also foreign exchange
ol.
e countries have problem in their balance of payment. Denmark,
d, Greece can be given as example. In other words, oppositely;
e countries have no problem in their balance of payments. So, there
necessarythe hard control system.
4.2.4 The Efficiency In Market Economies:

embourg, Germany, England are accepted as countries which are
v the best appropriate monetary and credit policy according to the
irements of market Economy.
as no homogeneous structure. Although members have similarities,
e are some differences can be said. But, member countries regulate
adjust their economic structure and banking system in framework
aimsof union.
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Tbe Banking
sector in tbe
Republic of
N otbern C~prus

Banking Sector in The Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus
e Central Bank of Northern Cyprus

..,entral Bank of Northern Cyprus emulates the functions of a Central
but the scope of its activities is limited. Established in 1984, the
aim of the Bank was to exercise control of the monetary system on
of and under the control of the government. Because the Northern
s does not have its own currency and Turkish Lira is used as the
m of exchange, it is not possible to determine the amount of
y that is circulating in the country.
er can the Central Bank set monetary policy. It receives daily
nge rates from the Central Bank Turkey and passes these into the
ercial banks, but has no means of influencing the rates, as the
s are free to set these up at the given interest rate ceiling. The
al Bank of Northern Cyprus is the banker of the government. It
aid money provided by Turkey and earns profit on this money by
git on deposit either in Turkey or elsewhere.
gh the "Interest Differential Fund", which is established within the
I Bank, those sectors earmarked for encouragement by the state,
able to get loans at a lower interest rate.
mmercial Banking:

most important of the financial institutions are the retail or
ercial banks established for the purpose of accepting deposits,
9 loans and other banking services to the people of Northern
s. Commercial banks are facing a fierce competition among
elves, because even though the population Northern Cyprus is
200.000, in 1999 the numbers of commercial banks commencing
ng service the country were more than 35.
of the reasons for having so many banks in Northern Cyprus is the
that capital requirement is still extremely low and most of the
essmen, especially in recent years, prefer to establish their own
.s in order not to pay commissions to other banks while carrying on
business. Another reason is a lot of banks from Turkey are securing
its from Northern Cyprus authorities and opening branch the
try. On one side, low capital requirement encourages them to
olish branches but a more sensible reason, which is on the agenda
g the business people of Cyprus in recent months, is the fact, if a
g solution is found to the Cyprus problem, the island might be able
ter the EU earlier than Turkey and these banks want to have a
nee in Cyprus beforethis happens.
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nk Regulations and Supervision in the Turkish Republic of Northern

s

Banking Supervision Division of the Central Bank of Northern
s was established in 1990. The department consists of a Governor,
senior supervisors, five supervisors and three-grade examiner. The
of the department is to co-ordinate the functioning of the country's
ng and financial sector directing and supervising them to carry out
banking and financial business activities according to the rules and
tions of the country and in a prudent manner. In order to achieve
Northern Cyprus also adapted a system similar to the ones used by
other countries around the world.
Authorization Procedures:

e the systems in the United Kingdom and the United States and
y other countries around the world, it is the Council of Ministers and
e Central Bank in Northern Cyprus, which authorizes banks for the
se of carrying on banking business. In order to establish a bank or
a branch, applications are made to the Ministry responsible for
cial matters (Ministry of Finance), and the views of the Ministry of
merceand Industry and the Central Bank are sought.
rocedure is as follows:
• Information and nature of documents required from the
applicant, the mınımum number of founders their
qualifications, are regulated by notification of the Ministry
responsiblefor financial matters.
• Banks are obliged to obtain authorization from the Ministry
responsible for financial matters or every branch they plan to
open and they must notification the Ministry of these
branches within fifteen days of the date of opening.
• Foreign banks, which have one or more branches operating
in Northern Cyprus, are obliged to authorize one of these
branchesto represent the head office.
• No institution, which does not have a valid authorization from
the Council of Ministers, may carry on banking business or
use the word 'bank' in its announcementsor advertisements.
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Adequacy Assessment and the Equity (earnings) Concept:

orthern Cyprus' Banking Law came into force in 1976 and there
later amendments to it in 1983, 1987 and 1989 respectively. In
ember 1999 a new and updated Banking Law draft was published in
fficial Gazette of Northern Cyprus but it is not yet in force. In 1976,
paid up capital of banks established in Northern Cyprus had to be
billion. But after 1.1.1992, the Council of Ministers on 29.7.1994
appendix 1), actual paid up capital of banks was creased to TL 50
and all commercial banks operating in Northern .Cyprus had to
their paid-up capital to TL 50 billion by the 31 May 1995 at the
seen as being of particular importance, is the ratio of total capital
I and reserves) to the total of other liabilities. This ratio is
rtant because the higher the level of other liabilities, the greater the
at they will not be met if the bank does badly. In other words, a low
of capital to liabilitiesindicates less stability for the bank.
capital measurement purposes, it has been also used the "capital
standard ratio", which is being used throughout the world and it has
minimum of 8°/o. This means that the institution has a proper capital
d through it a strong financial position. Calculation of the "capital
ratio " can be seen in (appendix 2).
et Evaluation

er this section, the asset side of the balance sheets of the
mercial banks is controlled to make sure t all the requirements stated
e Banking Law, The Central Bank Law, and the amendments,
ations and decisions under these laws are fulfilled.
Additional Reserves:

ional reserves are an asset item on the balance sheet. From a
sion that was taken by the Boar Directors of the Central Bank on
.1991, all commercial banks operating in Northern Cyprus have
blish additional reserves within the Central Bank at the rate of 15°.ıo
all Turkish Lira deposit mounts maintained by them, excluding inter
deposits (see appendix 3).
foreign currency deposits, following a new decision by the Central
's Board of directors on 4 June 1996, all onshore commercial banks
orthern Cyprus had to maintain 16% additional reserves on the 30th
e 1996, 17°.ıo on the 31" July 1996, 18°.ıo on the 31st August 1996 and
this date onwards 18°.ıo. This is still the prevailing rate. Again, there
o obligation to maintain additional reserves for inter-bank foreign
ency deposit accounts (see appendix 3a).
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Additional reserves in respect of foreign currency deposits in Pounds
Sterling, U.S. dollars, DM and Cyprus Pounds have to be maintained in
foreign currency of the same type. Additional reserves for other foreign
currency deposit accounts have to be maintained in U. S dollars
calculated at the prevailing rate of change between such currencies and
the U.S. dollars. With the Offshore Banking Services Law No. 48/1990,

orthern Cyprus has had offshore banks operating on the island since
990. These offshore banks were allowed to have deposit accounts
.vithin the onshore commercial banks to cover their basic expenses, and
sometimes the money they kept reached very high amounts. Up until
995, they were treated as inter-bank deposits, but 30.11.1995, with a
ecision of the Central Bank's Board of Director those on-shore or
commercial banks maintaining deposits by offshore banks and also by
e foreign banks, were required to establish additional reserves with the
ventral Bank at the rate of 2% (see appendix 4).
•

Interest Differential Fund

Under the Central Bank Law, the Bank's Board of Directors enacted the
'allowing regulations, under powers granted to the board by articles 23
and 53 of the Central Bank Law, which have been approved by the
Council of Ministers. These regulations are named as "The Central Bank
Regulationsfor the establishmentof Interest Differential Fund".
•

Deposit Protection Scheme Savings Deposit Insurance Fund Law:

This Law, in order to insure savings deposits lodged in banks by real
rsons, was first enacted on the 02.07.1991. Later it was amended on
4.11.1997. Under this Law, a fund named Savings Deposit Insurance
-und is established within the Central Bank. Under the provisions of this
w, banks establish the purpose of carrying on banking operations
ithin the boundaries of Northern Cyprus and branch 'foreign banks
erating in the country are obliged to have their savings deposits
sured.
so co-operative credit societies, which are of limited liability under
ction 4 of the Co-operative societies Law, may have their saving
eposits insured subject to a decision of the Board of Directors and
pprovalof the Registrar of the Co-operativeSocieties.
•

Bank on the Ownership of Immovable Property and Movable Goods:

anks may not own movable goods or immovable property except as
cessitated by their banking operations. Article 11 (1) of the Banking
L.aW of Northern Cyprus makes this point very clear for banks operating
the country.
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However, part (3) of the same article says that " banks which are
compelled to obtain movable goods with a view to liquidating debts due
to them are obliged to dispose of them with e year, and immovable
property obtained in the same circumstances within three years"
(appendix 5). It is the responsibility of the members of the Banking
Supervision Division to report any findings on the subject to the head of
he department.
•

Loans and Investors:

Article 10(1) of the Banking law of Northern Cyprus is very important in
the sense that it organizes the amount of loans that can be given, by any
bank, to a real person and a corporate body at any time. As the
paragraph says, "the total of all kinds of credit that may be given by
banks to a real person and corporate body shall not exceed 20% of
Capital and Reserves of the bank or 5% of its deposits (whichever
greater). But loans given to Northern Cyprus government or to corporate
bodies guaranteed by it are not subject to this restriction" (Central Bank
of the TRNC, Bulletin, no.26 1998). Again, this article important because
·· any bank concentrates most of its loans on one person or one
ompany and then it faces problems in recovering those loans, financial
standing of the bank can deteriorate so fast that it can even lead to
ankruptcy in certain situations. (appendix 6).
•

Total Amount of Saving Deposits that may be accepted by a Bank:

The total amount of saving deposits that can be accepted by any bank is
also regulated by the section 6(6) the Banking Law. This regulation came
to effect on the 29.07.1994. In 1999 a/most a// banks in northern
:,yprus had more than TL50 billion as capital and reserves. So it is
bvious that banks can accept either 18, or most of them 20 times more
~epositsthan their capital and reserves. If any bank accepts deposits in
excess of the rates specified above, the same regulation continues to
say that, " they have to lodge 500/o of the exceeded amount within the
•,.;entral Bank" (appendix 7).
t may sound unusual, telling any bank that they cannot accept deposits
after a certain limit, but the real aim is to get them to increase their
capital and reserve standing in order to improve their financial positions,
since the capital requirement by the Banking Law is still rather low. In

~~'?\~mt>~~ , ııı,\tı \\~'N ô.\\ü \\~üı.\~ü ~ô.\\\<ı.\\\ı law \'\a$ ~one ,nto force,

·· requires the commercial bank; operating in the country to raise their
minimum paid-up capital to $2 million, or its equivalent in Turkish lira. It is
expectedthat some of the smaller banks will have to move into mergers
either among themselves or with some of the stronger commercial banks
in order to be able to cope with the new requirements.
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Tbe Banking
sector in
Southern C~prus

Banking Sector In South Cyprus (Known as Republic of
s Internationally)
ndard of banking services in Southern Cyprus compares well with
ıııcıoean countries and the United States. Bank financial statements are
pliance with international standards and audited by internationallyized auditors. Currently, loans to the government and semi
ment sector make up 54 percent of the banking system's total
. The new banking Law 1997 provided for a properly funded
insurance scheme.
tly, there are six active domestic banks in South Cyprus offering
roes of services, including deposit accounts, lending advances,
g, credit card facilities, automatedteller machines, etc.
ntral Bank:

al Bank of South Cyprus was established in 1963 shortly after
us gained its independence, as an autonomous institution governed
own law. According to the Central Bank of Cyprus Law, "the main
e. of the Bank to foster monetary stability and such credit and
ce of payments conditions are conducive to the orderly
opment of the economy of South Cyprus.
g the early years of its operation, the Central Bank undertook fully
nctions of banker to the government and the administration of
ational reserves and exchange controls. In parallel, the Bank
gthened its internal structure and prepared the regulatory
ework for banking supervision; setting also up the operational
eworkfor the implementationof monetary and credit policy.
wing the separation of the island as Northern and Southern Cyprus
1974, the Central Bank of South Cyprus was actively involved in the
tivation of the economy. The role of the Central Bank was
menta\ in the achievement of a rapid improvement in economic

ditions that took place subsequently. In recent years, the Central
k of South Cyprus is intensifying its efforts towards deregulation and
ralization of the financial sector, which is necessitated both by
onomic considerations, as well as by the need to harmonize its
nomicstructure and policieswith those of the European Union.
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nk Regulation and Supervision in Southern Cyprus:

of the primary objectives of the Central Bank of Southern Cyprus
wn as the Republic of Cyprus ' the international community) is to
re a safe and stable financial system that would preserve public
dence and foster economic stability and growth. This objective is
fıed by maintaining an effective system of bank regulation and
rvision. To this effect the Central Bank of South Cyprus senses
sit-taking institutions and subsequently carries out effective off-site
··oring as well in-site inspections. Such banking licenses are issued
e Central Bank following detailed vetting applications which, inter
involves consideration of the applicant's reputation, the available
I sources, the directors' and managers' fitness and properness as
as the viability of the propose undertaking. If the applicant is a non
ent then the home country's supervisory authority's consent is also
ired.
egular follow up of a bank's operations with a view to identifying
ing signals and also ensuring compliance with regulations and
elines is exercised through the submission of periodic returns to the
tral Bank's off-site monitoring unit.
on-site inspection aims at assessing the present condition of a bank
evaluates its future prospects his respect, the operations of a locally
porated bank are examined on a consolidated basis. The primary
as of assessment during an on-site inspection are credit operations,
sury operations, performance, management, adherence to
ulations and directions and money laundering. Both off-site
itoring and on-site inspection aim at assessing the degree of risks
a financial institution is facing as indicated by the application of
ous statistical measures, such as capita adequacy, large exposures,
dential liquidity ratios, foreign currency exposures and minimum
rve requirements.
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Tbe European
S~stem of

Central Banks

e European System of Central Banks (ESCB)
ORGANIZATION OF THE EUROPEAN SYSTEM OF CENTRAL BANKS (ESCB)

European System of Central Banks (ESCB) is composed of the
opean Central Bank (ECB) and the national central banks (NCBs) of
5 EU Member States. The "Euro system" is the term used to refer to
ECB and the 11 NCBs of the Member States, which have adopted the
. The NCBs of the Member States which do not participate in the
o area, however, are members of the ESCB with a special status e they are allowed to conduct their respective national monetary
cies, they do not take part in the decision-making with regard to the
gle monetary policy for the euro area and the implementation of such
accordance with the Treaty establishing the European Community (the
eaty") and the Statute of the European System of Central Banks and of
European Central Bank (the "Statute"), the primary objective of the
ro system is to maintain price stability. Without prejudice to this
,jective, it shall support the general economic policies in the Community
d act in accordance with the principles of an open market economy.
e basictasks to be carried out by the Euro system are:
o define and implementthe monetary policy of the euro area;
o conduct foreign exchangeoperations;
o hold and manage the official foreign reserves of the Member States;
d

o promotethe smooth operationof payment systems.
addition, the Euro system contributes to the smooth conduct of policies
rsued by the competent authorities relating to the prudential
pervision of credit institutions and the stability of the financial system.
e ECB has an advisory role vis-a-vis the Community and national
horities on matters, which fall within its field of competence, particularly
ere Community or national legislation is concerned. Finally, in order to
dertake the tasks of the ESCB, the ECB, assisted by the NCBs, shall
Hect the necessary statistical information either from the competent
tional authorities or directly from economic agents.
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ocess of decision-making in the Euro system is centralized through
ecision-making bodies of the ECB, namely the Governing Council
e Executive Board. As long as there are Member States, which
not, yet adopted the euro, a third decision-making body, the General
oil, shall also exist. [Current members of the decision-making bodies
ECB]
Governing Council comprises all the members of the Executive
d and the governors of the 11 NCBs of the Member States without
ation, i.e. those NCBs that have adopted the euro. The main
nsibilities of the Governing Council are:
adopt the guidelines and make the decisions necessary to ensure the
'ormance of the tasks entrusted to the Eurosystem;
formulate the monetary policy of the Community, including, as
opriate, decisions relating to intermediate monetary objectives, key
est rates and the supply of reserves in the Eurosystem, and
establish the necessary guidelines for their implementation.
Executive Board comprises the President, the Vice-President and
other members, all chosen from among persons of recognized
ding and professional experience in monetary or banking matters.

y are appointed by common accord of the governments of the
ber States at the level of the Heads of State or Government, on a
ommendation from the European Council after it has consulted the
ropean Parliament and the Governing Council of the ECB (i.e. the
ncil of the European Monetary Institute (EMI) for the first
intments). The main responsibilitiesof the Executive Boardare:
implement monetary policy in accordance with the guidelines and
isions laid down by the Governing Council of the ECB and, in doing
to give the necessary instructions to the NCBs; and
execute those powers which have been delegated to it by the
ıverningCouncil of the ECB.
- e all 15 Member States. The General Council performs the tasks which
e ECB took over from General Council comprises the President and the
ce-President and the governors of the NCBs of the EMI and which,
•ıing to the derogation of one or more Member States, still have to be
rformed in Stage Three of Economic and Monetary Union (EMU).
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3eneral Council also contributes to:
ECB's advisory functions;
collection of statistical information;
preparation of the ECB's quarterly and annual reports and weekly
lidated financial statements;
establishment of the necessary rules for standardizing the
nting and reporting of operations undertaken by the NCBs;
taking of measures relating to the establishment of the key for the
s capital subscription other than those already laid down in the

ty;
laying-downof the conditions of employment of the members of staff
e ECB; and
necessary preparations for irrevocably fixing the exchange rates of
currencies of the Member States with a derogationagainst the euro.
Euro system is independent. When performing Euro system-related

s, neither the ECB, nor an NCB, nor any member of their decision
ing bodies may seek or take instructions from any external body. The
munity institutions and bodies and the governments of the Member
es may not seek to influence the members of the decision-making
ies of the ECB or of the NCBs in the performanceof their tasks.
Statute makes provısıon for the following measures to ensure
urity of tenure for NCB governors and members of the Executive
rd:
a minimumrenewableterm of office for governors of five years;
a minimum non-renewable term of office for members of the Executive
rd of eight years (it should be noted that a system of staggered
pointments was used for the first Executive Board for members other
n the President in order to ensure continuity); and
emoval from office is only possible in the event of incapacity or serious
isconduct; in this respect the Court of Justice of the European
ommunitiesis competent to settle any disputes.
e ECB's capital amounts to EUR 5 billion. The NCBs are the sole
ubscribers to and holders of the capital of the ECB. The subscription of
pital is based on a key established on the basis of the EU Member
tates' respective shares in the GDP and population of the Community. It
as, thus far, been paid up to an amount just under EUR 4 billion. The 11euro area NCBs have paid up their respective subscriptions to the ECB's
capitalin full.
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NCBs of the four non-participating countries have paid up 5% of their
m&oective subscriptions to the ECB's capital as a contribution to the
ational costs of the ECB. As a result, the ECB has been endowed
an initial capital of just under EUR 4 billion.
addition, the NCBs of the 11 Member States participating in the euro
have provided the ECB with foreign reserve assets of up to an
unt equivalent to around EUR 40 billion. The contributions of each
were fixed in proportion to its share in the ECB's subscribed capital,
in return each NCB was credited by the ECB with a claim in euro
alent to its contribution. 15% of the contributions were made in gold,
the remaining 85% in US dollars and Japanese yen.
Constitution of the ESCB History- three stages towards EMU:

une 1988 the European Council confirmed the objective of the
ressive realization of economic union and mandated a Committee
·red by Jacques Delors, the then President of the European
mission, to study and propose concrete stages leading to this union.
Committee was composed of the governors of the EC national
al banks; Alexandre Lamfalussy, the then General Manager of the
k for International Settlements; Niels Thygesen, Professor of
nomics, Copenhagen; and Miguel Boyer, the then President of the
co Exterior de Espana. The resulting "Delors Report" proposed that
nomic and monetary union should be achieved in three discrete but
lutionarysteps.
•

Stage one of EMU:

the basis of the Delors Report, the European Council decided in June
9 that the first stage of the realisation of economic and monetary
on should begin on 1 July 1990 - the date on which, in principle, all
trictions on the movement of capital between Member States were
lished. At this time, the Committee of Governors of the Central Banks
the Member States of the European Economic Community, which had
ayed an increasingly important role in monetary co-operation since its
eation in May 1964, was given additionalresponsibilities.
ese were laid down in a Council Decision dated 12 March 1990 and
luded holding consultations on, and promoting the co-ordination of, the
netary policies of the Member States, with the aim of achieving price
bility. In view of the relatively short time availableand the complexity of
e tasks involved, the preparatory work for Stage Three of Economic and
onetary Union (EMU) was also initiated by the Committee of Governors.
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first step was to identify all the issues, which should be examined at
early stage, to establish a work programmed by the end of 1993 and to
e accordingly the mandates of the existing sub-committees and
·ng groups established for that purpose.
the realization of Stages Two and Three, it was necessary to revise
Treaty establishing the European Economic Community (the "Treaty
~ome") in order to establish the required institutional structure. To this
an Intergovernmental Conference on EMU was convened, which
held in 1991 in parallel with the Intergovernmental Conference on
cal union. The negotiations resulted in the Treaty on European
n, which was agreed in December 1991 and signed in Maastricht on
ebruary 1992. However, owing to delays in the ratification process, the

ty (which amended the Treaty establishing the European Economic
munity - changing its name to the Treaty establishing the European
munity - and introduced, inter alia, the Protocols on the Statute of the
..opean System of Central Banks and of the European Central Bank
the Protocol on the Statute of the European Monetary Institute) did
come into force until 1 November 1993.
•

Stage two of EMU, establishment

of the EMI and the ECB:

establishment of the European Monetary Institute (EMI) on 1 January
4 marked the start of the second stage of EMU and with this the
mittee of Governors ceased to exist. The EMl's transitory existence
mirrored the state of monetary integration within the Community. The
I had no responsibility for the conduct of monetary policy in the
opean Union - this remained the preserve of the national authorities had it any competencefor carrying out foreign exchange intervention.
e two main tasks of the EMI were:
• to strengthen central bank co-operation and monetary policy co
ordination;and
• to make the preparations required for the establishment of the
European System of Central Banks (ESCB), for the conduct of the
single monetary policy and for the creation of a single currency in
the third stage.
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is end, the EMI provided a forum for consultation and for the
nge of views and information on policy issues and it specified the
ıatory, organizational and logistical framework necessary for the
..,8 to perform its tasks in Stage Three .
....,ecember 1995 the European Council agreed to name the European
ency unit to be introduced at the start of Stage Three, the "euro", and
rmed that Stage Three of EMU would start on 1 January 1999. A
nological sequence of events was pre-announced for the changeover
e euro. This scenario was mainly based on detailed proposals
rated by the EMI. At the same time, the EMI was given the task of
ying out preparatory work on the future monetary and exchange rate
ionships between the euro area and other EU countries. In December
the EMI presented its report to the European Council, which formed
basis of a Resolution of the European Council on the principles and
amental elements of the new exchange rate mechanism (ERM II),
ch was adopted in June 1997.
Jecember 1996 the EMI also presented to the European Council, and
sequently to the public, the selected design series for the euro
knotes to be issued on 1 January 2002.
order to complement and to specify the Treaty provisions on EMU, the
..• ropean Council adopted the Stability and Growth Pact in June 1997 o Regulations form part of the Stability and Growth Pact, which aims to
sure budgetary discipline in respect of EMU. The Pact was
oplemented and the respective commitments
enhanced by a
laration of the Council in May 1998.
2 May 1998 the Council of the European Union - in the composition of
eads of State or Government - unanimously decided that 11 Member
tates ( Belgium, Germany, Spain, France, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the
ether/ands, Austria, Poıtuga/ and Finland) had fulfilled the necessary
nditions for the adoption of the single currency on 1 January 1999.
-..,ese countries were therefore to participate in the third stage of EMU.
"ne Heads of State or Government also reached a political understanding
- .... the persons to be recommended for appointment as members of the
Executive Board of the European Central Bank (ECB). At the same time,
e Ministers of Finance of the Member States adopting the single
urrency agreed together with the governors of the national central ban ks
these Member States, the European Commission and the EMI that the
urrent ERM bilateral central rates of the currencies of the participating
ember States would be used in determining the irrevocable conversion
ates for the euro.
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25 May 1998 the governments of the 11 participating Member States
inted the President, the Vice-President and the four other members
e Executive Board of the ECB. Their appointment took effect from
ne 1998 and marked the establishment of the ECB. The ECB and the
ational central banks of the participating Member States constitute
Euro system, which formulates and defines the single monetary policy
... tage Three of EMU.
the establishment of the ECB on 1 June 1998, the EMI had
pleted its tasks. In accordance with Article 123 (ex Article 1091) of the
eaty establishing the European Community, the EMI went into
idation on the establishment of the ECB. All the preparatory work
sted to the EMI was concluded in good time and the rest of 1998
•• s devoted by the ECB to the final testing of systems and procedures.
•

Stage three of EMU, irrevocable fixing of exchange rates:

1 January 1999 the third and final stage of EMU commenced with the
evocable fixing of the exchange rates of the currencies of the 11
ember States participating in Monetary Union and with the conduct of a
gle monetary policy under the responsibility of the ECB.
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apital subscription to the European Central Bank:
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7 .3 Table-6: Capital subscription of Euro area National Central Banks (NCB)
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7.3 Table 7: Non-euro area national central banks (NCB)
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of their
ribed capital, amount to a total of EUR 52,655,250, as above table
The non-euro area NCBs are not required to pay up any capital
criptions beyond the amounts already decided until such time as they
he Euro system. In the meantime these NCBs are not entitled to
· e any share of the distributable profits of the ECB, nor are they
to fund any losses of the ECB.
on-euro area NCBs' contributions, which are equal to

bjectives And Tasks Of The ESCB

primary objective of the European System of Central Banks (ESCB),
defined in Article 2 of the Statute of the European System of Central
.ks and of the European Central Bank (ESCB Statute), is to maintain
stability. Without prejudice to the primary objective of price stability,
ESCB shall support the general economic policies in the Community
a view to contributing to the achievement of the objectives of the
rnmunity. In pursuing its objectives, the ESCB shall act in accordance
the principle of an open market economy with free competition,
ouring an efficient allocationof resources.
basic tasks to be carried out by the ESCB are defined in Article 3 of
ESCB Statute. These tasks include:
o defineand implementthe monetary policy of the Community;
o conduct foreign exchangeoperations;
o hold and manage the official foreign reserves of the participating
ember States;
o promotethe smooth operationof payment systems; and
o contribute to the smooth conduct of policies pursued by the
ompetent authorities relating to the prudential supervision of credit
stitutions and the stability of the financial system.
.4.1 Monetary functions and operations of the ESCB:

he ESCB Statute (Articles 17 to 24) specifies the monetary functions
and operations of the ESCB. On the basis of these provisions, the
European Monetary Institute (EMI) prepared an operational framework for
e ESCB's monetary policy. The final decision on the operational
framework will be taken by the Governing Council of the European
Central Bank (ECB). The Governing Council of the ECB may decide not
o use all the available options or may change certain features of the
instruments and procedures presented below. Further detailed
information on these issues can be found in the EMI publications entitled
"The single monetary policy in Stage Three - Specification of the
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tionaI framework" (January 1997) and "The single monetary policy in
Three - General documentation on ESCB monetary policy
ments and procedures" (September 1997).
Monetary Policy Instruments:

operational framework consists of a set of instruments; the ESCB will
uct open market operations, it will offer standing facilities and it may
ire credit institutions to hold minimum reserves on accounts with the
8.
•

Open market operations:

n market operations will play an important role in the monetary policy
the ESCB for the purpose of steering interest rates, managing the
·dity situation in the market and signalling the stance of monetary
ey. Five types of instruments will be available to the ESCB for the
duct of open market operations. The most important instrument will be
erse transactions (applicable on the basis of repurchase agreements
collateralized loans). The ESCB may also use outright transactions, the
uance of debt certificates, foreign exchange swaps and the collection
fixed-term deposits. Open market operations will be initiated by the
CB, which will also decide on the instrument to be used and the terms
d conditions for the execution of such operations. It will be possible to
ecute open market operations on the basis of standard tenders, quick
ders or bilateral procedures. With regard to their aim, regularity and
ocedures, the ESCB open market operations can be divided into the
lowing four categories:
The main refinancing operations are regular liquidity-providing reverse
ansactions with a weekly frequency and a maturity of two weeks. They
rill be executed by the national central banks on the basis of standard
nders and according to a pre-specified calendar. The main refinancing
perations will play a pivotal role in pursuing the purposes of ESCB open
arket operations and provide the bulk of refinancing to the financial
sector.
The tonger-term refinancing operations are liquidity-providing reverse
ansactions with a monthly frequency and a maturity of three months.
They will be executed by the national central banks on the basis of
standard tenders and according to a pre-specified calendar. These
operations aim to provide counterparties with additional longer-term
refinancing. As a rule, the ESCB will not intend to send signals to the
market by means of these operations and will therefore normally act as a
rate taker.
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:

tuning operations can be executed on an ad hoc basis with the aim
of managing the liquidity situation in the market and of steering
est rates, in particular in order to smooth the effects on interest rates
d by unexpected liquidity fluctuations. Fine-tuning operations will
arily be executed as reverse transactions, but may also take the form
tright transactions, foreign exchange swaps and the collection of
term deposits. The instruments and procedures applied in the
uct of fine-tuning operations will be adapted to the types of
sactions and the specific objectives pursued in performing the
tions. Fine-tuning operations will normally be executed by the
nal central banks through quick tenders or bilateral procedures. The
erning Council of the ECB will decide whether, under exceptional
_ ... mstances, fine-tuning bilateral operations may be executed by the
3 itself.
addition, the ESCB may carry out structural operations through the
ance of debt certificates,
reverse transactions and outright
sactions. These operations will be executed whenever the ECB
es to adjust the structural position of the ESCB vis-a-vis the financial
tor (on a regular or non-regular basis). Structural operations in the
of reverse transactions and the issuance of debt instruments will be
ied out by the national central banks through standard tenders.
ctural operations in the form of outright transactions will be executed
ough bilateral procedures.

•

Standing facilities:

tanding facilities aim to provide and absorb overnight liquidity, signal the
neral stance of monetary policy and bound overnight market interest
-ates. Two standing facilities, which will be administered in a
centralized manner by the national central banks, will be available to
igiblecounter parties on their own initiative:
Counterpartieswill be able to use the marginal lending facility to obtain
vernight liquidity from the national central banks against eligible assets.
The interest rate on the marginal lending facility will normally provide a
eilingfor the overnight market interest rate.
• Counterparties will be able to use the deposit facility to make overnight
deposits with the national central banks. The interest rate on the deposit
acilitywill normally provide a floor for the overnight market interest rate.
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Minimum reserves:

aratory work has been carried out with a view to enabling the ESCB
pose minimum reserves as from the start of Stage Three. It will be up
e Governing Council of the ECB to decide whether minimum reserves
actually be applied. Any minimum reserves system would be intended
ursue the aims of stabilizing money market interest rates, creating (or
rging) a structural liquidity shortage and possibly contributing to the
trol of monetary expansion. The reserve requirement of each
·· ution would be determined in relation to elements of its balance
et. In order to pursue the aim of stabilising interest rates, the ESCB's
·mum reserves system would enable institutions to make use of
raging provisions. This implies that compliance with the reserve
uirement would be determined on the basis of the institutions' average
y reserve holdings over a one-month maintenanceperiod.
•

Counterparties:

e ESCB monetary policy framework is formulated with a view to
suring the participation of a broad range of counterparties. If minimum
erves are applied, only institutions subject to minimum reserves may
ess the standing facilities and participate in open market operations
sed on standard tenders. If no minimum reserves are applied, the
ge of counterparties wilt broadly correspond to credit institutions in the
ro area. The ESCB may select a limited number of counterparties to
rticipate in fine-tuning operations. For outright transactions, no
strictions will be placed a priori on the range of counterparties. Active
ayers in the foreign exchange market will be used for foreign exchange
vapsconducted for monetary policy purposes.
•

Underlying assets:

ursuant to Article 18.1 of the ESCB Statute, all ESCB credit operations
ave to be based on adequate collateral. The ESCB will allow a wide
,ange of assets to underlie its operations. A distinction is made,
entially for purposes internal to the ESCB, between two categories of
igible assets: "tier one" and "tier two" respectively. Tier one consists of
arketable debt instruments, which fulfill uniform Monetary Union-wide
eligibility criteria specified by the ECB. Tier two consists of additional
assets, marketable and non-marketable, which are of particular
portance for national financial markets and banking systems and for
vhich eligibility criteria are established by the national central banks,
subject to ECB approval. No distinction will be made between the two
tiers with regard to the quality of the assets and their eligibility for the
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us types of ESCB monetary policy operations (except for the fact that
two assets are normally not used in outright transactions). The
ility criteria for underlying assets to ESCB monetary policy
rations are the same as those applied by the ESCB for underlying
ts to intraday credit. Furthermore, ESCB counterparties may use
ible assets on a cross-border basis, i.e. they may borrow from the
tral bank of the Member State in which they are established by making
of assets located in another Member State.
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Tbe Conôition of

Turkisb Banking
Sector

e Condition of Turkish Banking System:
he problems of Turkish banking system:

e of the problems of Turkish banking system arise from Turkish
omic structure. Normally, these problems reflect to Turkish banking
negatively.

...,.."r

~\.~tl\~"'-.~, ~~~~ ~~ ~~~~~~~\.~ ,~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~")~,~~'~~"~~

ined as follows:
instabilityof prices
high inflation rates
publicdeficits
externaldeficits
,. high level of cost of resources
independenceproblem of the Central Bank
transparency problems
official and managerial differences between private and public
ownedbanks
inadequacylevel of equity capital
a\\y, the prob\ems which are arise in Turkish banking system are
t of macroeconomic problems. So, when the macroeconomic

!ems solved by authorities, the more affirmative developments will
recordedin economy.
The Turkish Banking Systems in Economics
1 Agriculture:

ey has a broad agricultural potential due to geographic condition.

•ıever, the productivity in agricultural products is 30% of EU values.
increase the productivity in agriculture products, the usage of
ultural inputs, agricultural labor force and technology factors should
increased. By supporting small and middle scaled production
iness it can be increased the productivity of agricultural products.
EU, agriculture sector is important. In order to increase the income
el of producers, union follow the common agricultural policies. So, for
purpose, it's being used the big portion of EU budget.
related banking sector it should be provided credits in appropriate
ditions and volumes. Because of this, the related banks such as
iculture bank (in Turkish Ziraat bankası ) should be re-regulated.
ause, cn~ö,\swn,c'n are g·Nen to the sector they will be for long term.
ate owned banks can also provide credits for short-term agriculture
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2.2 Industry:

EU free trade is important. In custom union framework only industrial

oducts have free movement at the moment. By regarding this situation
e competition of industrial products will be more important than other
oducts.
nfortunately, Turkish economy is not adequacy level to compete with
EU in meaning of quality and price. So, in industrial sector, the usage of
puts and technology are important factor to achieve the EU standards.
n the contrary to agriculture policy, there is no common policy in
dustry area. Appropriate to the rules of market economy, the decisions
investmentand production belong to business.
owever, some institutions such as - European social found, regional
evelopment found, European Investment bank - provide credit to
,dustry.
ublic banks, development and Investment banks are responsible for
oviding in long term credit with low interest rate. Other national banks
and foreign banks are able to played an important role providing in credit.
2.3 External trade:

n of the problems of Turkish economy are external debts. Because of
e external debts, export, which was made in Turkey, is important for
oanks.

s a result of made decisions in 1980's, today national and foreign banks
lay important role in increasing of external trade. But attained level in
is area is not enough for Turkey. Export Insurance Company, Factoring
and Forfeiting institutions have not developedin adequacy leve\.
n development of external trade, national and foreign banks have
efficient potential. However, Turkish bans are being opened into abroad
- representativeand branch offices etc.
The EU banks and foreign banks can be efficient in this sector.
8.2.4 Tourism:

As happened in agriculture sector, Turkey has a significant potential in
tourism. Because of this potential, the productivity of investments, which
are made into tourism, will be high level. So, national and foreign banks
can be efficient providing in tourism credits.
8.2.5 Residence and Infrastructure:

Due to increasing of population and immigrations to urban areas the
needs of residence and infrastructure concepts has gained importance.
In this framework existing banks in Turkey, provide credits to residence
and infrastructure.
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A Comparative Summary of the New Banking Law and the
ropean Union's Basic Banking Directives
e new banking law and European Union's basic banking directives can
comparedas follow:
1 EU DIRECTIVES:

• Minimum initial capital should be 5 million Euros and capital
resources should not fall below this figure during the banks
operations.
• Larger credit amounts should be monitored more closely, and a
quorum of competent credit bodies shall be sought for utilization
thereof.
• The banking law should define the term credit; credits exceeding
10% of capital resources should be considered as large credits to
be extended to one credit client or client group should not exceed
25% of the capital resources; and the sum of all large credits
should not exceed 8 folds of the capital resources. In case
a large credit is extended to a related company, the rate 20°ı&
should be applied rather than 25%.
• Equity participations of banks in non-financial enterprises should
not exceed 15% of their capital resources; the total equity
participationsshould not exceed60%.
• Sharing of information and security of information among
supervising authorities should be ensured when authorizing
establishment of bank license as well as monitoring banks. The
Law should specifically list the monitoring authorities to receive
informationand the conditions applicableto conveying information.
• Operating areas of banks should be explicitly defined, and banks
(credit institutions) should be defined as 'undertaking whose
business is to receive deposits and other repayable funds from the
public and to grant credits for its own account".
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• The Law should define the conditions applicable to establishment
of banks and circumstances of refusing applications for
establishment.
• Approval from the supervısıng authority of the country where
bank's head office is located should be sought while opening
branches by foreign banks.
• Authorization must be sought for changes in the ownership
structure of significant shareholders.
•

Banks should prepare consolidated financial statements with their
financial affiliates and subsidiaries, and should obey large credit
related restrictions in a consolidated basis The supervising and

auditing power of the country it which the head office is located
shouldbe recognizedmutually.
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NEW BANKING LAW:

• Paragraph (2)-d of article 7 sets forth a mınımum initial capital
amount of TL 20 trillion. Paid-up capital or capital resources must
be increased up to the minimum initial capital amount n order to
transfer bank shares or for opening new branches.
• Paragraph (II) of article 11 requires that banks ask for certified
account sfatus documents and financial statements in respect of
credits exceedinga specified amount.
• Paragraphs (I) and (2) of article II. The term large credit is defined
as credits exceeding 10% of capital resources and all large credits
are restricted to 8 folds of capital resources, credits to be extended
to one client to 25%, and credits to be extended to persons with
whom indirect credit relations are in question to 50% of the capital
resources All credits to be extended to shareholders and Their
related companies are limited to 50% of capital resources, whereas
all credits to be extended to affiliates and equity participations to 2
folds of capital resources.
• Equity participation limits have been set in article 12 in parallel with
the EU directives.
• Information exchange among institutions is defined in paragraph
(9) of article 3, whereas securing of information in first sentence of
paragraph(8).
• Article 2 of the Law covers a definition of "bank; however, the Law
does not include definitions of banking operations and credit
institutions.
• Article 7 lists the conditions applicable to establishment; and,
although the Law does not specify the reasons for refusing
applications for authorization, this authority may be used by
inference.
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•

In practice, when foreign banks file an application for opening
branches in Turkey, reference is made to the opinion of the
supervising authorities of the country in question. Moreover, a
relevant provision may be incorporated into bilateral agreements to
be entered into in accordance wit paragraph ( 1 O) of article 3 of the
Law.

•

Banking Directive of
the European Union are subject to authorization by the Board
pursuant to the provisionof paragraph (2), articles.
Share transfer rates as provided for in the

2nd

• Paragraph (4) of article IS provides for the obligation to consolidate
financial statements of banks, and requires under the latest
revision of the capital adequacy and net general position ratios that
such ratios should be attained in a consolidated basis (together
with oversees branches). However, additional regulation is needed
in this regard
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o. Global Strategies

and Recommendations related with Turkish

Banking Sector:

• Generally, small-scaled banks take place in Turkey banking sector.
These banks cannot compete in both internal and external market.
Due to this reason this kind of banks should merger in each other
to reorganizetheir capital structure.
• When analyzed this strategy for banks, which are existing in
Cyprus, there are approximately 37 banks and these banks are
mostly small scaled. In order to prevent these crises, which are
occurring in Cyprus banking sector, banks should merger in each
other.
• Actually, problems, which are occurred in banking, are result of
macroeconomic problems. So, macroeconomic problems should
be adjusted.
• After 1980 foreign banks started to enter into Turkish banking
sector. Because of the usage of west technology in Turkey banks;
technology concept are shaped according to western norms. At the
end of these developments existing banks in Turkey have started
to use technology efficiently. However, in addition to technology,
banks have developed product portfolio, quality service and
management.
• In banking sector, one of the most important concepts to compete
with European Union banks is equity capital and sufficiency of
capital. So, these concepts should adjust according to banks
position to gain competitive advantage with European Union banks.
However, in order to compete with European Union, the
international branch offices of banks should be expanded in
Turkish banking sector.
•

Turkish banking system will not face with any problem in
adaptation to European Union. Because, the banks, which are,
exist in system follow an open strategy to competition. The same
explanation can be made for middle scaled banks. These kinds of
banks play an important role in human resources.
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• An increase in external trade will bring the parity risk. In order to
prevent this risk, banks should focus on forward transactions.
•

Public banks have 50°/oof banking sector. So, these banks should
be privatized.

•

Turkish banking sector is a small sector that as much as not to
compete with European Union banks. So in internal market, banks
should merger in each other.

• Although it's well known a concept, technology cannot be used in
adequacy Jevet by banks. This problem should be solved. As
connected to this concept, it should be solved the human
resources to use this technology.
•

In addition to these, banks should prepare their strategies to be
able to quick respond against changing needs of customers. Also
the investment instruments should use in efficiently.

• Today the crises, which are lived in Northern Cyprus banking
system, arise from regulations. Although population is only
approximately 200000, according to 1999 record; the number of
commercial banks is more than 35. One of the reasons for having
so many banks in Northern Cyprus is the fact that capital
requirement is still extremely low and most of the businessman
especially in recent years, establish their own banks in order not to
pay commissions to other banks while carrying business. So In
order to prevent this the necessary regulations should be made by
the Central Bank.
•

Banks should apply the Total Quality Management (TQM) concept
by gt'ltng high quality service-with low cost. Because, if all banks
apply same strategy in the sector this concept will also loose its
value. In this situation price of services, which are presented to
customer, will gain importance.
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•

_ ,oncıus1on

onclusion
Most of the activities taking place in both the money and capital markets
are carried out by the banks. Consequently, Turkey's economic and
historical development dictates that the financial system and the banking
sector are virtually synonymous. Turkish finance is principally founded
upon a universal banking system. Banks operate in accordance with
international rules and practices and offer a wide variety of service at
their numerous branches.
When analyzed the Turkish banking system by using the competitive
advantage method as mentioned in chapter one, it will be seen that the
basic criteria to gain competitive advantage in 2000's, is quality service
both for individualand high income customer's market.
In addition to these secrecy, reliability, and expected yields would also
play significant role in competitive advantage. In 2000's, three features,
which are sought by banks in choosing bank of companies, are
efficiency, quick responds to needs, and prices.
However, all institutions when applied same strategy to gain competitive
advantage in a sector; the criteria, which is mentioned above will loose
its importance. In this condition the banks, which are able to give service
with minimum cost, they will providecompetitive advantage.
Due to increasing competition, the profit margins of banks shrink.
Because of this reason bank choose some methods to decrease their
cost or to increasetheir operationalproductivities.
Some of the methods, which are used as follows:
• Efficiency usage of technology
•

Improvementthe knowledge,experiences,abilities of personnel

• Reorganizingthe following of work to increase productivity etc,
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addition to these there are some expectations of banks. These
xpectations can be summarized as foHows:
• Financial fluctuations, which are occurring in developing markets,
will affect the banking sector negatively.
•

Even recorded the positive fluctuations in economy, due to
instability of political situation, these fluctuations reflect to the
banking sector negatively.

•

Official regulations will increase to protect the deposit owners and
provide the transparency and also standardization.

•

Its expected that, the individual banking services will focus on
individual activities in 2000' s - especially; cash management,
consumer credits credit cards.

•

Technologic infrastructure, distribution channels education level of
personnel will gain importance to increase the productivity.

In the light of above information Turkish banking system can merely
provide competitive advantage by mergers and I or giving with minimum

cost but high quality service against European Union Banking system.
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(Appendix 1)

Decision Under Article 5(1) of The Banking Law
of Northern Cyprus
11/1976
25/1983
26/1987
42/1989

The Council of Ministers decides as follows under powers
granted to it by article 5(1) of the Banking Law 11/1976 as
amended

Minimum
capital

1-Actual paid-up capital of banks shall not be less than
TL 50 billion (fifty billion Turkish Liras).

Exception in

2- (1) Banks established before the coming into force of
this decision or those which by application to the Ministry
have obtained permission from the Council of Ministers
are required to increase their capital to the amount stated
by the dates specified and subject to the conditions at
para (2) below
(2) Banks, the paid-up capital of which is less than the
minimum amount envisaged in the decision published as
public instrument 52 in supplements IV of Official Gazette
No=112 dated 19 November 1992 are obliged to complete
their paid-up capital by cash payment to TL 25 billion(twenty
five billion Turkish Liras) by 31 December 1994 and to TL 50
billion (fifty billion Turkish Liras) by 31 May 1995 at the latest.

the case of
banks
already
established
which by
application
to the
Ministry
have
obtained
permission
from the
council of
Ministers

Exception in
the case of
banks
established
by special
law and
Co-operative
banks

3- Provisions of this decision shall not apply to banks
established by special law and to co-operative banks

Coming into
force

4- This decision comes into force from the date of its
publication in the Official Gazette.
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(Appendix 2)
Calculation of the Capital Base Ratio
A-Capital

a) Capital elements (Include)
- Paid - up Capital
- Reserves (legal and share premiums)
- Profit for the period
- Undistributed profit
b) Added Capital
- Provision against doubtful debts,
- Fixed asset revaluation fund
- Loan Capital (if any).
B-Accounts Deducted from Capital
a) Capital Investments (Banks, insurance companies, financial
institutions, factoring companies, stock markets),
b) Special costs (expenses for renovating the buildings),
c) Establishment expenses
d) Pre-paid expenses
e) Capital loan given to any other bank operating in Northern Cyprus
f)
Loans given to shareholders of the bank that has more than o/o 1 O
share within the bank.
C- Capital Base
D- Risk weighted assets and undertakings and obligations other
than loans.
A) Weight of risk %0
B) Weight of risk 0/o20
C) Weight of risk %I 00
O 0/o Risk Group:
- Cash values
a) Cash
b) Foreign Currency banknotes
c) Money in transit
d) Cheques received (foreign currency cheques excluded)
- Banks
a) Central Bank of Northern Cyprus account
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a)
b)
c)
d)

Securities Portfolio
Treasury Bills
Government Bonds,
Shares,
Gold reserves,

-

Additional reserves

a)
b)
c)

Loans
Loans against blocked cash accounts,
Loans against Treasury guarantee,
Loans against Treasury bills,

- Immovable properties that are acquired by the banks against
their overdue debts by the decision of the courts.
Other Assets:
a) Pre-paid taxes,
b) Branches' current account
Undertakings and Obligations:
a) Letter of guarantees or letter of credits against cash
b) Letter of guarantees or letter of credits against treasury guarantee
c) Letter of guarantees or letter of credits against treasury bills
-

Accrued interest and revenue (only the ones that go under

0°/o risk).
20% Risk Group:

- Cash Values:
a) Foreign currency bank-cheques that belongs to OECD countries.
b) Matured securities
- Banks:
a) Accounts within the banks established in Northern Cyprus
b) Accounts within the OECD countries that belong to the bank
c) The foreign banks established in Northern Cyprus and their
accounts with their main branch or other branches in different
countries.
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100°/o Risk Group:

C-

a)
b)

Loans
Overdue debts (administrative proceedings)
Fixed assets (net)
Participations (net)
Undertakings and obligations
Letters of guarantee
Letters of credit and documentary credit

-

Accrued interest and revenue ( only the ones that go under
100% risk group)

Capital Base

------------------DRisk weighted assets and undertakings
and obligations other than loans
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X 100

=

8o/o

(Appendix 3)
P.I 283
O.G. 23.05.1991

Resolution of the Board of Directors of
Northern Cyprus

Date of Decision: 22.5.1991
Decision No: 226

The Board of Directors of the Central Bank of Northern Cyprus has in
accordance with paras (2) and (3) of article 24 of the Central Bank of
Northern Cyprus Law No. 35/1987, resolves as follows:
Banks shall establish additional reserve with the Central Bank of
Northern Cyprus at the rate of 15 per cent in respect of all Turkish Lira
deposit accounts maintained by them, excluding inter-bank deposits.
This decision comes into force from the date of its publication in the
Official Gazette.
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(Appendix 3a)

0.G.87
06.08.1996

P.1.523

Decision of the Board of Directors of the
Central Bank of Northern Cyprus

Decision No: 388
Date of Decision: 4 June 1996
The Board of Directors of the Central Bank of Northern Cyprus in
accordance with paras (2) and (3) of Article 24 of the Central Bank of
Northern Cyprus Law No.35/1987 has resolved as follows:
1-Banks shall maintain foreign currency additional reserve account with
the Central Bank of Northern Cyprus in respect of foreign currency
external and internal deposit mounts kept with them for private persons
or corporate bodies at the rate of
a)
b)
c)
d)

16%
17%
18o/o
18%

on June 1996
on 31 July 1996
on 31 August 1996 and
in subsequent months.

There is no obligation to maintain additional reserve in respect of inter
bank foreign currency deposit accounts.
2- Additional reserve in respect of foreign currency deposits in pounds
sterling, U.S. dollars, D.M. and Cyprus pounds shall be maintained in
foreign currency of the same type.
Additional reserve in respect of foreign currency deposit accounts shall
be maintained in US. Dollars calculated at the prevailing rate of
exchange between such currencies and the US dollar.
3- This decision comes into force from the date of its publication in the
Official Gazette.
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. (Appendix 4)

O.G.155
18.12.1995

P.1.834
Decision of the Board of Directors of the
Central Bank of Northern Cyprus

Decision No: 380
Date of Decision: 30. 11 . 1995
The Board of Directors of the Central Bank of the Northern Cyprus has in
accordance paras (2) and (3) of Article 24 of the Central Bank of
Northern Cyprus Law No: 7 resolved as follows:
1-Banks shall establish additional reserve with the Central Bank of
Northern Cyprus ate of 2°/o in respect of foreign currency deposit
accounts maintained by them for foreign banks and offshore banks.
2-Additional reserve in respect of foreign currency deposits in US dollars,
DM, Pound g, and Cyprus Pound shall be maintained in foreign currency
of the same type.
Additional reserve in respect of other foreign currency deposit accounts
shall be maintained dollars calculated at the prevailing rate of exchange
between such currencies and the US dollar.
This decision comes into force as from 31 December 1995.
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(Appendix 5)
O.G.29
0.G.21
O.G.59
0.G. 70

21.04.1976
25.03.1983
01.06.1987
29.06.1989

Banking Law of The Turkish Republic Of
Northern Cyprus
Law No. 11/1976
(As amended by Law No. 25/1983, 26/1987 and 42/1989)

1- Banks may not own movable goods or immovable property except as
necessitated by their banking operations.
2- The amount and nature of movable and immovable property
necessitated by banking operations are regulated by the ministry
responsible for financial matters through a notification.

3- Banks, which are compelled to obtain movable goods with a view to
liquidating debts due to them, are obliged to dispose of them within one
year, and immovable property obtained in the same circumstances within
three years.
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(Appendix 6)
O.G.
O.G.
O.G.
O.G.

29
21
59
70

21.04.1976
25.03.1983
01.06.1987
29.06.1989

Banking Law of The Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus
Law No. 11/1976
(As amended by Law No. 25/1983, 26/1987 and 42/1989)

1 o (1) The total of all kinds of credit that may be given by banks to a real
person and corporate body shall not exceed 20% of capital and reserves
of the bank or So/o of its deposits (whichever is the greater). But loans
given to the Government of Northern Cyprus or to corporate bodies
guaranteed by it are not subject to this restriction.
(2) a) The total of all kinds of credit that may be given to the
President, members of the Board of Directors and Auditors directly or
through collusive means or in anyway whatsoever can not exceed 8% of
the bank's capital and reserves or 2°/o of its deposits (whichever is the
greater);
b) The general total of all kinds of credit that may be given to the
President, members of the Board of Directors, and Auditors altogether
directly or through collusive means or in anyway whatsoever cannot
exceed 20% of the bank's capital and reserves or 5% of its deposits
(whichever is the greater).
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(Appendix 7)
O.G.84
29.07.1994
P.1.179
Banking Law of the Northern Cyprus
Law No: 11/1976
(As amended by Law No:25/1983, 26/1987 and 42/1989)
Notification Under Section 6(6)

Under power granted to him by section 6(6) of the Banking
Law the Minister of Economy and Finance does by this
notification regulate the following matters.
Total Amount
of saving
deposits that

he guarantees
be given and
bligations to be
ndertaken by
ank
oming into

erce

1-The total amount of saving deposits that may be accepted
by a bank shall not exceed;
a) 15 times the total amount of its Capital and Reserves
where the later is up to 1 O billion TL.
b) 16 times the total amount of its Capital and Reserves
where the later is between 1 o billion and 25 billion TL.
c) 17 times the total amount of its Capital and Reserves
where the later is between 25 billion and 50 billion TL.
d) 18 times the total amount of its Capital and Reserves
where the later is between 50 billion and 100 billion TL.
e) 20 times the amount of its Capital and Reserves where
the later exceeds 100 billion TL.
f) The Minister of Economy and Finance may in special
circumstances authorize acceptance of saving deposits
in excess of 20 times the total amount of Capital and
Reserves. Provided that banks may accept deposits in
excess of the rates specified above on condition that
they lodge 50o/o of same as reserve with the Central
Bank. No supplementary reserves will be sought in
respect of deposits 50% of which has been so lodged
with the Central Bank.
2-The guarantees to be given and obligations to be
undertaken by a bank cannot exceed in total five times the
amount of its Capital and Reserves. The Ministry of Economy
and Finance may authorize amounts in excess of these limits
3-This notification comes into force from the date of its
publication in the Official Gazette.
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